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Mereka yang bersifat pemurah dan dermawan bukan sahaja
disanjungi dan dikasihi oleh masyarakat, malah di akhirat Allah SWT
menjanjikan ganjaran yang berlipat kali ganda. Allah SWT telah
memberi jaminan bahawa sifat pemurah dan dermawan tidak akan
mengurangkan harta malah rezekinya akan ditambah selain
mendapat saham pahala akhirat yang berterusan. Firman Allah SWT
dalam surah al-Baqarah ayat 261:

“ Tidak ada satu hari hamba Allah berpagi pada hari itu, selain ia
dihadiri dua Malaikat; kemudian salah seorang daripada
keduanya mendoakan: “Wahai Tuhan, berilah si dermawan itu
ganti; dan salah satu malaikat lagi mendoakan : Wahai Tuhan,
berilah orang yang bakhil itu kehancuran“. (Sahih al-Bukhari)

in
Islamic Civilizations
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“Bandingan (derma) orang-orang yang membelanjakan hartanya
pada jalan Allah ialah sama seperti sebiji benih yang tumbuh
menerbitkan tujuh tangkai: tiap-tiap tangkai itu pula
mengandungi seratus biji. Dan (ingatlah) Allah akan
melipatgandakan pahala bagi sesiapa yang dikehendakinya dan
Allah Maha luas (rahmat) kurniaan-Nya lagi meliputi ilmu
pengetahuan-Nya “ .
Para Malaikat turut berdoa agar rezeki orang yang menderma makin
bertambah dan orang yang bakhil itu kehancuran. Sabda Rasulullah
SAW:

Maksudnya: “Dan jangan sekali-sekali orang-orang yang bakhil
dengan harta benda yang telah dikurniakan Allah kepada
mereka dari kemurahan-Nya - meyangka keadaan bakhilnya itu
baik bagi mereka. Bahkan ia adalah buruk bagi mereka. Mereka
akan dikalungkan (diseksa) dengan apa yang mereka bakhilkan
itu pada hari kiamat kelak. Dan bagi Allah jualah hak milik segala
warisan (isi) langit dan bumi. Dan (ingatlah), Allah Maha
Mengetahui dengan mendalam akan segala yang kamu
kerjakan“.
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Sifat bakhil dan mementingkan diri sendiri menjejaskan imej Islam
sebagai agama yang membawa rahmat. Hal ini selaras dengan
amaran Allah SWT dalam surah Ali-Imran ayat 180:
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Editorial

Unity or
Disunity?

Man is a social animal and Allah (s.w.t.) created
him as an individual being, but perfection is
achieved when he unifies his being by finding a
female companion in a blessed marriage. This
is the basis of a team in Islam. It can be said
that many families are formed from many
other teams and many teams actually originate
from individuals. Islam -when seen as a Nationis grounded on love compassion and justice.
Islam prescribes that every Muslim should be
in a team and all teams will aggregate
harmoniously to become a nation. To be united
is a commandment of Allah, while seeking to
divide and undermine unity is prohibited by
Allah.
“O Muslim do you prefer unity or disunity? Do
you want to obey Allah or disobey Allah?” Your
response to the above question will indicate
your sincerity and your acceptance of Allah’s
decree.
If a believer intentionally rejects Allah’s decree
for seeking unity, this is equal to a declaration
of war against Allah. Certainly seeking unity is a
divine prescription for mankind to establish
peace and stability on earth and achieve a
balanced life through following a straight path
of words, deeds and thoughts.
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If man purposely rejects unity, then he will have to face
the punishment of Allah, Allah (s.w.t.) says:
“They have abandoned a good part of the
message that was sent to them. So we planted
amongst them enmity and hatred till the Day of
Resurrection. (Al-Ma’idah 5:14).
All behaviour are based on a choice of selecting right or
wrong actions. Man has a freedom of choice, whether
to observe wrong or right action. It is in accordance
with this pursuit of good and virtuous action, that Allah
(s.w.t) invites man to the light of perfection, which
leads to unity and victory, while Shaithan invites man
to division and darkness which is disunity and enmity.
The earlier Muslims achieved their victory through
unity. Its spiritual strength of synergy spread its glory
across the globe, conquering its enemies and their
deceiving ideologies.
Unfortunately Muslims are deceived by the propaganda
and mischief of the enemies of Islam. Such underhanded
and vile strategies are meant to weaken the ummah
and create dissension and division. Such enemies
create websites and propaganda and masquerade as
proponents of Islam. They easily penetrate the ummah
from within and appear as champions of Islam. They
manipulate Hadiths and Al Quran with pseudo
interpretations and even incite Muslims to hate and kill
other Muslims. Their goal is to destroy Islam from
within. Many Muslims are duped by such messages
engineered by its enemies. The fact that such insidious
parties can manipulate our thinking and emotions is
evidence of the lack of Iman.
The Muslim ummah is to be established on two spiritual
objectives: the first is to integrate and unify themselves
and the second is to invite and encourage others to
unite for peace, happiness and goodness. Otherwise
mankind will surely collapse from the absence of love,
justice and truth. Allah (s.w.t) says:
“And do not be as those who are divided and in
disagreement among themselves, after the clear
proofs had come to them. It is they for whom
there will be an awful torment. On the Day (Day
of Judgment) when some faces will become
bright and some faces will become dark; as for
those whose faces become dark (to them will be
said):
“Did you reject faith after accepting it? Then
taste the torment for rejecting faith. And for
those whose faces will become Bright, they will
be in Allah’s Mercy, therein they shall dwell
forever.” (Al-Imran 3:105-107).
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Editorial

An individual is only able to establish peace and stability
if he has the support and cooperation of others. Hence
all Muslims must have a desire to perpetuate unity in
their hearts to build a sound ummah and Islamic Nation.
Islam commands its believers to stand for love,
compassion and justice, beyond geographical barriers.
Its glorious message goes beyond the boundaries of
race, colour and ethnicity. In this universe we live in,
Islam (the embodiment of peace) can be established
only through the positive energies of love and peace for
a common humanity rooted in sincerity and gratitude.
Allah (s.w.t.) says
“And verily, this is My straight path, so follow
it, and do not follow other paths, for they will
separate you away from His path. This He has
ordained for you that you may become AlMuttaqun (the pious).” (Al-An’am 6:153).
Every individual has been entrusted with certain
abilities to ensure that individual and social needs are
met. Such abilities and gifts at an individual and
collective level comes from Allah (s.w.t), and assists in
establishing unity among the ummah. This is really an
accountability for every Muslim. Our beloved Prophet
warned that envy and hatred are the main reasons for
division of this ummah, as well as previous ones;
“Among you spread the disease of previous
nations, it is the envy and hatred. It is what I call
the shaving blade, which shaves your Deen, in
the same way the shaving blade removes your
hair.” (Tirmidhi)
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Muslims are proud to declare their faith in Islam, but
most of the time, Muslims fail to live with its essential
truths. Most of the time the name of Islam is highlighted,
while its essence is neglected by its followers. Allah is
constantly bestowing his infinite mercy and guidance as
we witness people constantly embracing Islam, and this
isn’t due, it is unfortunate to say, from the contributions
of Muslims to attract others to Islam, which are actually
very minimal. Muslims have failed to show a good
example as a whole, and have failed to share the beauty
of Islam to others.
Muslims have also failed to project the Islamic message
of love, mercy, compassion and justice not only among
themselves, but also with others. This is due to a kind of
selfish ignorance towards the spiritual decrees of Islam.
This has led Muslims to be diverted from the straight
path of Islam and consequently to be victimized by
their enemies. As such, Muslims have become smug
and are intoxicated with pride, envy and hatred which
leads the ummah to be disunited and be blind to this
serious flaw. Muslims are in denial and cannot see that

this is in fact a punishment from Allah, for their
disobedience and rejection of Allah’s command for
establishing unity. If we perpetuate this type of
behaviour and thinking, we are missing and depriving
ourselves of the mercy of Allah (s.w.t.). We need to get
rid of this hidden tendency to rebel against Allah’s
injunctions. Allah (s.w.t.) says:
“But they (people) will not cease to disagree.
Except him on whom your Lord Has bestowed His
Mercy.” (Hood 11:118).
Islam and its Prophetic teachings are designed to
deliver peace, justice and love. Truth (haqq) is
differentiated from falsehood (bathil). The one who
follows Islam submits totally to the spiritual guidance of
the Creator of this universe –He is then, called a Muslim.
Allah (s.w.t) says:
“The believers, men and women, are “Awliya”
(helpers) of one another, they enjoin what is
good and forbid what is evil; they offer their
prayers perfectly: and give the zakat and obey
Allah and His Messenger. Allah will have His
mercy on them. Surely Allah is All-Might, AllWise.” (al-Tawbah 9:71).
These are the characteristics of the people who deserve
the mercy of Allah, others are not.
Unity will only be realized through submission, and not
through verbal oaths. This means we have to surrender
our desires, wish and will as individuals to the Creator.
This involves a total submission to Allah and His Deen .
When a Muslim transforms himself to become an
obedient servant of Allah (Abdillah), he will never
support any kind of division and effort to disunity. True
Muslims will strictly follow the exemplary men of faith
and hold fast to the teachings of al-Quran and AsSunnah to imbue this universe with love and justice.
Allah (s.w.t.) says:
“If anyone contends with the Messenger even
after guidance has been plainly conveyed to him,
and follows a path other than that becoming to
men of Faith, We shall leave him in the path he
has chosen, and land him in Hell,- what an evil
refuge ( An-Nisa 4:115).
Editor
Dr Sayyid Al-Kazimi
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Muslim Inventions that
changed the World
Algebra
While many secondary school students
may not appreciate the importance of
algebra, it is one of the most important
contributions of the Muslims to the
World. It was developed by the great
scientist and mathematician Muhammad
ibn Musa al-Khawarizmi, who lived from
780 till 850 in Persia and Iraq.
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Flying

Abbas ibn Firnas was the first person to make a
real attempt to construct a flying machine and
actually fly. He designed a winged apparatus
which resembled a bird costume. In his most
famous trial, near Cordoba
in Spain, Firnas
flew upward
for a few
moments.

Coffee

About 1.6 billion cups of coffee are
consumed every day around the world
and yet, very few people are aware of the
Muslim origins of this ubiquitous drink.
Coffee found its way from the highlands of
Yemen to the rest of the Ottoman Empire,
the Islamic Caliphate of the 15th Century.

Universities

The first formal madrassah was alQaraouine, founded in 859 by lady
Fatimah al-Fihri in Fes, Morocco. These
first degree-granting educational
institutes quickly spread throughout
the Muslim world. Al-Azhar University
was founded in Cairo in 970.
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Cameras
It’s hard to imagine a world
without photography. The
billion dollar industry is based
on the idea of capturing light
from a scene, creating an image
from it and reproducing that
image. But doing so is impossible
without the trailblazing work of
the 11th century Muslim scientist, Ibn
al-Haytham, who developed the field of optics and
described how the first cameras work.
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Surgery

Around the year 1,000, the celebrated doctor
Al Zahrawi published a 1,500 page illustrated
encyclopaedia of surgery that was used in
Europe as a medical reference for the next 500
years. Among his many inventions, al-Zahrawi
discovered the use of dissolving cat gut to
stitch wounds -- beforehand a second surgery
had to be performed to remove sutures. He
also reportedly performed the first caesarean
operation and created the first pair of forceps.
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History

Religious
Tolerance
Source: www.personalguide.ru

An Example of Religious Tolerance from
the Golden Horde during Uzbek Khan
(Öz Beg Khan; 1282-1341)

By Siti Jamilah
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Islam promotes peace and, indeed, there is no error
in the teachings of Islam since it is sent by Allah the
Almighty. Islam is a revealed religion, and the verses
of the Qur’an are free from human intervention. Islam
covers all aspects of human life and guides them to
follow the correct way of life. This perfection of Islam,
however, does not mean that we have rights to insult
followers of other religions and compel them to accept
Islam.
Today we are living in a world where Islam and
Muslims are labelled in a negative way and people
judge them based on several stereotypes created
by the media. Muslims are generally labelled as
terrorists or ‘Jihadists’ in a negative sense, although
jihad never spread any injustice or discrimination in
Islamic history. Unfortunately, today several extreme
groups in the Muslim world easily use this noble word
‘jihad’ to justify their evil acts, even though Islam never
promoted extremism. These groups call their terrorist
organizations as ‘Islamic State,’ but it seems that they
really do not understand the real teachings of Islam,
especially what is related to the rights of non-Muslims.
But before making any generalizations, let us go to
history and see how non-Muslims were treated under
Islamic rule in the past.

One of the best examples of practicing tolerance
towards non-Muslims can be seen during the period of
Uzbek Khan (Oz Beg Khan, r. 1313-1341), the greatest
ruler of the Golden Horde, a western province of the
vast Mongol empire, located in the modern territory of
Russia. Under his rule, Islam became an official religion
of the state and Islamic culture flourished through the
establishment of madrasahs, masjids and libraries.
The Golden Horde was situated in Eastern Europe,
north of the Caspian and Black Seas and east of
Moscow that consisting of different multi-ethnic and
multi-cultural social fabric. It is believed that during
the reign of Uzbek Khan, the Mongol elites were highly
encouraged to convert to Islam, gradually followed
by the non-Mongol population. At the same time,
they were quite tolerant towards the local Christians
and the pagans who lived under the umbrella of the
Golden Horde. They had been given full freedom to
practice their religious rituals without interruption by
the Muslim government.
For example, the permission was granted to Alexander
Nevsky, a Grand Prince of Novgorod to build up the
Christian Orthodox Church in Sarai, the capital city of
the Golden Horde. The Christians were imposed to pay
a jizyah (kind of tax), but it did never burdened the nonMuslims as its amount was very small.

5
In addition, the Russian rulers (one of the Christian
ethnic groups in Golden Horde) were given a special
privilege to collect the jizyah from their population.

who will create their own ways of understanding or
interpretations of their religion to make it the most
suitable for their worldly purposes.

The policy of religious tolerance implemented by
Uzbek Khan led the people of the Golden Horde
gradually to the acceptance of Islam. In the territory
of Kipchak, for instance, there was no single nonMuslim living as their rulers all accepted Islam freely
and the entire population followed them. It is true to
say that “Al-Deen al-Naas a’la Mulukihim” (Ordinary
people follow the religion of their rulers).

It is an obligation for us to follow the fundamental
principles of Islam formulated in the Qur’an and
the Sunnah of the Prophet (s.a.w.). According to
Islam, virtues like kind-heartedness, good morality,
amity, goodwill, gentleness and kindness should be
our main principles, when we are dealing with the
followers of other faiths.
References:
•
Akhmetova, E. (2013). Islam In Russia: Historical Facts and Modern
Developments. Malaysia: IAIS.
•
Muslikhatun. (2008). “Kebijakan Pemerintahan Uzbeg Khan ( 13131341) Pada Masa Dinasti Golden Horde.” Retrieved from, http://
digilib.uin-suka.ac.id/1072/1/BAB%20I,%20V,%20DAFTAR%20
PUSTAKA.pdf

To summarize, if a Muslim will truly implement the
original teachings of Islam according to the Shariah
Islamiyyah, he will never promote any extremism
and terrorism. At the same time, if we use our
own common sense, we will understand that it is
impossible for any religion that its entire followers
of all centuries will follow the exact understanding
of true religion. There will be some minority groups

Writer is a final year student at the department of History
and Civilization, International Islamic University Malaysia

Shajarat
al-Durr

An Unexpected Queen of Egypt
In June 1249 CE, the Seventh Crusade under the
command of the Frankish King Louis IX landed on the
port of Dimyat at the mouth of the Nile River. The
Ayyubid Sultan, Al-Malik Al-Salih Najmuddin Ayyub,
upon hearing this sad news, rushed back to Egypt
from Syria and organized an army at Mansurah. He
also raised a commando force that effectively put the
Crusaders at bay. He was already critically ill at that
time. Therefore, his wife Umm-Khalil Shajarat al-Durr,
entered the stage and played an important role in this
critical hour of Egyptian history.
Source: historiafactory.wordpress.com
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History

Umm-Khalil Shajarat al-Durr was a beautiful, talented
and intelligent lady. She was originally a slave bought by
Al-Salih Najmuddin Ayyub, and after giving birth to AlMansur Khalil, the Sultan married her. Shajarat al-Durr
was a Mamluk and a Turk, belonged to the family of
Bahri Mamluks, the Turkish tribe who had settled in the
islands around the Nile.
That fateful day, she met all the war generals, made
them to swear to fight until the end, while the Sultan
ordered them to abide by all the orders coming from
his wife. Thus she became the commander-in-chief of
the Ayyubid force. She quickly made Mansurah strongly
fortified, built a fleet of war galleys and placed them at
strategic points along the Nile. Any Crusaders’ attempt
to approach Mansurah was severely repulsed by the
Egyptian Greek fire, they even tried to build bridges to
cross the Nile, but only to be destroyed by the Egyptian
galleys.
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However, King Louis IX successfully launched a surprise
attack on the Egyptians later, crossed the Nile heading
towards Mansurah. This was possible thanks to a bribed
Arab guide leading the Crusaders to a secret ford. In
the meantime, the Sultan died, now Shajarat al-Durr
had to face the situation with utmost intelligence and
bravery. She ordered to conceal the Sultan’s death in
the meantime, while kept her Mamluk generals fighting
valiantly and won the battle.
Meanwhile Turanshah, Al-Salih Najmuddin Ayyub’s son
from another wife, claimed himself as the legitimate
heir of the Ayyubid sultanate and started to threaten
Shajarat al-Durr. He crowned himself as the new Sultan,
marched to Mansurah from Hasankeyf. Turanshah
blocked Crusader reinforcements from Dimyat by using
Egyptian galleys, and the intensified battle led to the
surrender of the Crusaders. King Louis IX was captured
and arrested, later he was ransomed and sailed to Acre.
Shajarat al-Durr was reluctant to give the rulership
to Turanshah as he used to drink alcohol, and had a
low intelligence with an abusive character, and she
complained about these points to the Mamluks. The
Mamluks later assassinated Turanshah on the banks of
the Nile. On 2nd May, 1250, she was crowned as the
Queen of Egypt by the Mamluk Emirs, having the title
“al-Malikah `Asmat al-Dīn Umm-Khalil Shajarat al-Durr”.
When the news reached Baghdad, the Abbasid Caliph
al-Musta`sim disapproved the Queenship of Shajarat alDurr, and he sarcastically wrote to the Mamluk Emirs,
“If you lack in men, let it be known to us, in order that
we may send you one”.

This was a blow for the Queen, as it was a tradition
since the days of Salahuddin al-Ayyubi that every
sovereign Ayyubid sultans would have recognition from
the Caliph at Baghdad.
Nevertheless, she had already ruled Egypt for 80 days,
ordered coins to be minted by her name, and even had
her name mentioned in the weekly Friday Khutbahs,
the first Muslim lady to do so. Later, because of the
Caliph’s disapproval, the Mamluk Emirs made Atabey
`Izz al-Din Aybak as the new Sultan as he married
Shajarat al-Durr, thus passing the throne to him. Atabey
Aybak accordingly became the first ruler of the Mamluk
dynasty in Egypt, a sultanate that would dominate
the Middle East for centuries before the arrival of the
Ottomans in 1517.
Shajarat al-Durr had a happy marriage with Atabey
Aybak for seven years. But that seemed to fade away,
when Aybak had to marry the daughter of Atabey
Badruddin of Mosul, to meet the geopolitical needs at
that time. Now jealousy kicked in, she could not tolerate
to share power with her husband’s second wife, so she
planned to kill him. A plot was taken, Atabey Aybak
was assassinated when he visited the palace bath.
Soon afterwards, the Mamluks discovered her role, and
she was killed too. Her body was buried in front of a
compound of a school she had established.
Although Shajarat al-Durr only ruled as a queen for a
short time, her reign witnessed two very significant
events in history: the defeat of the Seventh Crusade,
and the birth of the Mamluk dynasty, which ended 80
years of the Ayyubid rule in Egypt. Shajarat al-Durr was
an educated lady and a patron for learning, and had
established several schools under her name, while she
was also known to be beautiful, gifted, a good writer
and an ambitious player in politics.
References:
•
Abdul Ali, Islamic Dynasties of the Arab East – State and Civilization
during the later Medieval Times, (New Delhi: M D Publications PVT LTD,
1996).
•
https://historyofislam.com/contents/the-post-mongol-period/shajarat-aldurr-queen-of-egypt/

Umm-Khalil Shajarat al-Durr
was a beautiful, talented
and intelligent lady

Geography

Source: erisi.com

By Sarah Aliya Azahar

Education is the major factor for progress and
development of humanity. This article discusses one of
the well-known scholars –a shining star in the field of
geography- by the name of Piri Reis, who lived during
the Ottoman caliphate. Before we discuss Piri Reis, a
remark regarding the basic understanding of the field
of geography, especially its importance during the
Ottoman times.
The word ‘geography’ is from the Greek word
“geographia“, which literally means “earth description.”
The Oxford dictionary defines geography as:
The study of the physical features of the earth
and its atmosphere, and of human activity, as
it affects and is affected by these, including the
distribution of populations and resources and
political and economic activities.
Since the ancient times, people needed to travel. When
people were trading outside of their region, like the
Mesopotamians who had trading relations with the
Indus civilization, they were obliged to travel, use sea
roads and sailing their ships in order to carry out their
goods for trading and to arrive at their destinations.
The sea roads were used not only for the trading
activities, but also it has been used to travel to other
areas, maybe, for performing the pilgrimage (Hajj) or
going to another place in order to obtain education.
The basic knowledge that they applied during their
travel was related to astronomy, for example, to find
the direction and navigate their journey; mathematics

PIRI
REIS

His Contributions to Geography
in order to make a calculation of days, month and years
of their sailing; and also geography to position the
areas encountered during their journeys. Very soon,
travellers learned to design maps with the descriptions
of the features of the earth and its atmosphere.
During the Ottoman history, the inhabitants were having
not only trading with the outside world, but also the
territory of the caliphate was gradually expanding as a
result of diplomacy or military campaigns. The Ottoman
were very active in the Red Sea, Black Sea, and the
Indian Ocean. The Ottoman people and experts used
to travel from one place to another. Geography became
essential for the administration of the huge caliphate
territory to secure the area and sea roads. Such need
created brilliant experts in the field of geography and
Piri Reis was one of them.
Piri Reis is known to us as a cartographer, or a mapmaker in the 16th century Ottoman caliphate. He was
also a geographer and an admiral. The sources state
that, besides his mother tongue Turkish, Piri Reis also
knew other languages; such as Spanish, Italian, Greek
and Portuguese. The exact date of the birth of Piri Reis
is not known, the dates presumed are between 1465
or 1470. He was born in Gallipoli in the Dardanelles,
the prominent Ottoman naval base. His real name was
Muhyiddin Piri. But ‘Reis’ was given later to him, which
in the Turkish language means ‘captain’. So Piri Reis
means ‘Captain Piri’. His father was known as Haci (Haji)
Mehmed and one of his uncles was the well-known
Ottoman admiral, Kemal Reis.

PERTUBUHAN KEBAJIKAN ISLAM MALAYSIA (PERKIM)

As the archaeologists claim, human beings began having
some social, economic and political developments at
least for 5,000 years. Many roads, buildings, temples
and market places were built in order to create what
is today known as a city, which was the starting point
of the word civilizations. These developments required
a central government, which will manage the cities in
good condition and guide them towards progress. The
economic institutions were needed to stabilize societies
and the central government should utilize the capital for
the welfare of the people as its (central government’s)
main objective. Later, when the development
moves forward, it created a high-level of community
development, especially regarding behaviour, lifestyle
and education. But all of this progress started from the
very basic skills of the learning process; education and
knowledge.
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Piri Reis started his career as a geographer during the
time of the Sultan Selim I, who was passionate about
collecting maps and geographical texts. Many scholars
believe that his uncle, Kemal Reis encouraged him to
join his voyages to the North African coast from 1487
to 1510. These journeys became the stepping stone
for Piri Reis to gather information for his maps, and
mark the exact location of certain places and learn
about peculiarities of these places. Also, he gathered
a extended information about oceans and experienced
navigation. This information helped him later in his
writings, such as his book entitled, Kitab-i Bahriye
(Book of Sea Lore / Book of Navigation)
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During the voyage in 1510/11, his uncle Kemal Reis died.
Piri Reis left the boat and returned to his hometown,
Gallipoli. This was the beginning of his work on maps of
the world and on Kitab-i Bahriye. His first masterpiece
was the charts of the world, which he completed in
1513. He drew a large scale map which he prepared in
two parts with the characteristic of a portolan chart in
structure and concept. Portolan is navigational maps
based on compass directions and estimated distances,
without containing any latitudinal and longitudinal
lines, but it includes coastlines and islands.
It was drawn based his experience and knowledge he
got during his navigation and he also used a number of
maps made by other sailors or travellers. It actually was
drawn on the gazelle hide. Unfortunately, only one-third
of the map (the Atlantic Ocean and the adjacent parts
of the Old and New World) of Piri Reis has survived.
Piri Reis’s famous work -Kitab-i Bahriye- which is also
known in English as the Book of Maritime Matters
first appeared in 1521, which was the shorter version
consisting of 130 chapters and charts. The book also had
the second version, which was more extensive with 210
charts and it was completed by Piri Reis in 1526. This
book was designed as a manual for sailing directions.
It included his drawings and maps of the cities in the
Mediterranean and Aegean coast and described the
information about navigation and nautical astronomy.
Piri also stressed on the knowledge of navigation,
which he considered necessary for the safety of any
sailor or mariner.
The slogan “safety first” is still the most important
slogan in maritime science. Working at the sea is
dangerous. That is why Piri Reis was emphasizing on
safety matters and described the basic knowledge and
important skills that they should know. In this Kitab-i
Bahriye, he also discussed his understanding of wind
and storms and skill of the usage of the compass.

Piri Reis showed his Kitab-i Bahriye to the Ottoman
Grand Vizier, Ibrahim Pasha in its original form during
the trip to Egypt in 1524-25, when Piri Reis was the
navigator of a ship which was sending the Grand Vizier
to Egypt in order to settle the rebellious governor. But
it failed to grab the attention from the Grand Vizier.
Therefore, Piri Reis revised his book based on the
advice of Ibrahim Pasha.
In this second version, he gives more details in
describing the location of the stars, the landmarks
and the layout of harbours and the monsoons. He also
described more information for the war fleet of the
Ottoman navy. The most important part in this second
version is about the supply of fresh water. Fresh water
is essential for survival in the middle of the sea as our
bodies could easily be dehydrated and we cannot drink
the sea water because it is made up approximately
three percent of salt. But human kidneys cannot make
urine from a concentration of salts of more than two
percent. The sailors have to find a certain area which
can supply fresh water for them. Piri Reis described in
his book certain places like sheltered bays, lagoons and
peninsular, wells and fresh water streams, and all are
clearly depicted on his maps.
In sum, Piri Reis had spent a lot of time working on his
masterpiece and his contribution still influencing the
modern world in some aspects. The world map that
we have today was created based on his works as well.
We should be respectful to previous scholars, without
them, maybe, we were not able to achieve what we
have today.
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ENRIQUE DE
MALACCA
The First Malay
Who Circumnavigated
the Globe
By Afaf Md Din

According to Pigafetta, Enrique was a Malay
originally from Sumatera, and lived in Melaka.
During the Portuguese invasion of Melaka in 1511,
Enrique was one of the defenders of the city. He was
captured by the Portuguese and became a slave of
the Magellan’s team. With his good knowledge of
navigation and ability to communicate in Malay
language, Enrique became a useful person for
Magellan as he was in need of an interpreter and a
navigator to continue his journey to other parts of
Southeast Asia after the capturing of Melaka.
Source: /ilostiton.blogspot.my

PERTUBUHAN KEBAJIKAN ISLAM MALAYSIA (PERKIM)

Enrique de Malacca (in some sources he was
mentioned as “Henry the Black”) was originally
from Malay Archipelago, but was enslaved by a
Portuguese explorer, Ferdinand Magellan during
his expedition to Melaka in 1511. Not many sources
mention him, except as “Panglima Awang” in Malay
literature. However, there are not any specific
records about him in Malay historical accounts.
The most famous comprehensive record on him
was found in Magellan’s voyage, written by Antonio
Pigafetta, an Italian who joined Magellan’s crew.
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An article about Enrique de Malacca
published in New Straits Times,
22 October 1955
Source: zulheimymaamor.blogspot.my

In 1512, Magellan returned back to Lisbon
with his loyal servant, Enrique. Accused by
corruption, Magellan later gave his service
to the King Charles of Spain from 1517.
Magellan offered his help to Spain to discover a new
route sailing westward to Spices Island somewhere in
Malay Archipelago. He succeeded to convince the King
Charles by introducing Enrique who was well-versed
in local language and environment. These qualities
of Enrique, together with his great experience were
essential to make the next voyage to the Malay world
successful.
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After convincing the king, Magellan was provided with
an army and five sailing ships. They left Spain on 20th
September 1519 for their expedition. They crossed the
Atlantic and then moved to South America and Pacific;
and finally, they reached the Marianas Island on 16th
March 1521. This journey continued for almost eight
months, and it was a terrible experience to Magellan’s
crew. They were facing many hardships like starvation,
diseases and mutinies. As soon as they arrived at the
island, they got food supplies and other necessary
equipment, and turned to southward. On 17th March
they reached a place, known today as The Philippines.
During this time, Enrique played an influential role as
interpreter. He became the voice and ears between
Magellan and the natives.
On 7th April, the expedition had reached a place known
as Cebu. Magellan met Raja Humabon, the ruler of
Cebu. Raja asked Magellan to defeat a rebellious group
led by a warrior, Lapu Lapu. Magellan agreed and
launched an attack on Lapu Lapu forces, but he was
killed on 27th April.
After the death of Magellan, Enrique went into deep
mourning. According to Pigafetta, although Enrique
was a slave of Magellan, they had a good friendship.
Pigafetta wrote that, “He no longer went on shore to do
necessary business, but always wrapped in a blanket.”

A new leader
of the exploration, Duarte Barbossa
wanted to keep Enrique as a translator and decided that
Enrique should be a slave of their ship. This decision
made Enrique unhappy. He plotted a conspiracy with
Raja Humabon against the Spaniards (Barbossa and his
shipmates).
The next day, Enrique told the Spaniards that Raja
Humabon prepared jewels and presents for the King of
Spain and asked them to receive the present.
A group of the Spaniards led by Barbossa went to
receive the present but they were attacked by the
Humabon’s army. Enrique managed to escape from the
attack.
After this combat, the name of “Enrique” disappeared
into the mists of history. Some historians claimed that
he returned back to his homeland in Sumatera or found
his way back to Melaka. Some of them said that he
remained in Cebu.
If he made his way home, indeed, he was the first
man who circumnavigated around the globe rather
than Ferdinand Magellan or Juan Sebastian del Cano.
Although there are many controversies and arguments
regarding him, we acknowledge his great achievement
in history. He sailed the seas of the East Indies with
Magellan, followed him across Indian Ocean and
African continent, continued until Atlantic, South Africa
and Pacific. He fought bravely, explored the new world,
experienced the new life and culture, and he, indeed,
embarked the greatest adventure that no man had
done before.
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Source: sandraoffthestrip.com

Ibn Firnas’

Flying Machine
The history of aviation

By Siti Aisyah Rasdei

In reality, during the golden age of Islam, knowledge
was at the highest point. And the field of aviation was
no exception to that; the first person who was able to
fly in the sky was a Muslim by the name Ibn Firnas. He
was known as the first man who was able to fly using
his own flying machine and founded the Ornithopter
theory. His theory was the pioneer to other attempts
and creations of flying machines.

Abbas ibn Firnas’ Life
His full name was ‘Abbas ibn Firnas ibn Wirdas al-Takurini
born at Ronda in the province of Malaga, nowadays is
Spain in the year of 810 CE. His family was an Andalusian
descendent from a Berber family. He had spent most
of his life acquiring the knowledge of physics and
engineering and travelled around the world, including
Iraq, where he studied in Dar al-Hikmah in Baghdad and
managed to master several fields of knowledge, such as
astronomy, astrology, music, and engineering.
The contribution of Ibn Firnas (known by the Western
name Armen Firman) was able to perfect the technique
of cutting rock crystals and able to produce tons of glass
that enable the Andalusians to use drinking glasses,
lenses and the magnifying glass.

PERTUBUHAN KEBAJIKAN ISLAM MALAYSIA (PERKIM)

The ability of flying was known since the ancient time
of human development. However, it usually relates
it to the ability of God and angels. For example,
archaeologists found many mural and paintings from
the ancient Egyptian period, showing their desire to
fly up to the sky. Many mythical creatures are depicted
with wings in the Greek myths and legends. In the preIslamic era, stories about sorcerers and magician were
famously told in the Arabic legends and for Muslims,
someone who attain the high level of a pious soul will
be risen above. Nevertheless, those stories were never
proven truths and nor seen with human eyes.
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However, the most influential contribution of Ibn Firnas
was in the field of aviation, in the theory of Ornithopter,
which served as a basis for others to construct
airplanes. Through the first failed attempt of flying, he
figured out the usage of parachutes. Unfortunately,
his original work was destroyed during Spanish attacks
and his biography was gathered from the debris and
information from the eye witnesses.

Ibn Firnas Flying Machine
Many western scholars recognized Ibn Firnas as the
pioneer of aviation through the invention of flying
machine in 9th century. Undergoing several series of
flights in order to test the machine, he jumped off a high
cliff, based on his observation of the characteristics and
anatomy of birds. His invention was based on pondering
on the ayah in the Noble Quran; surah al-Mulk 67:19:
“Do they not see the birds above them with
wings outspread and [sometimes] folded in?
None holds them [aloft] except the Most Merciful
indeed He is of all things Seeing”
The main objective of the study of Quranic ayat,
(meaning signs) is obvious; to uncover the secret of
Allah’s creation and learn to appreciate it.
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The first flight took place in 852CE where he wrapped
himself with coat that was supported with pieces of
wood. The coat acted as wings and holding a glider
while jumping of the minaret of Cordoba. Instead of
flying, he was gliding down and was left with minor
injuries. Some said that he was the first inventor of the
parachute and the first to have tried it. The attempt had
failed, but he did not stop at that point, as he renovated
the machine, according to his findings from the first
failed attempt.
At the age of 70, he was able to finish the renovation
and made a second attempt to fly from the mountain
Jabal al-‘Arus in Rusafa, in the outskirt of Cordoba in
Spain. His costume was made of silk and eagle feathers
tighten by stripes of silk. People gathered around to
see the new creation of Ibn Firnas and before flying, he
making a speech to the crowed by saying “this moment,
I shall say good bye to you all, I shall do so by moving my
wings up & down, which normally resulted in me flying
like a bird. If everything goes well, I shall be able to fly
back to you safely”. He jumped off and was able to glide
in the sky for about 10 minutes. Then he crashed hard,
which left him with a severe injury; his backbone was
broken. He died in the year 887CE at the age 77.

Theory of Ornithopter
After the hard landing he finalized his Ornithopter
theory in which he included the use of tails to balance
the process of landing. From more observation, he found
that birds use their root of the tail to land smoothly.
The absence of a tail during the second attempt was
the reason for the failed landing. He told his apprentice
about it and renovated the flying machine again, but
was unable to test it himself, because of his injuries. His
theory became the foundation of today’s aircrafts.

Aircrafts Today
After the death of Ibn Firnas, others try to develop
the theory further, and started to create an
aircraft of their own. In 1002, al-Juhari had made
an attempt from minaret of Ulu Masjid and the
machine was made from wood and rope. Due to the
massive impact on the ground, he died instantly.
This huge risk faced with the flying attempts, did
stop the people to develop the theory more for
some time. Nevertheless in the 11th century, the
English Benedictine Monk, Eilmer of Malmesbury
also made an attempt to fly. Unfortunately, he
forgot to include the tail for landing, so his landing
caused both his legs to brake.

Then attempts to fly stopped for some time. However
Leonardo Da Vinci continued the theory of aviation
through his sketching papers, which were based on
the Ornithopter theory. He draw many sketches by
emphasizing the wing functions and the machine was
designed to be strapped to a man’s back, but he did not
make any attempt of actual flying.
In 1633CE, first manned rocket was invented by a Turk
name Lagari Hasan Celebi, using three hundred pound
gun powder as the firing fuel. Because of that, he was
rewarded with gold and position in government.
Later on in the 17th century, successful flights were
made by Hazarfen Ahmed Celebi. He used eagle feather
that was stitched on the wings. After nine attempts of
flying, he was able to make several amendments on the
shape of the wings. On 1638, he was able to fly 1.5 km
from Galata Tower in Istanbul and landed safely on the
other side of river. His attempt was described in Evliya
Celebi’s book “A Book of Travel“.
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After the successful flights, many Westerners started
to test their flying machines. Among them was
German aeronaut, Otto Lilienthal, who researched
the lifting power of surfaces, the best curve of wings
and the angle of wings that would influence the
balance and stability of aircraft. However, he died in
his flight of 1896 when the wind caught his machine
and he lost control over it.

The first flight took place in
852CE where he wrapped
himself with coat that was
supported with pieces of
wood.

In 1903, after studying about both the anatomy
of birds and Ibn Firnas’-theory, the most famous
aircraft inventors -The Wright Brothers- concluded
that the movement of an aircraft was influenced
by the movement of wings.
By formulating how kites are flying, they developed
powered aircraft, but before that he used gliders
with the aim to avoid accidents. Besides that, they
also had success with the essential principle of
combining rudder control and roll for
smoother balanced turns.

Source: Ivan Crivellaro

Nowadays, the airplane we use have their origin in the
inventions of The Wright Brothers who were inspired
by Ibn Firnas’ Ornithopter theory and by the successful
flying attempt of Hazarfen Ahmed Celebi.

Conclusion
In the nutshell, we acknowledge the hard work of
people of the past, they risked their own life to invent
something which comforts our lives today. Besides, the
sense of eagerness to acquire knowledge, originated
from the Quranic ayat, has led scholars of the past to
knowledge not only in one field, but in many fields of
study. For example in the case of Ibn Firnas, he was not
only an expert in engineering, but also in poetry, as he
was able to make very inspiring poems.

The Muslim scholars
have
used
their
intellect to the fullest, which proves
that our minds are capable of doing amazing things.
Despite the fact that many people are unware of
these contributions of Muslims in the past, these were
not small achievements. They inspired many people
-including Westerners- to do more research, invent and
developed after that.
Knowing our history prevents us to take things for
granted, when we see those scholars risk their life. We
should look at the benefit of these lessons and cherish
it as an inspiration to be successful too.
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In 1908, they were able to make a demonstration
of their invention in France and their invention was
extended by Henri Farman and Louis Bleriot one year
later.
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Al-KhAwarizmi
and Mathematics
By Sarah Aliya bt. Azahar

Approximately from the seventh until the thirteenth
century, the Islamic civilization was a very influential
civilization in the world in terms of education, culture,
politics, economy as well as religion. This article will
present the general idea of mathematics and the
great contributions made by the Muslim scholars.
Specifically, about the contribution of one prominent
Muslim mathematician whose efforts in this field has
affected the progress of mathematical thought. He was
known as Al-Khawarizmi, the father of algebra.
The Islamic civilization in the Golden Age was developing
fast, providing great advantages to Muslim societies, in
contrast to the European situation during that time,
called the ‘Dark Ages’. The main reason behind the
great achievements is Islam, as it always encourages its
followers to seek knowledge and use their intellect to
reflect.
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Sharing and giving something valuable and meaningful
to you is rewarded by Allah (s.w.t). The translation of
ayah 3:92 reads:
“Never will you attain the good [reward] until
you spend [in the way of Allah] from that which
you love. And whatever you spend - indeed, Allah
is knowing of it”.
Sharing and spreading knowledge also falls into this
category.
During the Islamic Golden Age, knowledge flourished
in the House of Wisdom (Bait al-Hikmah) located in
Baghdad under the leadership of Caliph al-Ma'mun.

There, Muslims and non-Muslims came together in
order to gain knowledge and pursue education in any
field of knowledge, including Islamic knowledge. They
came from all over the world; such as India, Persia and
Greece. Muslims took the theoretical understanding of
the Greeks and Romans and evolved it into a research
methodology and experimental forms. All the available
knowledge from other civilizations was translated –and
in that way preserved(!)- to Arabic language to the
extent that Arabic became thé language of knowledge.
Regarding mathematics, nobody knows the exact date of
the beginning of mathematics. However, archaeologists
found that in every civilization humans were using
simple methods of mathematics, such as an arithmetic
solution in order to keep a record of their money
transactions. Only later, mathematics emerged as a
separate activity. Today, mathematics is so commonly
used in our daily life -especially for trading, calculation
of dates and years, time, to communicate information
and so on- that we can consider mathematics as one of
our basic knowledge needs.
The first branch used as a basic concept in mathematics
is arithmetic and in fact, it turned into a basis of the
next progression of mathematical calculations. Tobias
Dantzig states in his book “Number, the Language of
Science” that:
“Arithmetic is the foundation of all mathematics,
pure or applied. It is the most useful of all
sciences, and there is, probably, no other branch
of human knowledge which is more widely
spread among the masses”.

Source: http://malahayati.ac.id
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The discussion of arithmetic contains also information
regarding the origin of the Hindu-Arabic numerals. Do
you know that numbers did not exist in those days?
The numbers that we use today, are an invention made
by previous scholars, starting from the period of Indus
civilization, which later has been advanced during the
Islamic civilization. Amazingly, it is still being used until
today.
The numbers from one until nine were introduced by
the Indian scholars in Sanskrit. When Islamic civilization
emerges, this idea was brought to Baghdad where it
has been simplified and modified by Muslim scholars
for daily usage.
In fact, Europe adopted this concept of numbers from
Muslims in the thirteenth century. Before that, they
were depending on the Roman numeral system, which
is very complicated and unsystematic. And before the
introduction of Hindu-Arabic numerals, Arabs on the
other hand, used the Arabic alphabet as a symbol of
numerals. For example:
For example:
Sanskrit		
Arabic
Western		

०
٠
0

१
١
1

२
٢
2

३
٣
3

४
٤
4

५
٥
5

६
٦
6

७
٧
7

८
٨
8

९
٩
9

Fig.1: Hindu-Arabic and Western numerals

ا

ب

ج

د

هـ

و

ز

ح

ط

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Besides that, a major contribution made by Muslim
scholars in this field is the introduction of the digit
‘zero’. Zero in Arabic word, is called Sifr, meaning
‘empty’. Basically, the idea of ‘nothing’ became later
very meaningful in the numerical composition of
mathematics. To show why it is one of the greatest
inventions made by Muslim scholars, just imagine
the difference between 6 and 60? This small circle is
showing values, able to provide a number with an
infinite variety of values, when it is combined with the
nine basic numerals. The concept ‘zero’ later paved
the way for the introduction of algebraic positive and
negative numbers to use in calculations, electrical
charge and discharge, navigation, and so on.

Unfortunately, it is generally assumed the concept
of zero was introduced by the Indians, because an
example of zero was found in a Hindu inscription of
876 AD at Gwalior, while interestingly the earliest
Muslim manuscript that explained the concept of zero
was dated 873 AD already. For the West, it took them
at two hundred and fifty years in order to accept and
acknowledge the idea of zero as a gift from the Muslims.
Ali Abdullah al-Daffa’ states in his book entitled, The
Muslim Contribution to Mathematics;
“Until the invention of the symbols for zero,
it was necessary to have a paper of tablets in
columns, in order to keep the digits in their
proper places”.

PERTUBUHAN KEBAJIKAN ISLAM MALAYSIA (PERKIM)

Fig.2: Arabic Alphabetic Numeral
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Al-Khawarizmi
During the Islamic Golden Age, scholars like AlKhawarizmi started to simplify the ideas of mathematics
in order to help common people in their daily life.
His full name was Muhammad Ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi.
He was born around 780 and died in 850. His birthplace
at Khawarizm (now Khiva), Uzbekistan. He was ordered
by Caliph al-Ma’mun under the Abbasid Caliphate to
come to Baghdad in order to establish his career in
the House of Wisdom (Bayt al-Hikmah). Al-Khwarizmi
became one of the first Directors of The House of
Wisdom. His expertise was in the field of geography,
mathematics, astronomy and also history.
One of his famous work is known as Kitab al-Jem wa’l
Tafriq bi Hind or also called Kitab Hisab al-Adad alHindi. In this book, he is emphasizing on the zero as a
placeholder* (a significant zero in the decimal representation of a number) and
the outcome introduces decimal places of numbers for
the first time. Furthermore, it replaced the alphabetic
letters with Hindu-Arabic numerals. In this book, alKhawarizmi deals with arithmetic operations, including
fractions and square root. He adopted the basic
arithmetical operations from the Greek, but enhanced
it with techniques of his own. Unfortunately, this
original masterpiece, which has been written in Arabic,
has been lost, but the Latin translation is still available.
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Al-Khawarizmi is the one who is responsible for
introducing the Arabic numerals to the West.
His book was translated in the twelfth century and
circulated throughout Europe. In the Latin translation,
it often begun with “Dixit Algorizmi” which means “AlKhwarizmi said”. In fact, through this book Europeans
learned about the decimal place system and the vital
role of zero. His work became very popular in Europe as
an arithmetic text. With the passing of time the title of
the book became “Algorithm”, actually originating from
his name Al-Khawarizmi.
Another major contribution by Al-Khawarizmi is the
introduction of Algebra which comes from the Arabic
word ‘al-Jabr’. This is one of the Muslim original
contributions in mathematics. Basically, algebra
is referred to as the analysis of reasons regarding
quantities by using letters to symbolize them. According
to the mathematical theory, it refers as “a generalization
of arithmetic, like for example, the arithmetic facts that
2 + 2 + 2 = 3 x 2, but for the general algebraic statement
that x + x + x = 3x, where x is any number”. In the
other words, algebra is used to identify the unknown
possibility (in this example ‘x’) from the known data

(in this case 3) and to see if there exists a relationship
between them.
Another masterpiece of al-Khawarizmi is known as ‘AlJabr Wa al-Mugabala‘ (The Science of Cancellation and
Reduction) which was written in 820 AD. Al-Jabr means
transferring a quantity from one side of an equation to
another, and Mugabala means the simplification of the
resulting expressions. David Eugene Smith states in his
book “the science of equations”:
“In the 16th century, it is found in English as
algiebar and almachabel, and in various other
forms, but finally shortened to algebra.”
This book was divided into three parts. The last part
is the longest part, in which al-Khwarizmi expresses
his concerns regarding problems of Muslims around
legacies and inheritances.
He demonstrates eight hundreds examples of
possibilities and solutions to practical problems
the Muslims were facing in the matters of legacies,
inheritance, commerce, partition and lawsuits. It
deals for example with the topic “ilm al-fara’id” (the
science of the legal shares of the natural heirs). The
book was translated into Latin in the twelfth century by
Gerhard Cremona and Robert of Chester and was used
until the sixteenth century as a textbook in European
universities.
To conclude, Muslim scholars during this time were
producing their works and research not only for the
purpose of religion, but they also putting forward
real efforts to contribute to the welfare and benefits
of mankind. The progress and development of
mathematics started during the period of Islamic
Civilization and later continued to progress through
the times, based on all these scholarly masterpieces of
Muslims.
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Celebrating 15 centuries of female scholarship, women contributions
to the community and uplifting of the ummah
By Khadijah Dingjan

Think about it… the time of the sahabahs is the
beginning of a long line of women, who helped to uplift
the ummah. We certainly know and appreciate the work
that men have done for 15 centuries. We learned a lot
and are grateful for the wonderful deeds the men have
done and we make dua for them.
For some reason, at some time in our rich history,
somehow we began to erase the women’s contribution.
Not necessarily by Muslims, as it was probably a colonial
initiative. When the colonialists came to the Muslim
countries, they believed if they could separate the
women (take the women and their contribution out of
our history), that maybe we would forget. And if women
loose the connection to this rich history in their religion,
consequently they can lose their religion. Should women
lose their religion then men might lose their religion and
the colonialists would succeed.
According to Anse (Shaykhah) Tamara Gray, the
contribution to the anxieties amongst Muslim women
today is mainly because of the
contrast between the antisuperwoman rhetoric in Muslim
cultures (where the prevalent
attitude is that females only
have value in motherhood and
wife roles) and on the other
hand the superwoman of the
Western world (the Western
attitude of ‘do-it-all-withoutSource: www.stthomas.edu
any-help’).

But when we look at how the Qur’an defines the roles of
women, it is rather vast and comprehensive. The Qur’an
holds in it every role a woman could ever have: a single
woman, a single mother (Maryam, mother of ‘Isa), a
happily married woman (Hannah, mother of Maryam),
an unhappily married woman (Khaulah bt Tha’labah), a
career woman (Queen Bilqis), a barren woman (Asiyah,
wife of Fir’aun), and even a tempted women (Zulaikhah).
Shaykh Abdullah Hakim Quick stated that another
potential reason why the stories of amazing Muslim
women in Muslim civilization are relatively unknown,
is that the majority of these stories are only available
in Arabic, and are not much translated into other
languages. Besides that, when people want to inspire
us with the stories of Muslims of the past, they usually
translate and narrate the stories of the men, which are
adequate already to bring the message or lesson across.
In the Islamic Civilisation, extraordinary women from
different backgrounds worked alongside men to advance
their communities. Their inspiring stories, charismatic
personalities and determination to contribute to the
development of their environment make them beacons
that guide young women and men today. And this
can be clearly seen in the numerous examples of the
contributions of contemporary women from which we
only can highlight a few in this article. One woman of
each of the last 14 centuries is chosen and connected to
14 inspiring (mostly) Malaysian contemporary woman.
We tried to connect ladies within the same field or same
merits, although that was not always possible.
We presume the stories of the mothers of the Believers
already to be well known; e.g. how wonderful Khadijah
(r.a.) was, that you are already impressed with Aishah’s
(r.a.) scholarschip and taken back by Umm Salamah’s
(r.a.) bold courage. Therefore, we start in this article with
the Tabi’een (successors).

* Inspiration for this article is based upon the idea of Rabata’s “She is Me” fundraising campaign 2016. With their
kind courtesy and full collaboration (www.rabata.org)
- With special thanks to Nurain binti Mohamad for translation.

PERTUBUHAN KEBAJIKAN ISLAM MALAYSIA (PERKIM)

It is our delight to share the wonderful ways of women
in our past, who have shown us, how deep faith can
be combined with worldly contributions. To show that
our history ánd our current world is full of women, who
raised and continue to raise the standard and the flag of
Islam. These women display a joyful faith, deeply rooted
in tradition, flexible, full of light, ready to embrace any
culture that it runs into.

Source: Qeaql-studio - Freepik.com

She is Me*

Inspirational
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We launch our journey through 15 centuries of female scholarship with Amra
bint AbdurRahman, a scholar, jurist and role model of the 1st Hijri century.

1st century

Al-Tābi’iyy ‘Amra

binti ‘Abdur-Rahmān (d.98 ah)

-

She was a notable of the tabi’een, she was a jurist, scholar and
‘vast ocean of knowledge’.
It was said about her that no one knew more about Hadith then
she, during her time.
The closest student of our Mother Aisha (r.a.) and one of the
first steps in the legacy of female scholarship.
She was a defender of social justice. Her rulings were considered
final; at one point, hearing of an unjust ruling, she sent her
messenger with her correction. The ruling was immediately
reversed, without question. Because her line of learning (back
to the Prophet) was more direct (shorter) than the other jurist.

Source: Rabata.org

In Malaysia of our time, we acknowledge a multi-talented teacher in the lady:
She graduated from the IIUM (BA; Islamic Revealed
Knowledge, minor Communications and MA; both in Islamic
Studies and Psychology). She teaches both Islamic Studies
and Human Sciences subjects at Centre of Foundation
Studies, IIUM.
A special woman with multi discipline talents is also
recognized as Certified Practitioner of Neuro-Linguistic
Programing (NLP) International, Certified Impact System©
Coach, Certified Time Line TherapyTM Practitioner and
Certified Professional Hypnotheraphist. These credentials
further help her provide alternative psychological therapy
and understand the insight needs of human development.
She is also a certified speaker of Jabatan Agama Islam
Selangor (JAIS).

Ustazah Isfadiah
Mohd Dasuki

Ustazah Isfadiah has proven to be a well-known publicspeaking figure in da’wah locally and at international
stage, and appears in various Islamic television and radio
shows. Her exposure in three disciplines has, therefore,
empowered her in being able to analyse issues from
Western and Islamic perspectives.
http://islamicfunscience.blogspot.my/p/our-consultant.html
Source: http://mumtazahsanusi.blogspot.my
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Then we come to the second century AH, where we meet Nafīsa al Tāhira,
a great granddaughter of the Prophet (s.a.w.) and caretaker of the ummah,
who became the Shaykhah of Egypt.

2nd century

Sayyida Nafīsah al-Tāhira (d. 208 AH)

Source: Rabata.org

- Born in Madinah, where her father (Al-Hasan al-Anwar) would take her as a young girl to the Prophet’s
masjid to pray every single obligatory (fardh) prayer.
- She memorized the Quran at a young age and was one of the early mufassirs (those who explain the
Quran) then she continued to study and memorise the sayings of the Prophet (s.a.w.).
- She became a great scholar, jurist, and hadith scholar.
- After her marriage, she moved to Egypt, she became a teacher to many. It’s said that people would line up
outside of her door all the way to the end of the street to ask her questions and her advice. Imam Shafi’ee
learned from her in al-Fustaat (old Cairo) [Shatibi]
- A descendant of the beloved Prophet, she was well-known and deeply loved by the people of Egypt who
built a masjid in her name. and named a city after her, “Siti Nafīsah”
- She was a very religious devout spiritual woman, went for 30 hajjs. She was known for her long worship
vigils, continuous fasting, her commitment to teaching and her spiritual light.
- She cared for the people around her. Once she took temporarily care of a young Christian girl who couldn’t
walk. By a special answered dua’ that Nafisa had made for this child, Allah made her able to walk again,
which made her whole family embrace Islam.

Currently Malaysia is blessed with their own Shaykhah of Tajweed (The Art
of Reciting the Quran in the way of the Prophet, s.a.w.). We introduce to you:

Shaykhah Wafaa b. Muhammad Hussain
(Tajweed Made Easy Global Academy; TMEAG)

After graduating from St. Mary’s Kuala Lumpur, she travelled to Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Egypt to further her
Islamic Studies for 10 years to specialise herself in recitation of the Noble Quran. She was awarded with two
Sanad Certificates and became the 32nd and 33rd generation of Sanad Holders. In 2001, she started teaching
Quran recitation in various places.
In 2012, Shakykah founded Tajweed Made Easy Academy (TMEAG). Incorporating the method, she developed
throughout all her tajweed classes, three tajweed books were published; “Tajweed made easy”, “Starting
from Scratch” and “TME Mind Maps”. The following two years, she founded and launched the White Palm,
the first sisters-only tahfiz centre in Tetovo and in Skopje, Macedonia.
In September 2015, the TMEAG Learning Centre in Shah Alam, Malaysia was officially launched, not only to
learn Tajweed and Qur’an recitation onsite, but also for some Islamic and sisterhood activities.
Since 2015, Shaykhah is invited as a speaker for various conferences in Malaysia. To date, Shaykhah has
conducted TME Intensive Courses in Malaysia, India, Singapore, Macedonia, Kosovo, Germany and the
Philippines and currently is grooming teachers worldwide.
http://tmeag.com/about/our-founder/
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Special tribute to Promising Youth
An Egyptian teenager has discovered an
inexpensive way to turn plastic trash into fuel —
and it could be worth tens of millions of dollars a
year.

chemicals from plastic polymers it extracts, are
the same chemicals extracted from vegetation to
create ethanol biofuel. The process releases other
chemicals that can also be recycled and sold.

Azza Faiad’s ideas attracted the attention of
the Egyptian Petroleum Research Institute. The
institute gave the teen access to a lab and its
researchers in order to help refine her trash
to fuel formula. Faiad discovered a cheap and
plentiful catalyst called aluminisilicate. This
catalyst drastically reduces the cost of converting
plastic waste into gases like
methane and propane,
which can be turned into
ethanol. Some scientists
are calling this “biofuel”
because the organic

Egypt produces a million tons of plastic trash every
year, and it is estimated Faiad’s process could
convert that much trash into fuel worth $78 million
every year. In fact, she believes it could raise the
total return to $163 million each year from Egypt’s
plastic trash. The European Union Contest for
Young Scientists has already honoured Faiad with
a prize for her work and she is now working on a
patent for her trash to fuel process.
https://thedebateinitiative.com/2015/08/20/the-muslim-intellectualrevival-muslim-teenager-turns-plastic-trash-into-million-dollar-biofuel/

Azza Abdel Hamid Faiad

Biofuel Innovator Teenage Girl Turns Plastic Trash
Into Million-Dollar Biofuel

Source: http://timbuktuchronicles.blogspot.my

Special tribute to Promising Youth
Iqbal al-Assaad became the world’s youngest
doctor. She started Medical School when she
was only 14 years old and completed at the
age of 20.

Finally, at the age of 20, she not only become
the youngest ever medical graduate from Cornell
University’s Qatar branch, but also the youngest
Arab doctor ever.

She grew up in Bar Elias, a small village in
the Bekaa valley, after her Palestinian
parents arrived in Lebanon. At the age of
12, she topped her class during her high
school education. By the age of 13, Iqbal
secured a scholarship to study medicine
in Qatar.

Her dream is to open free clinic for the Palestinian
refugees in the camps in Lebanon, because the lack
of healthcare for Palestinians there touched her
most deeply.

Iqbal al-Assaad
Source: https://walizahid.com/

Ms. Al-Assaad is now in the USA for a residency in
paediatrics at the Children’s Hospital in Cleveland,
Ohio.
http://www.thenational.ae/news/world/middle-east/palestinian-childprodigy-becomes-doctor-at-age-20
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We travel to North Africa to fill our story with a bit of beauty: Sayyida Fatima al Fihri, an
institution builder who began the oldest still-functioning university in the world.

3rd century

Fātima al Fihrī

(d. 266 AH /880 CE)

- Migrated with her father from Tunisia to Fez, Morocco.
- She and her sister Mariam were educated and studied Fiqh and Hadith
- Founder of the oldest academic degree-granting institution still in existence today:
The Masjid and University of Qarawiyyīn (Fez, Morocco). It was established in 859 CE.
- She was a woman of great vision and was organised. From the received inheritance of
Source: Rabata.org
her father (a wealthy business man) and she built a masjid and educational institution.
- She began by building a well for the workers, which shows she had a good clear idea of labour justice.
- Devoted her money, her time and herself to the development and success of this project.
- As she started this project in Ramadan, she wanted this blessed project to be completed while fasting
too, so she continued to fast throughout this period (2-3 years).
- It became a centre of education and one of the most prestigious institutions in the world. Students from
all over the world would come and study astronomy, languages and sciences.
- This institution was open to all: Pope Sylvester II (then Gerbert of Auvergne) was one of the esteemed
students of al-Qarawiyyin as were many others. Her university is a reminder of the work we can
accomplish when we unite our communities.

A pioneer of our time in one particular field of education is the Malaysian lady:

Ladyana Zoraya Abdullah

(Brainy Bunch)

Mrs. Ladyana embraced Islam in 1990. She has a Bachelor's Degree in Psychology, several diplomas in
Montessori Education and 23 years of experience and qualifications in Early Childhood Education.
She is a pioneer in Islamic Montessori education in Malaysia. In 2010 she founded Brainy Bunch together
with Efizah Mohtar Rasali and Mohd Fadzil Hashim. Today, they educate children from 2½ - 16 years old in 74
branches throughout Malaysia, 2 in Singapore and 1 in Indonesia. Characteristics for Montessori education
are for kids to be educated at their own pace, in an environment of “learning while playing” and focussing
on their empowerment without coercion and without exams (they have assessments instead).
Mrs. Ladyana believes that besides the academics a school should also teach children how to care, be helpful
and productive. Therefore, they have started the “Zero Hunger program”, providing basic food on a monthly
basis to families, “adopted” for this cause. One of the board members visited Syria and put the credo
“there is power in proximity” into action, because once we see the suffering of people with our own
eyes, we feel it and want to help. They contributed and committed themselves to help the Syrians.
Even the parents are involved as the school tries to “change the narrative” in order to help more
needy people. Moving forward from donations the parents can afford, these parents are encouraging
others in their circle to give too.
Another motto of Mrs. Ladyana which she wants to teach children is: “be courageous”, do the
things which make you feel uncomfortable and you will learn more.
Source: brainybunch.com

Inspirational

Ever wondered how Muslims in the past calculated the prayer times or found the Qiblah?
One way was a tool called an astrolabe, which was developed by the following lady:

4th century

Source: Rabata.org
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Maryam al-Jīliyya al Istirlābiyya
(d. approx. 345 AH)

- She originated from Syria. Some write her name as al-‘Ijliyah. She had taken on the last name of the
work that she did, because it was so important.
- A creative and precise scientist, inventor and early engineer, Maryam al-Astrolabiyyah designed and
built astrolabes, which was a navigational tool used by Muslims to find the Qiblah (prayer direction),
discover prayer times and for navigation in general; in a sense the astrolabe was an ‘old-fashion GPS’.
- Her work was very intricate, very careful and very accurate. Therefore, she was hired as the official
astrolabe engineer by the ruler Sayf al-Dawla and remained employed for nearly thirty years. Her
contribution to the field was equalled by none.
- We specifically highlight Maryam to all young women who are interested in STEM subjects (Science
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) and hope you are encouraged to learn more about her and
be inspired.

A scientist in her own right is the well-known Malaysian lady:

Prof. Dr Harlina Halizah Siraj
Gynecologist

Dr Harlina Halizah Siraj is a Professor of Obstetrics & Gynaecology (O & G) Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
(UKM). Dedicated to clinical teaching and learning, Dr Harlina is giving lectures in the UKM, as well as
serving as an O&G Consultant in the Department of O&G UKM. Her area of interest includes family planning
& contraception, adolescent sexual and reproductive health (ASRH)
She is active in promoting and advocating the well-being and health of adolescent girls and underprivileged
women and has been involved in many civil societies. She was serving in boards of several organisation
related to her field of knowledge, such as: Malaysian Association of Maternal and Neonatal Health
(MAMANEH), Raudhatus Sakinah Centre for Adolescent Girls, Women Section of Jamaah Islah Malaysia (JIM)
She has over 20 years of experience as a physician and having guided thousands of medical students over 12
years. To this day, Dr. Har is still a university lecturer, whom likes to continue to teach, despite the fact that
she had the opportunity to earn many times more if working in the private sector. For her, sharing the useful
knowledge to others is one of the practices from which the rewards will be even extended after death. In
her teachings she also incorporates the importance of Islamic morality.
As a form of community service, she is actively involved in discussions on issues of women, family
and youth with the intention of educating the public to be better; specifically, in the field of family
planning and contraception, sexual health and teenage pregnancies. Therefore, she often appears
in the media and shares her advice in a language easily understood by the community. In
addition, Dr.Har also is the author of several books (“Citra Wanita Kontemporari”, Santunan
Fitrah. “Bicara mengenai Kesihatan Reproduktif Remaja” and “Minda Wanita di Jalan Dakwah”).
Dr.Har can be followed in drhar.blogspot.com and drharlinahalizahsiraj.com
Source: http://sebarkanituindah.blogspot.my
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Noteworthy mentions

Hanadi Zakaria

al-Hindi

is the first Saudi woman to become a commercial airline pilot.
She was born in Makkah in 1978. She passed her final exams at
the Middle East Academy for Commercial Aviation in Amman,
Jordan in 2005. She has a ten-year contract with Prince AlWaleed bin Talal’s Kingdom Holding Company as a pilot of his
private jet, the Kingdom.
Al-Waleed is considered a proponent for female emancipation
in the Saudi world, financed her training and stated on her
graduation that he is "in full support of Saudi ladies working in
all fields".
Al-Hindi became certified to fly within Saudi Arabia in 2014.
Reports highlighted the irony that a Saudi woman is allowed to
pilot an aeroplane but may not drive a car. Al-Hindi, however,
does not see this as a contradiction.

Source: twitter/Hijabi Queens

Tawakkul Karman

Source: www.enduringamerica.com

Meet the Iron woman; Tawakkul Karman: a
journalist, politician, and a human rights activist
as well as one of the 10 Muslims that has won
a Nobel Peace Prize. Her face is stapled to the
2011 Yemeni Uprising and is also known to have
co-founded “Muslim Journalists Without Chains”.
She became the first Arab woman and the second
Muslim woman to win a Nobel Prize and the second
youngest Nobel Peace Laureate to date.

When she was asked about her hijaab by journalists
and how it is not proportionate with her level of
intellect and education, she replied: “Man in early
times was almost naked, and as his intellect evolved
he started wearing clothes. What I am today and
what I’m wearing represents the highest level of
thought and civilization that man has achieved, and
is not regressive. It is the removal of clothes again
that is a regression back to the ancient times.''
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Now we meet a traveller, hadith specialist, and phenomenal scholar who began her life in Turkmenistan. Upon
settling in the Holy City, she became known as the Shaykhah of Makkah.

5th century

Karīma binti Ahmad al-Marwaziyyah
-

-

(d. 461 AH)

She and her father travelled widely, as far as Iran, Jerusalem, eventually settling in
Makkah, seeking teachers and knowledge.
She gained great knowledge and became a careful and precise specialist in hadith,
especially the Sahih al-Bukhari collection. She taught in Makkah and became known
as a Makkan Shaykhah.
She was a woman of careful assessment. Her ijazah (license) was not easily earned,
and she had very specific requirements for her students. She would strictly assess
her students, by insist of being a part of the comparison process of the work of the
students with her original work, doing the evaluation herself.
She lived until she was 100 years old, leaving a legacy of male and female
students in her wake. Az-Zahabi said she was a woman of great knowledge, piety
and goodness. Herewith giving testimony that she was a woman of worship,
wisdom, and of great and beautiful faith
Source: Rabata.org

A Malaysian “shaykhah” in a different field -namely the field of Ophthalmology- is:

Prof. Dr. Muhaya
Hj. Mohamad Specialist eye surgeon
Prof Muhaya originates from Kuala Terengganu
and she graduated from medical school in 1985,
obtained a Fellowship in Uveitis at Moorfields
Eye Hospital, UK in 1998 and her PhD
from University of London in Ocular
Immunology. She was the first
Malaysian to subspecialise in Uveitis
and started the first Uveitis Service
and immunosuppressive therapy in
autoimmune eye diseases in the country.
To date, she is the point of reference
in the management of Uveitis
cases and has provided training
for local ophthalmologists and
residents in the field of Uveitis.
Besides serving as Consultant Eye
Surgeon, she is also a professor,
who used to lecture under- &
postgraduates in UKM and IIUM.
Currently she has her own
clinic in Kajang.
Source: http://intrend.com.my
(credit: Prof.Dr. Muhaya Mohamed)

Prof Muhaya is the first Malaysian to have a formal
training in the use and interpretation of Optical
Coherence Tomography (which is the latest state
of the art diagnostic instrument, crucial in the
management of retina and glaucoma cases)
Apart from Ophthalmology her other passion is
personal development and motivation, hence
she is a regular speaker in several Malaysia
universities. She is frequently invited by local
mass media and has a regular column on eye
care in the Utusan Malaysia. Professor Muhaya
uses the holistic approach in dealing with her
patients by stressing the importance of being
grateful at every moment in their life. Her ability
to incorporate Islamic values into everyday life
and her professional practice makes her a much
sought after speaker in personal and professional
development talk and eye surgery in Malaysia.
http://drmuhayalasik.blogspot.my/2009/05/resume-professor-muhaya.html

Next, is a Chinese born, accomplished scholar by the age of 19, Fatima bint Sa’d al
Khair. Fatima was a student to the great teachers from the generation before her
and became a sought after teacher, wherever she travelled around the world.

6th century

Fātima binti Sa’d al Khair

(d. 600 AH)

- Her parents travelled from Valencia to China, when the situation in Spain was
starting to change. She was born in China. Her father was her first teacher and she
was spotted in hadith circles at the age of seven.
- She spent her whole life traveling with her scholarly family seeking (knowledge from) teachers and hadith.
By 19, when her father died, she was already an accomplished scholar. Perhaps a kind of child protégé.
- She lived during the time of Salahuddin Ayyubi, who had taken back Jerusalem. She crossed continents in
order to learn from the most famous teachers of her age. E.g. she studied together with her father with Ibn al
Jawzi.
- And also with, the famous female scholar Fatima al-Jazdaniyyah, who was the longest living narrator of the
books of at-Tabaraani and the shortest connection to those hadith.
- She was a celebrated muhadithah and known to be generous and pious.
- She taught mostly in Cairo and Damascus, leaving a long list of students who credited her with their learning.

An experiential learning traveller in her own right is the Malaysian lady:

Wardah binti Hassan (Studio of Aesthetical Inspirations)
"A knowledge seeking enthusiast, a heart-centric
module developer and trainer, a translator and
an author – those are among the tools for her to
learn the Dīn. These tools were documented in her
first self-help book of travelogue genre entitled
“Menjejak Cinta di Bumi Tuhan” (“Tracing Divine
Love”).
While delivering her key roles in the corporate
sector, she obtained Diploma in Human Resource
Management and then Executive Diploma in
Counselling. She is also credited with a professional
certificate in translation from Institut Terjemahan &
Buku Malaysia (ITBM).
After spending 20 years in the corporate world, she
bid farewell and turned her focus on reviewing the
purpose and meaning of life from the worldview of
Islam. She then founded a business entity known
as Studio of Aesthetical Inspirations (Sanggar Ilham
Estetika) that offers translation and editorial service,
content development and consultation.
Besides providing these services, she continues to
transfer skills and knowledge via training programs
and private retreats. Her undimmed desire as an

experiential learner and student of knowledge are
encapsulated in her traveling, experiencing and
continuous learning of both Western and Eastern
civilization in 36 countries thus far. Her most recent
conquest was tracing the contextualization of Islam,
Iman, and Ihsan through 800 years of tamaddun
(civilization) of Islam in al-Andulus and 600 years in
Balkans; 14 countries in 3 months.
Therefore, the content of her training programs,
workshops etc. in Malaysia and abroad are based
on the framework of Worldview of Islām, focusing
on re-engaging the heart and rekindling potential
of intellect (‘aql) of a human being, contextualized
with present challenges, intermeshed with skills and
ability she attained during her tenure in
corporate sector as well as after.
She also conduct inspiring private
retreats, dedicated to individual and
families such as “Being Present;
the Alchemy of Happiness -- How
to Respond Effectively in This
Accelerating-Paced Era ”.

Source: Wardah b. Hassan

Source: Rabata.org
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For the 7th century contribution, we travel to the Indian Subcontinent and meet Razia Sultan, ruler of the Delhi
Sultanate. She was a warrior, leader, and institution builder who championed equal rights for all her people.

7th century

Rāzia Sultan
-

-

-

-

(d. 637 aH /1240 CE)

Razia's ancestors were Muslims of Turkish
descent who came to India in the 11th century.
Contrary to custom, her father selected her,
over her brothers, to be his successor. Starting
1236CE, she ruled the Delhi Sultanate for 4
years, the only female ever to rule the Delhi
Sultanate and the first Muslim female ruler in
South Asia
Her father, Sultan Shams al-Din Iltumish, would
often say about her, “This daughter of mine is
better than many sons”.
One of the first things she did as a leader was
to create and build diplomatic ties with the
Abbassiyyeen, important step to legitimize the
Delhi Sultanate as part of the larger Muslim
ummah.
A devoted ruler who established peace and
order, encouraged trade, built roads and bridges,
planted trees, dug wells, supported poets,
painters, and musicians.
A patron of the arts and education and the
sciences flourished under her directives. She
established hundreds of schools (both religious
and secular), research centres and libraries.

-

-

-

She also worked for the rights of people from
other faiths, concerned and assuring that there
wasn’t any oppression and all people were
treated well and fairly and with dignity and
honour. Yet, she made enemies when she tried
to eliminate some of the discriminations against
her Hindu subjects.
A defender of minority rights, which made
her popular among the general public. State
meetings were often open to the people.
She worked hard in loyalty to the
country she led, yet there were
rebellions and the nobility was
not sure they wanted this leader,
because of her ancestors were not
noble, rather her family had come
from slave origin.
She was a wonderful horse
woman, and during rebellions
she would go herself
squashing rebellions.
Eventually the rebellions
won, she and her husband
were ambushed and killed.
Source: Rabata.org

We like to introduce you to a Malaysian resident and activist:

Azwan Martin

She was born in Australia and came to Malaysia, converted to Islam and married a Malaysian in 1967.
She joined Islamic Outreach ABIM from its beginning in 1985, and was involved in several of their outreach
programs, such as visiting the sick in hospitals as well as serving as a Masjid Tour Guide
volunteer in Masjid Negara, where hundreds of tourists from all over the world visit
and would like to be informed about the masjid and Islam. Sister Azwan is one of the
volunteers who encourages the visitors to discover their purpose of life in this world.
All these years she has been an activist who has helped sisters with reading of Quran and
explaining the beauty of Islam to various new or potential Muslims. Besides that, she
also organises weekly classes in her house with a teacher of Tafsir, Quran and Hadith
for friends, family and anyone interested in joining.
Furthermore, she also teaches English to the underprivileged refugee children from
Myanmar at the Madrasah Hashimiyah (Selayang).
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In the 8th century, the people of Yemen were blessed, for 14 months,
with the generous and beautiful leadership of Queen Al-Adar.

8th century

Al-Ādār al Karīma

(d. 762 aH /1361CE)

- Mother of King Ali Dawood (5th Rasulid Kings of
- She was named as the “Lordly Lady
Source: Rabata.org
Yemen)
of Piety”, as she was a woman of
- She was like a vice-regent Queen of Yemen, it was
great faith, prayer and tahajjud.
for a 14-month period, when her son left and had - She used her own money to established
left her in charge.
schools, opened masjids and strengthened internal
- During this time, she was able to create peace
security. She would sponsor scholars and those
between arguing tribes and build a sense of justice
who were seeking knowledge, students.
and fairness in the land.
- She was also known as the champion of the poor.
- She sought to fulfil the needs of her people
In seeking to give money she would go out and
through philanthropy and giving: known to be the
find those in need, personally visiting the poor,
generous queen.
entering their homes in order to check what their
needs were and fulfil them.
We like to introduce you to a lady active in reviving the Sunnah of Philanthropy in Malaysia:

Hayati Ismail

(Food Aid Foundation)

Hayati Ismail chooses to believe that one should
speak for those who cannot speak for themselves,
and should be the one whom speaks the rights of
the poor and needy. Her involvement in charity
works and community engagement began with small
projects, which took place in her own community.
The event is known as the FreeMarket. It is a
community project for the members to exchange
the preloved items. FreeMarket is a unique project
in which monetary transactions are completely
forbidden. It is a platform for pre-loved items to find
new ownership. The success story of FreeMarket
took off and is organized nationwide every now and
then. STAR Foundation Golden Heart Award has
announced FreeMarket as the winner of national
community engagement in 2012.
The next major project by Hayati was My Street
Interview in 2014, a project to introduce popup interview counter targeting homeless and
urban poor. Pop-up interview has given them
the opportunity to break away from everlasting
endeavour of being an urban poor. My Street
Interview offers a long-term solution in assisting
them to obtain permanent employment. This
brainchild project of Hayati was again receiving
recognition. She has secured government financial
grant under the umbrella of Berbudi Berganda Social

Impact Innovative Challenge by
Agensi Inovasi Malaysia in 2015.
Charity and community
engagement as nongovernment individual has
proven to be incapable of
producing continuous high impact
results. Therefore, in 2015, Hayati joined Food Aid
Foundation (FAF) as the Director of Operations.
FAF is a non-profit organisation, which serves as
a ‘Food Bank’. The foundation wants to see food
wastage reduced and end hunger in Malaysia. It
rescues excessed food, which otherwise could be
discarded as food wastages by collecting surplus,
salvaged food and grocery products from food
producers, manufacturers, distributors and retailers.
Then, FAF take the role to reengineer the food, and
redistribute to charitable/welfare homes, volunteer
welfare organisation, refugees’ community, poor
families, destitute and soup kitchen in Klang Valley.
This food banking business has now diversified to
other states in Malaysia.
At the same time, she also has started a program
to educate the vulnerable and underprivileged
community about nutrition and healthy eating.
This ongoing work is providing valuable life skills to
disadvantaged and marginalised communities.
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We return back to India, where in the 9th century Bibi Rajee’ built architecturally sound structures
that still stand today, showcasing her expertise and skill.

9th century

Malikah Bibi Rajee’
-

-

(d. 822 aH /1477CE)

A pious, intelligent, Muslim stateswomen from Delhi, India. She was well connected
politically, married to ruler Jaunpur Sultan Mahmud Shah and used her position
in society for charitable projects, and educational programs. She built masjids,
Source: Rabata.org
schools, religious retreats and bridges. Some of them still standing, i.e. masjid Dargah
Sulaiman; built 65 feet above the ground with a spectacular dome.
She sponsored scholars and intellectuals, giving them stipends and prizes, while at the same time
sponsoring students, offering them scholarships and living expenses, so that everyone could focus on the
education rather than worry about finances.
She was a generous, brilliant women who elevated her community and served scholars and students
with resources and support.
She was specifically concerned with woman’s and girl’s education, therefore she established a girl’s
school, to ensure that girls would have the opportunity to reach their intellectual potential.
To let uneducated women relate more to the Hijri Calender, she started new names for Islamic calendar
months. In that way they had an understanding where they were according to the Islamic Calender and
could keep track of special days in time. Some names gained much acceptance in India like Teera-tezi,
barawafat, shabrat, eid, baqareid.

Today, a lady known for her outstanding contribution to the development of humanitarian and international
emergency relief is:
A trusted humanitarian, Tan Sri Dr Jemilah
Mahmood was the driving force behind the
establishment of MERCY Malaysia, the most
successful nationally grown humanitarian
organisation which operates both in Malaysia and
internationally. She credits her interest in community
service to her parents, as she grew up in a family that
was very much involved in helping others, had other
families living with them in the house and had no
hesitation helping people, as her parents were very
generous and kind.
Her deep understanding of the complexities of crosscultural issues in the humanitarian and geopolitical
arena and particularly with those surrounding
the Muslim world has made her a strong voice of
tolerance as well as advocacy on a wide range of
issues. MERCY Malaysia, through Tan Sri Dr Jemilah’s
leadership, has become a model for civil community
organisations in Asia, Africa and the Middle
East. And its success has motivated several
organisations in these regions to improve their
professionalism and influence.

Mercy Malaysia is actively involved in providing
emergency assistance of affected populations in
case of a disaster by utilising the Total Disaster Risk
Management plan, which applies to all phases of
the disaster management cycle, such as emergency
response, recovery, prevention / mitigation,
preparedness/readiness.
In the area of health care MERCY focusses on
1) Primary health care with mobile clinics for
vulnerable and underprivileged communities
2) Cleft Lip reconstructive surgeries
3) Mobile reproductive healthcare
4) Mobile cataract optical service
5 Psychosocial intervention and
6 Emergency response unit.
Other areas of focus are: disaster reduction, water
sanitation and hygiene for flood victims or other
disasters.

Tan Sri Dr
Jemilah Mahmood

www.merdekaaward.my/Recipients/By-Category/Education-Community/
Tan-Sri-Dr-Jemilah-Mahmood.aspx

Source: https://teachformalaysia.org

(Mercy Malaysia)
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During the Islamic civilisation, numerous women excelled in various fields in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Among them was Queen Amina of Zāriyah. In the tenth century in the Zāriyah province of modern
day Nigeria, ruled Queen Aminatu with grace, dignity and strength.

10th century

Queen Aminatu of Zāriyah

(b. 939 aH/ 1533 CE)

- She is generally credited
- She was the eldest daughter of Queen Bakwa
with the building of the
Turunku, who founded the Zazzau Kingdom in 1536.
famous Zaria wall and is credited
She was 16 years old when her mother ascended the
Source: Rabata.org
with the Hausa habit of building
throne.
great clay fortress walls around
- Amina came to power between 1588 and 1589. It
military encampments during her
is said that she ruled for 34 years, inheriting the
various campaigns. This fortress walls stayed even
throne from her brother Karama (after a 10 years’
after the campaign and became villages.
rule).
- She controlled, and therefore made safe, trade
- She is credited with being the first ruler who
routes. She built a network of commerce between
manages to unify that large region under one
the cities under her rule, giving the region economic
authority. She did that through military expeditions
prosperity. She introduced new product & goods
in order to protect trade and to stop the random
into the region, such as kola nuts (used in Cola).
wars and random attacks on caravans.
- She showed strength in leadership, authority,
- At the time of her ascension to leadership, she was
consistency, as was a contribution to the ummah
already known as a fierce warrior. She learned how
by uniting and strengthening this Hausa land, the
to ride a horse in military campaigns, build weapons,
province of Zāriyah, were the people could live
introduced armour, helmets and chain mail to her
relatively safe, in peace and economic security.
army
- She was specifically known for her military strategy,
strength and engineering skills;
Today, other examples of true strength can be seen in two of Malaysian sportswomen:

Siti Rahmah

Mohamed Nasir
She is an athlete in Pencak Silat (martial
arts) from Kuala Terengganu. She is
the daughter of former Singapore and
Terengganu footballer Nasir Jalil, who was
well known in the 1980s.
Siti Rahmah was the gold medal winner
in the class E Puteri Silat event in Hanoi
(2012). She won gold medal for women
Sports Silat 60-65kg category at the SEA
Games 28th (2015) in Singapore. Siti
Rahmah who completed a hat-trick of wins
in the World Silat Championships after wins
in 2012, 2015 and 2016. Now Siti Rahmah
is focussing and training hard for the SEA
Games 2017 and the 2018 Asian Games.

Source http://www.teganukita.net
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Ras Adiba Radzi
Ras is a newscaster in Malaysia, is paralyzed from
the waist down. She was not born disabled, but
lost the ability to walk after suffering two severe
spine injuries. First in a car accident in 1995, and
again in 2001 when she was attacked by a man
during an attempted car robbery.
Though Ras says she suffered from depression at
first, by becoming active in sports -specifically,
sharpshooting- this dramatically changed her
outlook. The sweetest moment for Radzi was
becoming Malaysia’s top sharpshooter in the
disabled category in 2003.
She has juggled both work and shooting
commitments, shooting twice a week and taking
a month's hiatus before the APG to focus full
time on her event. Ras works from home as an
independent TV producer, is a novelist and avid
singer. The animated activist has never shied away
from speaking about her disability, whether on or
off camera. She reads the news twice weekly for

Malaysian channel NTV7. "My PWD (persons with
disabilities) friends are ecstatic. When they see
one of them up there, they feel that at least people
are giving us some attention and are listening and
taking us seriously."
Along with her TV appearances,
she has also championed the
same cause through different
means. Ras is a record
holder in the Malaysian
Book of Records for her
14-day, 420-km trip in
her wheelchair from
Johor to Kuala Lumpur
in 2003. She is also the
committee adviser of
Perwira K9, a support
group that helps with
the rehabilitation of
patients with spinal
cord injuries.
Source: www.kosmo.com.my

Noteworthy mentions

Mariam

al-Mansouri

(born 1979 in Abu Dhabi), is the first female
fighter pilot of the United Arab Emirates
(UAE). She was one of the first women to
join the United Arab Emirates Air Force
(UAEAF) academy after women were allowed
to join, and graduated in 2007.She flies an
F-16 Fighting Falcon and leads UAE mission
airstrikes against ISIS over Syria.

Source: http://english.alarabiya.net
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Have you heard of the Taj Mahal? Did you know that it was named after a Muslim woman of deep religious
practice? With 14 children and a loving husband, this testimony of Mumtaz Mahal’s life is known today as
one of the wonders of the world.

11th century

Mumtaz Mahal

(d.1040 aH/ 1631CE)

- This exemplary Muslim woman was born Arjumand Banu Begum, but received the title Mumtaz
Mahal when she married Shah Jihan.
- At a time when marriages were most often political agreements, theirs was a love story. Mumtaz
was a deeply religious woman, devoted, a woman of night prayers, praying for her husband and
the ummah. She was his rock! Shah Jihan trusted her fully. He even gave her his imperial seal!
- She travelled with her husband on hunting trips and military expeditions. Her prayers held him
Source: Rabata.org
always in loving embrace.
- She was an active part of the court, concerned about gardening and beautifying the area. She
was interested in sports, and watching them.
- She gave birth to 14 children, only seven of whom lived past infanthood.
- She died giving birth to her 14th child and her husband went into a full year of mourning and grief. Coming
out of that state his hair had become white and his back was bent. Their daughter took the place of first lady
and supported him.
- He erected the Taj Mahal (took 23 years) in her memory, hoping to build something that would speak of her
greatness and in an attempt to communicate to people what she had meant to him. And indeed, the Taj
Mahal became one of the “7 wonders of the world”.
- Her contribution both in her life and in her death is continuous, as people around the world, go to visit the
Taj Mahal and learn about it, they are reminded of the beautiful spirituality of a woman who lived in the 10th
century Hijri and uplifted the ummah; in her relationship with her husband, in her raising of her children, in
her loving contribution to the governance and sultanate.

A phenomenal woman of our time, who is taking care of many children is:

She is founder of shelter of PERNIM (Persatuan
Kebajikan Anak Pesakit HIV/AIDS Nurul Iman
Malaysia). She has seven children and has adopted
a total of 40 from among orphans, abandoned
children, children out of wedlock, children that
have HIV positive and she is also taking care of four
disabled children, who suffer from muscular defects.
During childhood she was brought up with religious
values, respect for human disabilities and a
readiness to assist people in distress. Under the
slogan “love without boundaries”, she follows her
dream of following in the footsteps of her late
mother, who also loved to help people in need,
without any distinction as to their status, religion,
nationality, age (young or small children).
Puan Hajah Norlina Hj Alawi started safeguarding
the welfare of children with HIV / AIDS in 2001,
having moved from Sabah and settled in Taman
Melur, Ampang Selangor. It all begun, when she
had given shelter to a girl aged 23 years, who was

hearing impaired and as a
result of sexual intercourse
with a drug addict was diagnosed
HIV positive after seven months of pregnancy. She
adopted the woman’s baby.
Motherly love and profound love for children
with HIV / AIDS made her successfully establish a
Child Welfare Association of HIV / AIDS Nurul Iman
Malaysia (PERNIM), which does not charge any fee
in any case. Her concentration is on fully protecting
and educating the children under her care.
Since 2011 the organisation is known as Keluarga
Besar Norlina Alawi Berhad. The aim of KBNAB, as
the name “big family” implies, is to offer children
an opportunity to lead a normal life with a set of
parents, many siblings and access to religious and
academic education.
http://akuhivpositif.blogspot.my/2011/03/latar-belakang-pengasaspernim.html

Source: pernim.com

Norlina Hj Alawi
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Arrived in the 12th century, we travel to a land we have not yet visited: The Ottoman State. Here we
meet Asma Ibret, a phenomenal artist whose first work at the age of 15 was already extraordinary.

12th century

Asma Ibret Hanim

(b.1194 aH /1780 CE)

- Asma Ibret Hanim was an Ottoman artist. She
studied the art of calligraphy as a young woman
with the most famous teacher of her time,
Mahmud Celaleddin.
- She must have studied received her ijazah (license)
at a very young age because she completed her
first major work by the time she was fifteen. It was
a commissioned calligraphic description of Prophet
Muhammad (s.a.w).
- Her work was presented to the Sultan. Since the
art was so expressive of the beauty of the Prophet
(s.a.w.) the Sultan gave Asma a monetary prize and
started her on a regular stipend (salary), in honour
of her work and to continue with her work.

- She was also given the
honourific title of “Ibret”, which
Source: Rabata.org
means ‘exemplary’ because of her
good character and beautiful work.
- Her surviving work can be found at Turkish
museums (Topkapi) and in private collections.
- One Qur'an copied by her has been found in the
Nafia al-Fayez collection. This is her last known
work and was completed, when she was 28 years
old and it is breathtakingly beautiful scripted,
artistic decorated and of calligraphic penman-ship.

Todays’ world also knows a few female calligraphy artists
and from among the Malaysians we mention:

Dr. Nor Azlin Hamidon
Dr. Nor Azlin binti Hamidon is Head of the Department of Malay Socioculture and Art, Academy of Malay Studies, University of Malaya.
Her journey in Islamic calligraphy started early on: at 11 years old, she
was introduced to Islamic calligraphy and she felt in love with it. When
she was 15 years old, it was explained to her for the first time, how
the existence of dots serve as the measurement for the height and
width of each letter. At 17 years old she competing successfully in
Islamic Calligraphy competitions and in 1988 she won the first National
Competition in Islamic Calligraphy.
Dr. Nor did her PhD in Islamic Calligraphy Contemporary Arts of
Malaysia, and joined a lot of exhibitions in many galleries; such as Islamic
calligraphy exhibitions in Dubai and Pakistan. Her commissioned work is abundant,
in the form of painting, graphic work, logo, as well as teaching calligraphy inside or outside the campus. She
is now preparing her first solo exhibition, which will commence in a year time.
Nor Azlin Hamidon remarks her artworks as the spiritual experiences through many layers of existence. Her
priority is to live to the fullest and find happiness through her works, which in turn, moves to others’ heart
with this special dance of letters and movements of zikr throughout the canvas.
Her piece of advice is to never give up, even though there will be tribulations in achieving our goal. Being in
a man dominated-field, is always challenging, but since it is her passion, each calligraphy is done with full
heart and attention. The journey to create a beautiful calligraphy always starts with a nuqtah (dot), but ends
with inner satisfaction.
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For the 13th century we travel back to Africa to meet a familiar figure: Nana’ Asma’u, a scholar
activist, poetess, educator, and founder of an educational movement.

13th century

Nana Asma’u

(d. 1280 aH /1864 CE)

- Scholar, poet and pedagogue, Nana Asma’u was
the shining light of the Sokoto Caliphate. (West
Africa, Nigeria states)
- She was a scholar of Islamic sciences, a hafizha,
expert in military science and skilled at
translating sacred text into practical community
values.
- She was a prolific letter and corresponded
with other scholars of her era, and was deeply
respected. Her work was so important that in one
letter a Shaykh Sa’d of Gwanda indicated that she
is the Mujadid (renewer) of her generation.
- She was proficient in four languages; Arabic,
Fulfulde, Hausa and Tamacheq (another local
language). Her poetry was written in all different
languages; depending on the language of the
people she was writing for. Much of her poetry
was written as curriculum material.
- She worked to bring education to the women of
the Sokoto Caliphate, and made sure that women
of her era were educated in Islamic sciences and
health and other necessary topics, in order to
uplift their minds and hearts and training them
in various crafts and professions to guarantee the
future of the ummah.

- Because of her concern about
the number of uneducated
women that lived in the
Source: Rabata.org
villages, she developed a
very creative method to reach
them: She began an educational
movement –Yan Taro- and literacy workshops.
She wrote the curriculum (in poetry form!),
like the rules of fiqh and intonation and trained
“team-teachers”. She dressed them in a particular
uniform that would indicate authority and
scholarship. Then she would send them off to
villages in teams of two, to teach reading and
writing and train women and girls in sacred
sciences, health, and other curricular topics.
- Her work remains today in the collection of her
writings and the modern manifestations of her
Yan Taro Movement. Several schools and Muslim
women’s organisations were named after her, in
her honour.
- She was a very deeply spiritual woman; it is said
that she had karama (type of miracle health for
the awliya’, people of God)

A motivator in her own right is the next Malaysian lady;

Dr. Zabrina Abu Bakar
(www.siszabrina.com)

Dr. Zabrina A. Bakar, also known as Sis Zabrina is an Author, Speaker, Columnist and Activist.
As the Author of Bestselling Islamic Motivational Book Series 'Life is an Open Secret', she
writes for her many columns, both in print and online.
Her motivational stories are based on true life daily happenings. Her writings are grounded in
spirituality and the aim of her stories is for the reflection of minds and hearts of her readers.
For her, Islam is easy to follow, simple, relevant and complete.
With the principle of 'No one can do everything but anyone can do something', she believes in the spirit
of little people greatness. She works with many individuals and NGOs alike in a global scale including Viva
Palestina Malaysia, Peace Trail UK and a few local humanitarian NGOs. Her humanitarian passion is not
limited to war torn countries but also areas of natural disasters and even social cases. At the same time, she
is currently also active in creating awareness of the danger of riba' and the importance of gold and silver.
She has a B. Accountancy and MBA both from International Islamic University Malaysia and was being
awarded Doctorate in Business Administration (with Distinction) by the University of Newcastle, Australia.
Source: muslimahwritersalliance.com
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In the Seventies an American-born convert to Islam would soon take centre stage: Amīna
Assilmi, a woman whom dedicated her life and spared no effort of her work for Muslims
in the United States and around the globe.

14th century

Amīna Assilmi

(d. 1431 aH/ 2010 CE)

Source: Rabata.org

- She was an American Muslim pioneer. Raised a Southern Baptist, she became Muslim in 1977.
- She was an activist, speaker and advocate for Muslim women’s rights. Her contributions to American Muslim
life were so many; she established the US branch of the International Union of Muslim Women and with the
National Organisation of Women contributed to designate rape, a war crime, during the Bosnian War.
- By her nationwide campaign, she managed to get a national Eid Stamp issued, which was reissued as a
Forever Stamp in 2011.
- Amina was involved with early broadcast media endeavours of the US Muslim community, including
Soundvision.
- She was a regular speaker at ISNA and other places.
- Her contribution to the Muslim community was far and wide; she fought for the rights of women, the rights
of Muslims and family rights all whilst overcoming her own de-habilitating illness (bone-cancer) to create real
and necessary change, despite any negativity or hardship within her own environment. She had also other
struggles including with her family, who eventually all became Muslim.
A true contemporary Malaysian activist is

Dr. Fauziah Hasan
Dr. Fauziah originates from Terengganu. In 1982, she
received a Bachelor of Medicine and Surgery (MBBS)
from the University of Tasmania, Australia, and
MRCOG UK in 1991. She is also a Fellow at the Royal
College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (UK-FRCOG).
She served as a consultant at the Ampang Puteri
Specialist Hospital, KL. She is a mother of three and
grandmother to six grandchildren.
Dr Fauziah’s age and petite size does not stop her
burning passion to help out in name of humanity. She
is very active in humanitarian projects; first with the
Malaysian Medical Relief Society (MERCY Malaysia).
She served in Kosovo (1999), Moluccas, Indonesia
(2000), Afghanistan (2001, 2002, 2003), Aceh (2005),
Pakistan (2005) and Gaza (2009 & 2012).
Since 2010 she served at Aqsa Syarif (Malaysian
humanitarian NGO. Later the NGO came under the

umbrella of MyCare, which works beyónd the borders
of Palestine. In MyCARE she continues to lead various
initiatives; such as Rose2Rose (R2R), which focuses on
the empowerment of women and children, especially
in Palestine.
She was selected as one of the 20 crew members of
the Women’s Boat to Gaza (WBG). The mission was to
challenge the Israeli’s sanctions on Gaza.
The “Zaytouna-Oliva”, which sailed out in September
2016, was intercepted near the Gaza coast by Israel’s
warships on the night of October 5. All of
the activists and crew were detained
at Givon Prison, but later released.
http://www.sinarharian.com.my/eng/dr-fauziahmohd-hasan-is-a-brave-woman-1.573835
http://myislammedia.com/biodata-dr-fauziahmohd-hasan/
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Al-Jazari's Manuscript
Of Automata

AL-JAZARI AND
According to Western sources, Karel Capek used the
word robot in 1920 and was followed by the inventions
of the electronic robot in 1948 by the modern scientists,
William Grey Walter and George Devol. That is how
the world celebrates the foundations in this field of
engineering, but they actually missing an important
event in 1136, where a truly ingenious Muslim engineer
from Diyarbakir (present day Turkey) by the name of
Badi’ Al-Zaman Abu Al-‘Izz Isma’il b. al-Razzaz Al-Jazari
served the Artuq king in the Seljuqs dynasty. There is
not much information written about Al-Jazari’s personal
life, but people narrate that he was in service as an
engineer at the palace. During his time, he built the
first robotic figures and was recognized as the father of
robotics in the Muslim world.

The most significant mechanisms that Al-Jazari invented
are the camshaft and crankshaft which act as important
components in his mechanical devices. These two
mechanisms are used in many machines, engines, toys
and so on; from a bicycle to the internal combustion
engine. Europeans only discovered and started to use
these components in the 15th century.
We know about Al-Jazari’s inventions through his book
called “The Book of Knowledge of Ingenious Mechanical
Devices” (Kitab al-Hiyal) which was completed in 1206
after a request by the king of that time. The king must
have realized the importance of Al-Jazari’s inventions
and the great impact of the compilation of such a book
for the Muslim world.

PERTUBUHAN KEBAJIKAN ISLAM MALAYSIA (PERKIM)

By Siti Sarah Omar
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Some sources mentioned that he died a few months
after the compilation of the book and the earliest copies
survived until now in a museum in Istanbul. According
to Jim al-Khalili; a physicist and broadcaster, after the
Ottomans succeeded to conquer Constantinople, many
manuscripts were transferred to Istanbul. It is also
mentioned that in the Istanbul Museum of ‘History of
Science and Technology in Islam’, they showcased some
of Al-Jazari devices.
In his book, Al-Jazari drew almost more than hundreds
of mechanical illustrations with colorful figures and
explanations. His work is divided into several categories,
such as automatic machines, water raising devices,
clocks, fountains and others. An English engineer and
historian, Donald R. Hill translated the book into English
in 1979 and realized that Al-Jazari was an amazing
engineer from the Golden Age. The humbleness of
Al-Jazari shows when he acknowledged the works of
his predecessors, such as Greek scholars, it attracted
people to study about him and his work.

Al-Jazari and Robotics
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One of Al-Jazari’s outstanding works in the automatic
category is the robot waitress which serves a drink to
the guest. Prof. Al-Hassani explained this invention
through a model made by the modern engineer, that
shows there is an amount of water stored in a reservoir
tank and automatically pours into a bucket. The water
in the bucket flows into a cup holding by the robot
waitress. It is estimated that after the water in the cup
reach a certain level, it would trigger the waitress to
appear from an automated door, while giving the water
to the guest. We all wonder how Al-Jazari came up with
this idea during that time? Did a vending machine cross
your mind when we discuss the automated waitress?
One can assume that Al-Jazari’s automated waitress was
a basic foundation of the modern vending machines.
Another automatic device made by Al-Jazari is the
hand washing device. He explained it through pictures
in his book which were later analysed by our modern
scholars. According to the vivid illustrations, there was
a standing female servant that holds a basin fills with
water. When someone pulls the lever, it’s empty out the
water. Next, the female servant girl automatically refills
the basin with new water for another user to wash their
hand. This mechanical device formed the foundation of
the flush and lead to our flush toilets we use nowadays.
Being a Muslim, he also creatively introduced another
machine named ‘the automatic wudhoo’ machine’ with
the same mechanisms and assisted by an automatic
servant.

Besides the above, Al-Jazari also created a robotic man
which would act as an assistant to the king, during his
ablution time by providing water, towel, and comb.
Furthermore, Al-Jazari was known for his musical robot
band, a group of robot musicians that were placed in a
boat to entertain guests at any occasions.

The Elephant Water Clock
Another genius work of Al-Jazari that modern scholars
and engineers should not miss to study, is his grand
clock; one of his most famous and extravagant clocks
is the elephant water clock. The clock introduces a
robotic figure of a man and animals. At that time,
the Muslim world spread from Spain to Central Asia,
that’s the reason Al-Jazari integrated Greek elements
of Archimedes water principles, the Indian elephant,
a phoenix from Egypt, Persian carpet placed on the
elephant and two Chinese dragons in his clock. All of
the features symbolized the economic relations with
these countries. The main reason he decided to add all
of these elements to the elephant water clock were to
celebrate the variety and universality of Islam.
So, how does this complex machine operates? The
most important place of this mechanical device is
located in the stomach of the elephant. Al-Jazari
used the theory of a perforated water bowl,
which therefore would sink in water. The
trigger of the bowl automatically pulls
the three ropes attached to it and
when the phoenix spins, it marks the
passing of half an hour. After that, one
of the thirty balls release from the
phoenix and fell to a falcon, then
it dropped the ball into a dragon’s
mouth, which places it into a
vase behind a Mahout (elephant
rider). Lastly, the Mahout who
sits on the elephant would strike
the cymbal (which makes a sound
to signify the end of the sequence of
events.) On top, he placed Saladin
the Magnificent as a sign of
respect towards the ruler.
This amazing elephant water
clock would be reset by
a servant (twice a day)
who would restore
backs all the 30 balls.

Source: https://thepeopleofpakistan.wordpress.com
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In using the perforated water bowl principle, Al-Jazari
genially ensured he accurately measured the hole of
the bowl for the clock to operate exactly every half
hour. Through his genius work the people could know
the exact passing of time.

foundation of the invention by our Muslim engineer,
Al-Jazari. In the early 13th century he improved the
Egyptian and Roman ideas and invented a few water
raising machines, which he explained in his colorful
drawing book mentioned earlier (Kitab al-Hiyal).

The Water Raising Machines

One of his water raising machines was driven by a water
turbine through gears and wheels. This machine was
powered by kinetic and motion energy and through this
characteristic the water was transported to hospitals,
houses and masjids. As a knowledgeable scholar, he
came out with the idea to symbolically put a wooden
animal on this water raising machine, so people at that
time would not think that his machine was driven by
sorcery or a trick.

“Have those who disbelieved not considered that
the heavens and the earth were a joined entity,
and We separated them and made from water
every living thing? Then will they not believe?’’
Allah (s.w.t) points us to the importance of water in life
and that all of Allah’s creations need water to survive. In
this light it is useful to explore Al-Jazari’s contributions
on the invention of water raising machines.
We know ancient Egyptians introduced a shadoof; they
used a bucket tied to a long pole to bring water from
the river. The Romans build large waterwheels, called
Norias, as their water raising machine.
These formed the

The Importance of the Inventions
Al-Jazari’s inventions placed a significant role in the
Muslim world, especially during the 12th and 13th
century. People realized that they could not stop the
time and searched for solutions in time management.
Through the invention of the clock by Al-Jazari, people
had a better understanding of the passing time of day
and night, and had a more precise measurement in
regard to the prayer times, make the call for prayer
and to set time for work and rest, because as a Muslim
were are required to balance the dunya and akhirah
matters. The important of time is greatly stressed by
Allah (s.w.t.) in surah Al-‘Asr 103:1-3:
‘’By the time, Indeed, mankind is in the loss,
Except for those who have believed and done
righteous deeds and advised each other to truth
and advised each other to patience.’’
Even though some of Al-Jazari’s inventions
were merely meant for amusement and leisure
activities for the king (such as the varieties of
robotic servants’ devices, which were presented
on certain occasions) Al-Jazari made great
contributions to the irrigation systems by
his invention of water raising machines. The
machines not only provided water for the
community, but also served as the main source
for the agriculture system. Modern people
can be astonished about Al-Jazari’s complex
devices, such as the elephant water clock with
its different animals and features.

Pump by Al-Jazari
Source: http://dev.leganerd.com
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He decided to use all elements of the Islamic civilization
as a symbol of the progressive period of Muslims in the
Golden Age of Islam.
Of course, many of al-Jazari’s inventions had a relation
with the practical Muslim life-style. Islam is associated
with purity and cleanliness, Muslims are required to
be clean all the time for worship and socialize with
other people. Muslim scholars realized the important
of cleanliness and being a skilled engineer, Al-Jazari
created his wudhoo’ machine to make it easier for the
king and others during ablutions.
Other important inventions of Al-Jazari have led to the
modern technologies, such as the crank- and camshaft
mechanism in engines, toys and also to the inventions
of flush toilets, sinks, vending machines, fountains and
so on.
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Conclusion
Throughout the study of Al-Jazari’s inventions in his
book, “The Book of Knowledge of Ingenious Mechanical
Devices” (Kitab al-Hiyal), many scholars assert that AlJazari can be considered as the father of robotics. It is
because of his long list of mechanical devices that uses
robotics in their foundation. And researchers do not
only discover Al-Jazari’s amazing work, they also get
an idea about the situation of the Muslim society of
that time. His inventions were connected to the help of
robotic servants, which expresses a certain social status
in the society during that time. Al-Jazari worked in the
palace, influenced by the beautiful scenery, therefore
through his book, a very high standard of drawings can
be found, especially in regard to the graceful-looking
clocks. Through the figures of servants, animals,
references to countries and rich decorations, it can be
affirmed that in this Islamic Golden Age the Muslims
were respected because of their knowledge and wealth.
Question arises, why the works of our current Muslim
scholars hardly appear in any headlines today and are
unknown to the people?
1) It seems that our Muslim scholars are focused on
the experimental method, rather than explaining all
of their works into a book. They usually go through
the hardship of experiment and focusing on the
practical theory.
2) There were also cases of lost/missing documents
because of war.
3) Many efforts are made to read and analyse the old
Muslim writings, but it seems not enough as Muslim
themselves are not so interested in research.

Modern people can be
astonished about Al-Jazari’s
complex devices, such as the
elephant water clock with
its different animals and
features.
That is why many Muslims first discover the field of
knowledge through Western scholars. Nevertheless,
all the old writings of Muslims are gems of our
advancement as a civilization and only we can bring
back the glory of our Golden Age. To sum up, Islamic
Civilization was once a grand civilization, that had risen
despite the so called European ‘dark ages’ and who
knows, it may rise again in modern days.
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Medicine

SURGERY AND

Al-Zahrawi
Shazwani binti Mohammed Affandi

In the medical world, surgery is sometimes seen as one of
the most difficult medical specialties, only meant for real
specialists. Some need a surgery when they are sick, for
others an operation is done to dismiss the pain and other
surgeries are to prevent the pain or improve our body
functions. Besides that, several surgeries are done to find
the problem or to know what kind of sickness a patient
has. This surgery is called a biopsy in which the doctor takes
only a small piece of body tissue to examine it. A successful
surgery depends on the credibility and skills of the specialist
him-/herself, besides the trust that the patients must have
in the doctor.
Basically, surgery has become very important in today’s
medical world for it can save people’s life and end their pain.

In the Muslim world, the famous surgeon was Al Zahrawi,
he is called the father of Surgeons in the medical world.
Al Zahrawi completed medical books that contained all
medical specialties subjects from the Middle Eastern
and Greco-Roman classical teachings, and it shaped the
European surgical procedures until the Renaissance period.
His books are still used until today and became a reference
for every surgeon and medical university.

Surgery
Surgery comes from the Greek word “cheir" which means
"hand" and "ergon" which means "work". Surgery is the
one of the branch of the medical world that can help
humans or animals to lead a better life.
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Source: http://libguides.brooklyn.
cuny.edu/

As state by Ambroise Pare, a French surgeon,
surgery is something “To eliminate that which
is superfluous, restore that which has been
dislocated, separate that which has been united,
join that which has been divided and repair the
defects of nature.” In the ancient medical history,
surgery is an act of using tools to operate a human
or animal body to prevent them from death or to
cure to any severe sickness. Surgery also helps to
improve the body function of the person.
As stated by Duskova in order to apply the act of surgery,
the surgeon needs to have sufficient knowledge of
normal anatomy and physiology of the human body
with the various pathological conditions to which it is
liable. At the same time, they need to be familiar with
the process of repairing the injured or diseased tissue.
Without this knowledge the surgery is likely to have a
negative effect on the life of the people.
There are three main types of therapeutic surgery
described; emergency, urgent, and elective surgery.
Firstly, emergency surgery needs to be done because
the patient is in a critical condition that can lead to
death; for example, the patient faces major internal
bleeding and the surgery need to be done as quickly
as possible.
Secondly, urgent surgery happens when the patient
is in a situation of need; for example, the removal of
the appendix because it might explode and harm the
patient.
Thirdly, elective surgery can be made at any suitable
time without urgency to improve the quality of life.
Aesthetic surgery is one of the special types of the
elective surgery, commonly known as plastic surgery,
that is done to improve self-esteem.
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Exploratory surgery, also known as biopsy, is related
to all these three types of surgery and can be done
simultaneously. It is performed to treat or to confirm
a disease. The surgeon will take a piece of tissue for
examination in a laboratory to determine the disease.

Al Zahrawi
The surgery in Muslim world starting to flourish from
the 5th until 15th century. One of the surgeons is Al
Zahrawi, who is not only surgeon, but also the author
of a surgical book and a teacher, who always welcomed
students who wanted to learn from him. Moreover, Al
Zahrawi got the royal patronage as a medical genius of
his time.

Abu
Al Qasim ibn
al- Abbas Al- Zahrawi
was born in 936 and died in
1013, he was known as Al Zahrawi in
the Muslim medical innovation world while in
Europe he was known as Albucasis. Al Zahrawi was
born in Cordoba, when Spain still under Islamic rule in
the Ummayad Period. Besides surgeon and writer, he
was also a physician and chemist. His enthusiasm in the
medical field attracted the attention of the Sultan alHakam, who was very fond of sciences and urged his
scholars to gain the knowledge in all fields of science,
thus Al Zahrawi served him as the court physician for
about 50 years.
The book “Al-Tasrif li man ajaz an-il-talif” (Al Tasrif) is
al-Zahrawi’s masterpiece which had a big impact and
was a huge contribution to the medical field. It took
him 50 years to complete it. The book emphasizes on
the surgery, the tools, the medicine and the procedures
of the actual surgery. It also discusses orthopaedics,
ophthalmology, pharmacology and even nutrition to be
consumed by the sick person or to prevent sicknesses.
What makes this book is outstanding until today is, Al
Zahrawi describes 300 diseases and their treatment
in very detailed manner. Furthermore he included
detailed descriptions of medical surgical procedure
as well as the usage of all the equipment, around 200
instruments!
Al Zahrawi’s contribution to the surgical field had
spread to Europe, where his book has been translated
into the standard European language of that time –
Latin- by Gerard of Cremona in 1100's and it was being
reproduces until the 1770's.

Al Tasrif and Modern Surgery
The 30th volume of al-Tasrif is dedicated to the surgical
field, as surgery was the main field of expertise for Al
Zahrawi. In this volume, "Father of Modern Surgery"
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Medical innovation made by al Zahrawi, are the catgut;
which is used as a thread to stitch the human skin),
the syringe, the obstetrical forceps, the surgical hook
and needle, the bone saw and lithotomy scalpel, all
innovations which are still being used in the surgery
field.
In his book, he also explained the details about the
cataracts surgery and how to remove the stones inside
the kidney through the rectum reducing the patient’s
pain compared to Galen’s recommendation. Al Zahrawi
also emphasizes on dental surgery when he includes
the detailed of replanting of the dislocated teeth, he
also mentions about how the make the teeth using the
animal bone not to forget that al Zahrawi state very
clear about the hygiene that related to dental care.
Al Zahrawi also explains about the blood disease that
calls hemorrhagic which can be transmitted by a mother
to their male son as for today we call this disease as
hemophilia. Haemophilia is the disease that can cause
death where when the victim is bleeding they bleed
none stop and it's can be dangerous because of the loss
of blood and oxygen.

Conclusion
All in all, Al Zahrawi is the best model for all surgeons
and scholars in the medical world because of his major
contributions still used, even after hundreds years. We
should be truly thankful for all his efforts as we still
benefit from his Sadaqa Jaariyah, are able to live longer
and cure more diseases because of this knowledge. Al
Zahrawi was not selfish in his work, he always credited
every source used. Besides that, he always made sure
that his writing was understandable to his readers,
because he does not want the readers or his students
to misunderstand it and he wanted his writing and
knowledge to be preserved even after he had gone:

He certainly succeed in that goal, alhamdulillah. In
conclusion, during this period the knowledge in all fields
greatly flourished and there was no discrimination
of ethnicity, because there were no nation borders
during his time. The scholars were free to travel and
learn in other lands without facing any humiliation,
discrimination or hatred. Because of their motivation
and determination they managed to contribute
something that is very useful for all humankind on
which we are still depending till today.
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"…whatever skill I have, I have derived for myself by my
long reading of the books of the Ancients and my thirst
to understand them until I extracted the knowledge of
it from them. Then throughout the whole of my life, I
have adhered to experience and practice…I have made
it accessible for you and rescued it from the abyss of
prolixity".
Cataract surgery
Source: http://parkercornea.com
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explains every detail about the surgery, the procedures
of the certain surgery and about 200 descriptions and
illustrations of surgical instruments. Some sources state
that his pictures are the earliest of its kind in history.
What is most amazing is that a number of his medical
innovations are still widely used until today with little
improvement.
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History

By Aqilah Fasyhah Binti Tumin

Islam obliges its believers to obtain knowledge
simply because proficiency in reading and writing
consequently leads to development and advancement
for the betterment of society. There is no strict
limitation for Muslims to seek knowledge, in fact, it is
a basic right for every human being to be educated.
Libraries were the foundation for spreading knowledge
that led to the enrichment of knowledge during
the Golden Age of Islam. Besides that, a translation
and research institution known as Bayt al-Hikmah
emerged as respons to the thirst of knowledge,
upgrading technology and preserving classical gems viz.
philosophy, sciences and mathematics.

The Spreading of Knowledge

The Library
& Bayt AlHikmah
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The eagerness of Muslims towards enlightenment and
academic advancement marked a turning point in the
establishment of libraries in the Islamic world. Since
libraries contribute significantly to the development
of knowledge and scientific institutions it’s a place
where scholars are born. It is generally agreed that
the Islamic libraries played a paramount role in
elevating the Islamic civilization. The Islamic libraries
acted as storehouses of information; to conserve and
enrich the Islamic heritage; and offer opportunities to
assemble and enjoy tradition of gaining and exchanging
knowledge. In other words, it served as social club
as stated by Abdul Latif Ibn Dohaish. In addition, the
caliphs, the rulers and the rich personally patronized
libraries with finances.

The Islamic libraries can be divided into three categories;
masjid libraries, private libraries and public libraries.
Masjid and learning activities became inseparable since
the Prophet’s (s.a.w.) time. Masjid libraries transformed
the Muslims from an oral into written culture. It
provided the collection of books and manuscripts to
encourage societies to engage with it. For instance, the
Cordova masjid provided a good collection of books
for the public, who came from different social status,
ethnicities, races and religious beliefs. The public was
allowed to access the collections that were unlimited
to any branches of subjects.
In order to make sure book collections were always
available and to increase them in number from time to
time, many bibliophiles and scientists endowed (waqf)
their private collection to libraries. Besides that, the
libraries also got supplies of books from donations of
local scholars and famous families.

Qarawiyyun Library, Fez
Source: www.thehistoryblog.com

Masjid Libraries
Allah honoured us with a Divine book, the Qur’an, as a
guidance to the True Path and it contains various types
of knowledge that it may be regarded as the book of
knowledge. Therefore, all masjid libraries had their own
Quran collection and it shelved at the highest position.
In addition, the books provided to the libraries are
regarded as public properties, therefore, catalogue- and
classification systems were introduced for systematic
collections record. Librarians played vital role in the
management of libraries, thus the staff need to master
cataloguing collections. Also, the librarians functioned
as guides between users and collections. Over time,
libraries developed new activities, for example
multiplication (rewriting document), purchase and
donations. Records were made for further retrieving
information of acquisition of collections. Thus, it can be
proven libraries provided excellent collections of books.
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Private libraries
Al-Maktabat al-Kansa or private libraries arose since the
early period of Islam, which were located in the house
of the Companions, the Successors, the Caliphs, the
Rulers and ministers. However, limited people would
benefit from it as only colleagues, family and friends
would have access to it. Sometimes, owners of libraries
liked to compete with each other in purchasing and
possessing books.

Public libraries
The number of books increasing over time, caused
the opening of public libraries aimed for preservation
of Islamic heritage from “destruction, annihilation,
loss or theft”. The knowledge became wider available
than private libraries as everyone could access the
books without limitation. Historically, Mua’wiyah
ibn Abu Sufyan was the founder of public library
stationed in Damascus. In terms of hospitality, libraries
encompassed multipurpose rooms and spacious halls
connected with the rooms for best comfortable and
convenience services.
The public libraries managed by full-time staff led by
Khazin al-Maktabah who was well-known in various
fields of study. Other employees were binders,
translators and workers responsible for miscellaneous
jobs. In order to captive people attention to engage with
the work of translation and compilation, the caliphs
offered rewards and scholarship for whom translating
books. Regardless size of libraries, a catalogue of
books was mandatory provided. As a result of literacy
activities, shops around libraries began to open to sale
books; and rapid growth of shops in capitals and major
cities boost up the glorious Islamic Civilization.
The Round City of Baghdad witnessed the progressive
development of culture and intellectual growth.
During the Golden Age of Islam, it became intellectual
metropolis that lifted up Islamic Civilization into a

new standard. Caliph Harun al-Rashid got inspiration
to establish a library, Khizanat Kutub, which served as
center of learning and education, providing books from
various fields of study. After his demise, his successor,
Caliph al-Ma’mun furthered his father’s legacy by
upgrading the library into a grand scientific research
and translation institution which known as Bayt alHikmah or the House of Wisdom. The House comprised
of a translation bureau, a library and book repository,
an academy of scholars and intellectuals, and a caliph’s
observatory. Jonathan Lyons (2009) mentioned that
“large sums of public funds were dedicated to the
House of Wisdom and related projects of cultural and
intellectual enrichment.” Hence, it could be concluded
that the caliph’s “imagination was on fire with
revolution of the mind” by integrate other civilizations
thoughts and knowledge with Islamic thoughts.
The establishment of the House of Wisdom was based
on four main functions that was responsible for huge
contributions to the modern world.
1) The House served as translation institution whereby
translated books from six known languages, namely
Greek, Hebrew, Latin, Sanskrit, Syriac and Persian,
into Arabic language which contributed to the
success and prevalent nature of the Arabic language
as the language of knowledge of that time. Caliph
al-Ma’mun sent delegations to various part of world
such as Byzantium, Iran, India and Constantinople
in order to find and collect invaluable books.
Therefore, the House was regarded as a place for
“sheltering the translators and preserving works.”
2) The caliphs encouraged research and study on
classical works due to his passion and eager towards
these works as well as his anxious to accelerate
Islamic thoughts into higher position. While doing
translation, scholars revising and correcting ancient
works in order to implement it in daily life besides
spread knowledge around the globe.
3) The House was connected with observatory which
served as a school for teaching astronomy plus
aimed for the further development of astronomical
research and experiments based on the Greek,
Sanskrit and Persians astronomical theories.
Consequently, experts made several changes
and corrections upon the theories according to
their belief and findings. Interestingly, Islamic
Civilization enchanted European attentions by
virtue of knowledge and cultural affection. During
Renaissance period, a lot of Muslim works were
used in Europe as universities textbooks for
centuries and this fundamental knowledge became
the core of their education references.
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Usually, masjid libraries were built separately from the
masjid building and named after their masjid. Moreover,
libraries were equipped with reading rooms, though
there is no evidence that chairs and tables were being
used, however the numbers of carpets, mattresses
and other facilities were mentioned. The masjid library
of Qarawiyyin is the most suitable example, as it was
built separately from masjid and consist of three kinds
of libraries; the Sultan ordered to construct a reading
room for each library.
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Baitul Hikmah

Source: by Abu Muhammad al-Shahyee

4) Last but not least, the House of Wisdom was
responsible for storing books and manuscripts
that had been collected. In its peak era, the House
contained over 300,000 books consisting of a variety
of subjects. The catalogue and books had partitions
based on specific genres and categories. Moreover,
there were also collections of scientific works
shelved under name of its donors, for instance, the
collection of al-Rashid.
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Islam does not discriminate other religious believers
in pursuit knowledge. Caliph al-Ma’mun was
welcoming Christians and Jews, along with Muslims,
to contribute in the intellectual mission. It shows that
the House obtained element of ethnic, religious and
cultural diversity with staff originating from different
backgrounds. The staff were among scientists, librarians
and other employees. The work was carried out by
qualified translators who were assisted by excellent
scribes, copyists and bookbinders.
The intellectuals were the backbone of Bayt al-Hikmah
and contributed greatly to the advancement of the
Islamic Civilization through education, technology
and knowledge. Yahana Ibn Masawayh is one of the
eminent scholars who served as royal physician. The
caliph entrusted him to translate ancient works in
sciences especially medical sciences. He produced
significant number of disciples which one of them is
Hunayn Ibn Ishaq who was appointed as the Head of
Translator Department of Bayt al-Hikmah by Caliph
al-Ma’mun. The caliph sent him as far as Byzantium
in order to seek classical works of the Greeks to be
transferred in Bayt al-Hikmah. Personally, he was
interested in Galen’s works and “wrote the world’s first
textbook on ophthalmology, among numerous other
original works”. The caliph rewarded the translater of
every translated book with gold equal to its weight.
Moreover, Hunayn ibn Ishaq edited and clarified the
previous translated medical books of his teacher. Thus,
these excellent works made significant contributions to
civilizations.

To sum up, though it was called Islamic Civilization, does
not mean every development and contribution made
by Muslims solely. They also took works of previous
civilizations to the next level. It should be highlighted
that Islam respects diversity of human beings in all
aspects of life. Thus, in order to make sure knowledge
was spreading widely and advancement in sciences
was growing, Caliphs and wealthy men motivated the
public to engage in various fields of study regardless
religious-, family-, ethnic- and citizenship background.
In fact, there were no distinguished features in that
regard stressed by people during that time as long as
knowledge was upgraded and aimed for the well-being
and welfare of humanity.
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Institut Dakwah Islamiah PERKIM (IDIP) /
PERKIM Islamic Da’wah Institute

Wisdom
Inviting with

By Hj. Zuber Zain

IDIP was founded in 1961 by the late Tunku Abdul
Rahman Putra, the first Prime Minister of Malaya and
founder of PERKIM. The main mission of IDIP is to train
multiracial Muslims as daa’is to carry out da’wah to
their communities.

Initially IDIP rented a two storey government bungalow
at Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur. In 1975, IDIP shifted
to the new PERKIM Headquarters at Balai Islam, Jalan
Ipoh, Kuala Lumpur. Subsequently, with a bigger intake
of student, IDIP moved to Wisma Selangor in Petaling
Jaya, with bigger classrooms and hostel facilities in
1976. The Islamic scholar Sheikh Abdul Halim Haji
Othman, former Principal of Mahmud Islamic College
in Kedah was appointed as the new IDIP Principal.
Since its establishment, IDIP was well supported by
States Islamic Religious Council as it was the only
institution that opened for new Muslims to be admitted
without formal academic qualification.
Tan Sri Professor Dr Abdul Jalil Hassan (from Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia) was appointed as the third
Principal of IDIP. He brought many changes to IDIP,
especially strengthening the academic area. During
his time several IDIP graduates were send to Al-Azhar
University (Egypt), Beida University (Libya) and Madinah
University (Saudi Arabia) to further their study.

In 1991, IDIP again moved from Wisma Selangor
to the present site in Pengkalan Chepa, Kelantan.
The campus was registered by Kelantan Malay
and Islamic Council (MAIK) as a religious school
with proper classes and hostel facilities.
IDIP offers two types of program namely
the Certificate of Basic Islamic Study for two
semesters and a Certificate in Islamic Study (CIS)
for three semesters. These programs have been
accredited by Malaysian Qualification Agency
(MQA). IDIP certificates are recognised by Public
Service Departments Malaysia. Ever since, many
IDIP graduates have been employed by various
states religious agencies.
Since its existence for more than five decades,
IDIP has produced thousands of graduates from
all states throughout Malaysia and overseas.
Among prominent graduates are Dr Muhammad
Farid Ravi and Dr Nur Athiroh Tan.
As for future expansion, PERKIM aims to acquire
a 30 acres’ land in Machang, Kelantan for a
full-fledged campus and to establish a branch
campus in Kuala Lumpur to provide courses
and training in Islamic studies for professional
converts and Muslim tourists.

PERTUBUHAN KEBAJIKAN ISLAM MALAYSIA (PERKIM)

Dr. Muhammad Abdul Rauf was appointed to develop
IDIP, design its curriculum and provide part-time
lecturers. Mr Muhammad Qandil was appointed as
the first principal of IDIP. Most of the teaching staff
were volunteers. The first pioneer batch of 24 students
graduated in 1963 of which 12 of them were from the
Korean Islamic Council.
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The PERKIM Stroke Community Rehabilitation
Centre (SCORE) is located on the Ground
Floor, Block 37, Flat Seri Perak, Jalan 1/48A,
Bandar Baru Sentul, Kuala Lumpur. It has been
officially opened since 23 July 2016. SCORE
provides specialised rehabilitation tailored to
individuals with stroke and patients who
require therapy and social services after
being discharged from the hospital.

WHAT IS STROKE REHABILITATION?

The objective of stroke rehabilitation is to
help patients with stroke to regain any
function that is lost following a stroke. With
rehabilitation, it is hoped that patients can
achieve independence and improve their
quality of life.

STROKE REHABILITATION INCLUDES…

Rehabilitation Physicians
Rehabilitation physicians formulate treatment plans and
oversee the rehabilitation process according to the patients’
needs. They also play a role in guiding patients to make
lifestyle changes necessary to prevent stroke recurrence.
Rehabilitation Nurses
Nurses help patients to consolidate skills learned through
physical, occupational and speech therapy so they can be
adapted and integrated into the patients’ daily routines.
Physiotherapists
Physiotherapists provide physical training services to promote
and restore fitness so patients can regain their independence.
These services include training of core skills such as muscle
strengthening, mobility exercises like gait training with walking
aids, motion therapy, as well as carer training and education.
Rehabilitation Activities

• Physiotherapy
Patients will learn new skills or relearn old ones that are
relevant to activities of daily living.
• Speech therapy
Speech and language therapists assess and manage speech,
language, communication and swallowing impairments. This
is aimed at improving patients’ ability to communicate and
ensure safe swallowing of food.

Tingkat Bawah, Blok 37, Flat Sri Perak, Jalan 1/48A Bandar Baru Sentul, 51100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel : 03-4041 2482, 4041 3722 Fax : 03-40427403
Email : info@perkim.net.my
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Chemical
Apparatus

and Laboratories

Source: www.enjoyscience.yolasite.com

Chemistry

In Islamic history, alchemy or chemistry was developed
during the 600-1600 A.D by Muslim scholars. This
scientific endeavor was only just the beginning, Islamic
alchemy or chemistry reached its peak during the
early 2nd/8th century in the circle of Imam Ja’far alSadiq, who was also the teacher of Jabir ibn Hayyan.
During the first few centuries of hijrah, prominent
Muslim scholars such as Jabir ibn Hayyan, Abu Bakr
Al-Razi, Al-Khindi and Al-Matriji had laid the core
foundation of modern day chemistry. They introduced
experimentation and scientific methods in chemistry,
which are still used now in the modern laboratory. Jabir,
or also known as Geber in Latin, carried out his greatest
experiments in science during the Abbasid Caliphate of
Harun al-Rashid. He was the first scientist to introduce
the experimental method or tajribah into chemistry
and perfected the process of distillation, sublimation,
crystallization, and evaporation.

The art of chemistry was not only limited to the
theoretical knowledge, but also included apparatus for
its practical use. Jabir was the first to develop the alembic
in the 8th century, which is still used today in distillation
laboratories and its form remained unchanged over
the ages. The word alembic is derived from the Arabic
word, al-anbiq, means ‘the head of the still’ and from
the Greek word “ambix” which refer to the cup or pot.
Alembic is one of the most important invention by the
Muslims as it is the first device that could fully separate
substances with different volatilities. During the time
of Abbasid Caliphate, every school of chemists had its
own variation of the alembic. Some of the alembic were
made of blown glass like today's lab ware, and some
others were made of ceramic, copper or brass. Since
this period also, the people made alembic in different
sizes to suit with their functions. For example, some of
the alembic were built for laboratory use, while others
were much larger in size and might properly be called
industrial stills.
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Chemistry

Through the use of alembic, Muslims scientists made
a great advance in the distillation process which
enhanced the creation of medicine, perfumes and
alcohol. Indirectly, the invention of alembic has
contributed to the rise of the commercial chemistry.
An alembic is a simple construction of two pots
connected by a tube. One of the bottles is heated and
causes the fluid inside to condensate and drip down
through the collection flask. In the production of rosewater and essential oils using alembic, rose petals were
place in pot and heated, then the vapor rises to the
alembic hood, and the purified liquid dripped into the
collection flask.
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Pure alcohol was produced from the distillation of
wine and it mainly consumed by the non-Muslim
communities living under the Muslim rule. Besides that,
the 14th century military treaties has described the
use of distilled old-grape wine as one of the important
ingredients in the production of military fires. On the
other hand, although the alcoholic drinks are forbidden
for Muslims, but their interest and discoveries of it,
was intended for beneficial and harmless purposes.
These operations were carried out using the alembic,
which can be considered as an important invention
by the Muslim which enable the distillation process.
It discovery also has given rise to a huge number of
commercial industries from the pharmaceuticals to
cosmetics.
Arabic manuscripts on chemistry and alchemy very
rarely include the illustrations of the apparatus. Most
of the documents often gives the description and
classification of apparatuses only. One particular
physician and chemist, Muhammad ibn Zakariya’ alRazi or also known as Rhazes in the West, maintained
the excellence work of Jabir and he is recognized for
lying down the firm foundations of modern chemistry,
by setting up, for the first time, a laboratory in the
modern sense. In his The Book of Secret of the Secrets
(Sirr Al-asrar) he explained all the processes, materials
and apparatus that he used in his experiments.
His book was written in a very systematic
classification of substances with careful
observations from his experiments.
The language that he used
in describing all his
chemical works are
almost entirely
free
from
mysticism and
Copper Distillation

ambiguity. He designed, described and used more than
twenty instruments, many of them still in use today.
He also gives details of making combined pieces of
apparatus and provides the same sort of information as
can be found in the contemporary laboratory manuals.
In this book Al-Razi also listed all the apparatus that
he used in his laboratory and it can be classified into
two classes. The first class are the instruments used
for melting metals including the Blacksmith's hearth,
bellows, crucible, descensory, ladle, tongs, shears,
hammer or pestle, file, and semi-cylindrical iron mould.
Whereas the second class of apparatus were the used
to carry out the process of transmutation and various
parts of the distilling apparatus including the retort,
alembic, shallow iron pan, potters kiln and blowers,
large oven, cylindrical stove, glass cups, flasks, phials,
beakers, glass funnel, crucible, mortar, cauldron, haircloth, sand- and water-bath, sieve, flat stone mortar
and chafing-dish.
Secrets of the Secrets is al-Razi's most famous book
which has gained a lot of recognition in the West.
Here he gives systematic attention to basic chemical
operations which is important to the history of
pharmacy. During the process of the transmission of
knowledge to Europe, the works of chemistry as well as
the other fields of sciences were heavily translated into
Latin without any credits given to the Muslim scholars.
All the knowledge of sciences that we have today
was built thousands of years ago by the contributions
from the work accumulated throughout the ancient
civilizations enhanced by various Muslim scholars.
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Civilizations started to study cosmology for
various reasons; some use astronomy for an
agriculture cause, other for social functions
or simply for seeking answers to their
inquisitiveness. Why not? It is indeed a thrill
to know about the world around us. For most
scholars, intelligentsia, or simply a passionate
stargazer, ‘space science’ is clearly dominated
and spearheaded by Western world. In this
regard, there is a considerable professional
prejudice against Islamic astronomy. Little is the
awareness about the clear fact and truth that
the pioneers of astronomic development in the
world began in Muslim lands decades ago.

“Space science” or better known as astronomy, is
one of many science branches that serve mankind at
its highest realization of the magnitude of Allah. No
arguments are valid to question just how far human life
depends on it. The space exploration is no longer an
extraordinary or peculiar matter rather it is a yardstick
for countries or organizations to demonstrate their
wealthy expenditure and technology advancement.
For long, it has benefitted humans for its universal
applications. By and large, majority is interested to
identify the answer to the question of who is in charge
for such a breakthrough in scientific achievement. Here,
Islamic astronomy came into the spotlight.

Each civilization has at least some mention
about their particular observatories in their
historical records. It was a place; grand scale
even, built for people to gather and began their
observations towards the universe beyond
our planet. Generally, an observatory would
be located on a hill, on top of mountain and
even at sea. Ever since 8th century, Muslim
civilization pioneered in building observatories
and invented the necessary technology along
with it. The personal reverence of the Caliphs,
especially the Abbasids, in particular Caliph alMamun who was keen to gather all knowledge
during his Caliphate, helped to made huge
progress in this regard. Observatories and
other institutions were being built in Muslim
civilizations under the Caliph’s supervision
and certainly earned sponsorship directly by
the government.
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Hence, what is Islamic Astronomy? The word
‘Islamic’ principally indicates the impetus
provided by Islam for the development of
science. In other words, religion played
the biggest role in Muslim’s endeavors for
attaining knowledge, possibly surpassing
any other existing religious community.
Nevertheless, all the achievements were
possible by the establishment of the scientific
institution commonly known as observatory,
which is the main focus of this article.

Astronomy

Source: www.resimsitesi.com
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Famous observatories were built by different rulers,
including the Fatimid and Buwayh government who
embraced the technology of intellectual observations.
Even after the horrific event of the Mongol Sack of
Baghdad in 13th century, the spreading of knowledge
and science development did not stop there. The
Tartars who destroyed Baghdad and its pinnacle
of knowledge, tried to develop Islamic astronomy
through an observatory in the northwest Persian city
of Maragheh.
The astronomical observatories aimed at collecting
scientific data to suit acts of worship. For example,
the astronomical tables (zij) drafted over long period
of observation of sun and moon, produced accurate
information on blessed dates, prayer times and
the Qiblah. In the beginning, most astronomical
instruments were obtained from previous civilizations
that provided the foundations of astronomy to Muslim
world, such as Greek, Indian and Persian civilazation.
Inspired by their ideas, Muslim scientists studied
and developed instruments that surpass any of their
counterparts. Over 600 astrolabes, over 150 globes, and
a few dozen each of quadrants and sundials are among
the surviving Islamic instruments that lasted from the

eight to the fifteenth century. Some inventions took
place in observatories. Along the way, the scientists in
the observatories indulged themselves in study of the
planetary motions as well as solving astronomical ideas
that contradict with their understanding.
In the beginning, observational activities were
conducted only in the observatories. Later, when
scholars had become experts in the field, they
revised and reinvented their own equipment for
more thorough and accurate results. Besides that,
other facilities were added to the observatories like a
library, masjid and a housing area for astronomers. The
observations became more comfortable and effective
when the scientists gathered to do group research at
observatories too. Their work was mostly concerned
with adding commentary to translated texts as well
as modifying theories that were conflicting with their
belief as Muslim astronomers.
To illustrate, the Ptolemaic geocentric system was
selected as the starting point of their research around
the middle of 8th century. Later, they rejected it and
started to search for a new and better system before
the end of 12th century.
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The first observatory to be built in the history of Islamic
civilization is the Shamsiyya observatory in 828 AD in
Baghdad. Two years after that, another observatory
constructed on the Qasiyun Mountain under the
command of Caliph Al-Ma’mun. The buildings were
very much associated with the translation work at
the House of Wisdom. He united few Jews and highly
regarded Muslim scholars in both of his observatories.
For instance, Yahya abi Mansur and Khalid bin Abdul
Malik al-Mawrudhi, each contributed greatly to
astronomy development during the period. Ordinarily,
major task was to construct the astronomical tables and
to determine the true direction of Qiblah in Baghdad.
In Egypt, Al-Hakim and Ibn Yunus Observatory were
proofs of Fatimid’s Caliphs as the impetus in science
and philosophy indulgence. In fact, Ibn Yunus was the
first to established observatory in a masjid’s minaret
and his observations were more accurate than the
previous observations.
However, upon the construction of Maragheh
observatory in Eastern part of Muslim world, it became
instantly renowned for its advancement in their used
mechanisms as well as the exceeding of their programs
of work over preceding ones. It had a large library filled
with more than four hundred thousand books and
equipped with other facilities, like a masjid and special
residence for Hulagu Khan. It was managed by Nasir
al-din al-Tusi. He was a great scholar who produced
the well-known Ilkhanid Tables and catalogue of fixed
stars that was used for several centuries throughout
the world. Maragheh also became an
institution for research and academy
for scientific teachings. An even
more advanced observatory
became available in 1424
in Samarqand, built by
Ulugh Beg. It was an
enormous building
equipped with
huge meridian
linked to a 2
meter wide

trench attached with gigantic ‘Fakhri Sextant’ for precise
solar and planetary observations. Apparently, these
astronomers in the Samarqand observatory found the
stellar year to be 365 days, 6 hours, 10 minutes and 8
seconds.
In a nutshell, the foundation of observatories was
laid by Muslims long before the era of Western
revivalism known to the world. Initiated from the
Al-Shamsiyya Observatory in Baghdad until the
remarkable buildings of Maragheh and Ulugh Beg,
these observatories were built in other parts of the
globe (than the West), in different spans of time,
proving that Muslim scientists paid special treatment
for astronomy in their civilizations. Aimed to meet the
obligation of the Quranic messages of pondering and
reflecting upon creation, and therefore highly regard
scientific endeavours, the foundation of the scientific
study of the stars and the universe was to serve the
acts of worship. Furthermore, the harmony between
science and Islam was clearly manifested through the
intelligence and wisdom of the Caliphs, who were keen
on scientific accomplishments on celestial objects for
the sake of Muslim prosperity and for the interest of
knowledge.
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From the treatise of Al-Biruni, it can be seen, that he
was fully aware of the connection between movements
of the planets and sun and of the heliocentric systems,
which placed sun as the center of universe as prevalent
in contemporary science’s fact. Later on, observatories
evolved into an effective scientific institutions for
education. Activities like seminars and debates were
commonly conducted, and observatory like Maragheh
also provided training program for new stargazers, who
wish to become astronomy champions.
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Zheng
He

Islam in China
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By Muhammad Shukri bin Shaudin

Islam has a long history in China. Islam arrived
there by two trading different routes; the Silk Road
into northern China’s remote area and through
the coastal Spice Route into China’s southern
regions. The Chinese Muslims today are
generally regarded as descendants of central
Asians, Persians, and Arabs, who moved to
China in order to trade or through conquest
by the Mongol empire in the 13th century.
However, even before this, the Arab traders
during the time of the Prophet Muhammad,
also reached to China and conveyed the
message of Islam, even though this was
not their objective in travelling, but rather
just a natural aspect of their voyage along
the Silk Route which was land and ocean
course.
Even though, the recent generation of
Chinese Muslim is quite open minded,
they still hold on to the basic Islamic
laws and regulations in their lives, while
at the same time show tolerance to
different religious practices of their
surroundings.
Source: www.ancient-origins.net
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In regions where Muslims are dominant, the
reproducing of pigs by non-Muslims is made illegal.
Muslims are permitted to have isolated graveyards,
Muslim couples may have their marriage blessed
by an imam, and Muslim laborers are allowed free
time during essential religious celebrations. Chinese
Muslims have likewise been given practically unlimited
remittance to make the to Makkah. China's Muslims
have additionally been dynamic in the nation's inner
legislative issues. As usual, the Muslims have declined
to be quieted. Islam is particularly alive for China's
Muslims who have figured out how to enhance their
confidence, in some cases against incredible odds,
since the seventh century.

favor of Prince Zhu Di, going with him on many wars
and fights all through China. Storing up the trust
and faithfulness, Zheng He was entrusted in Zhu Di's
seizure of supreme power.

Zheng He’s Background

Zheng He may be known as the "Christopher Columbus"
of China because of his surprise visit to remote areas,
such as, East Africa, the Middle East, and Sri Lanka. He
was an incredible military and maritime administrator,
ambassador, counsellor, emissary and political insider.
Moreover, Zheng He was a eunuch (castrated man)
who served as a close-by companion of the Yongle
Emperor of China in the midst of the Ming Dynasty.
He led the voyages to Southeast Asia, Sumatra, Java,
Ceylon, India, Persia, Persian Gulf, Arabia, Egypt and
the Mozambique Channel.

Zheng He famously known as Admiral Cheng Ho
during the Hongwu period in Kunming City, part of
Yunnan Province in 1371 under the Ming Dynasty. It
was basically the fourth year of his ruling period in the
time of Ming Dynasty. At first, his name was Ma He
(Ma: Chinese for Muhammad), and later he was known
as Sanbao. He was raised as a Muslim and Zheng He
started to ponder on the lessons of Islam at an early
age. Influenced by his father and grandfather, who
had made the pilgrimage to Makkah, the energetic
Zheng He came out with an enthusiasm towards
the challenging world. Zheng He's father prompt
character and big-hearted nature furthermore
had a permanent effect towards him.

After that, Zhu Di hold royal position as the Young
Emperor in 1403 until 1424. Zhu Di advanced a
significant number of troops along with common
officers or authorities who had supported by him.
One of them was Zheng He. Therefore, Prince Zhu Di
changed Zheng He's surname from Ma to Zheng as
a supreme respect and lifted him to the position of
Grand Eunuch. Zheng He was likewise in this manner
known as the Three Treasures Eunuch.

During Zheng He's stay in
the royal residence, his
brightness and faithfulness
attracted Zhu Di's trust.
Thus, the sovereign picked
Zheng He to become his
own secret safeguard
along his journey. During
this period, Zheng He's
aims and administration
capacities
became
distinctly clear. For a long
time, Zheng He fought in
Source: http://voyagecentury.wikia.com
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The young Zheng He was captured by
Ming Dynasty powers in the middle of
their expedition, between 1279 until
1368 in Yunnan. After that, he was
sent to Beijing to assist Prince Zhu
Di, the Prince of Yan to protect the
sovereign of the Ming Dynasty.
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His voyages were different from discovery voyages of
others and he went around seven times towards the
Western part of ocean with his task force. The task
force contained 30,000 men and 70 pontoons at its
height. He returned to China with various gifts and
emissaries from more than twenty kingdoms including
King Alagonakkara of Ceylon, who came to China to
apologize to the Emperor. In 1405, Zheng had sailed
the best oceanic attempt in history up during this time.
Zheng He led seven fleets that passed by 37 countries,
through Southeast Asia to Africa and Arabia. During
those years, China had by far the best expeditions of
the time.

Zheng He’s Expeditions
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Zheng He's famous expedition was made possible
by his extraordinary foundation. During his time as a
trusted personal of Zhu Di, the Prince of Yan, he had
gained a lot of knowledge and experience. Zheng He's
intelligence and respectability attracted Prince Zhu Di.
The two regularly examined matters of state, which
offered Zheng He various chances to find out about
governmental issues, military issues, and their system.
The capabilities of Zheng He’s troops in addition to
what he had learnt from Prince Zhu Di, had built up to
his military strength. After Zhu Di came to power and
got sovereignty, he attempted broad ocean expeditions
towards the West of China. In acknowledgment of
Zheng He's extraordinary capacities and steadfast
administration, the ruler picked him from among his
most trusted consultants as the perfect officer for the
colossal voyages westbound.
Zheng He's part in the Ming Dynasty that developed
from the trooper to an officer of voyages. In 1424,
he traveled to Palembang to confer an official seal
and letter of appointment upon Shi Jisun, who was
placed in the office of Pacification Commissioner. Soon
after, the Yongle Emperor’s passed away and his son
became the Hongxi Emperor. He needed Zheng to
serve as an authority of the essential city of Nanjing,
thus his maritime profession was suspended for a
period. In 1430, the following emperor, the Xuande
Emperor, requested Zheng to lead an undertaking
toward the Western Ocean. This was a period when
China was moving forcefully to extend its exchange
and magnificent power all through the southeastern
countries of Asia. The Ming Dynasty was additionally
keen on extending exchange to inaccessible areas in
the West, which implied extensive efforts to build up
connections, exchange, and power in Africa and the
Middle East.

Zheng He’s Legacy
As Europe started to look westbound after the discovery
of the ‘New World’ by Columbus in 1492, the years
of 1404 until the 1430s were an important period of
marine development for China. The great part Zheng
He played in these campaigns can't be underestimated.
His spirit, attitudes, motivation, military senses and
extraordinary gifts made Zheng He a great character
who made important contributions for his nation and
gained his place as one of the best voyager ever. His
achievements included impressive military activities
that extended Chinese interests all through Southeast
Asia and among countries of the Indian Ocean. Zheng
He passed away in 1433. His tomb remains today in
the city of Nanjing. Various landmarks to his memory
can be found all through the Asian world today. There
is for example an statue of Zheng He at the Stadthuys
Museum in Malacca City.

Conclusion
All in all, Zheng He and his expeditions using Islamic
methods in travelling around the world, like maps and
navigational tools. He was one of the examples that
Islamic discoveries had been used since the early days
in China.
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Aceh

Aceh is located in Northern part of Sumatra Island
in Indonesia. Nowadays, when someone mentions
‘Aceh’, Tsunami, Shariah law, corruption and poverty
are probably among the first things to come in mind.
Despite these realities, this area once was so important
that Muslims from all over the world flocked in for the
fortune in trade, opportunities in politics and religious
activities. Those Muslims were from India, Arabian
Peninsula, Ottoman State and Africa who then played
significant role as Shahbandar, Islamic scholars, royal
scribes, commanders, architects and even, Sultan.
Narratives on the history of Islam in Southeast Asia
cannot be spelled out without mentioning the role of
Aceh during the Islamization period, particularly from
13th century onwards. Those narratives are traced
back from numerous historical evidences such as
graveyards, letters, manuscripts, hikayats (folklore),
journey accounts and reports. Significant numbers of
scholars mention the contribution of Samudra Pasai
and Aceh Darussalam Sultanate upon the development
of Islamization around the Sumatra Island, the Malacca
Strait and most Islands that currently belong to the
Republic of Indonesia. Such development would not
happen if Aceh was not in close-contact with Muslim

merchants from India (Khoo Salma believes that,
from all nations that claimed to be responsible for the
Islamization in the Malay peninsula, the Tamil Muslim
from the South Indian played the major role). Classical
indigenous narratives, Hikayat Raja-raja Pasai and
Sejarah Melayu for instance, mentioned the role of
South Indian Muslims in Islamizing numerous Malay
Courts in the archipelago. But South Indian Muslims
were not the only group, who contributed to Aceh.
Aceh was connected with numerous merchants from
various part of the world through trades, politics, and
religious activities. These trade activities led Aceh to
widen its connection to the world. In the 16th century,
International connections were massively intermingled.
The Muslims from Ottoman, India, Arabs, and Africa
were seen among the troops of Aceh during the attack
against the Portuguese in the Strait of Malacca and
region of Aru. Aceh was a vassal state (satellite state)
of the Ottomans. Besides connections in political
activities, the links among them can also be traced
through religious influences and activities.

Source: by Gunawan Kartapranata (commons.wikimedia)
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Numerous names such as Shaikh Ab al Khair bin Shaikh
Hajar, Shaikh Mohammad Yamani, Syeikh Abdullah
Kan’an are among the recorded Islamic scholars,
who taught and resided in 16thth century Aceh. The
infamous Nurruddin al-Raniry was the most prominent
Indian-Hadhrami ‘aalim (scholar) who was trusted as
Syeikh al-Islam. He acted as the highest adviser to the
Sultan. His work, Bustan al Salatin, is known as one of the
many local sources that speak on the issues of internal
politics and religion development. Furthermore, these
interchanges of intellectual activities resonated in the
religio-political contributions of Syeikh Abdurrauf al
Singkili whose educational background is traced as far
as the Middle East, taught under the prominent ‘aalim
named Abdul Qadir al Jailani (see Azyumardi Azra for a
complete reference).
After the death of Sultan Iskandar Muda in 1639,
Aceh was in turmoil. Civil unrests and conflicts over
successions highlighted the narratives on Aceh. The
internal disputes were particularly heightened in
the 18th century where the uleebalang (the local
autonomous kings and commanders) acted as the
rulers of the region. Although there was a sultan, his
function was only of symbolical nature. The uleebalang
controlled most of the flow of the pepper trade and
took over the key ports in Aceh. They rebelled against
the Sultan’s monopoly and high taxation regulation.
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Due to such prolonged disputes, the Acehnese trusted
their ruler to be of the so called supreme religious
authoritarian group, the Arabs, in the hope for a better
future of Aceh. An Arab of Hadhramawt descent titled
Sultan Perkasa Alam Syarif Lamtui held the throne
in 1702-3. After only one year, he was replaced by
another person from Arab origins, named Sultan Jamal
al-Alam Badr al-Munir (1703-26) who is regarded to
have established stability to some or larger extent in

Source: www.wikiwand.com/en/Aceh

the Sultanate. Starting from this era, Arab generations
continued to demonstrate important role till the end
of colonization period. In the 19th century, the Arabs
were closely linked to the South Indian Muslims whose
maritime network stretched from the Coromandel
Coast included Porto Novo, Nagapattinam, and Nagore
to Aceh, Pedir, Penang, Mergui, Junk Ceylon, and
Melaka.
The European increasing monopoly on trade and
military expeditions in 19th century played a significant
role on the shift of fate for these dynamic relationships
of Muslims. Through numerous treaties signed between
the British and the Dutch on their shares of influences
in their colonies, the positions of the Arabs and the
Indians in Aceh were gradually disappearing. Although
some records show attempts of these Muslims for
revival of Aceh Darussalam autonomous right on her
land, their connections were cut off during the period
of resistances of Acehnese against the Dutch, who
proclaimed war against Aceh in 1873 and lasted until
1914.
Although Aceh’s position has been circumcised into a
provincial position under Indonesian Republic prior
to the 1950s, settlement of the Arabs in Bandar Aceh
Darussalam and the settlement of India in Northern
Coastal areas can still be traced. These are the only
treasures that remind us of the past connection
between Aceh and its Muslim counterparts.
To be able to revive itself from a slump, Aceh needs to
be given the opportunity to collaborate with numerous
Muslim countries, whose values and understanding of
the faith are similar for the sake of better education,
welfare, economy, political support and infrastructure.
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Introduction to Art and Islam
The art of Islam has attracted the interest
of many Western scholars. Even though
Islamic art has received positive feedback,
Islam is also unfairly accused as limiting and
humiliating artistic creativity, instead of
contributing in the field of art (Saoud, 2004).
This is because Western scholar repeatedly
applied only their own norms and features
in art. Islamic art can be seen in the forms of
architecture, calligraphy, ceramics, carpets,
painting, drawing, tiling, and much more.

In terms of Islamic art, Islam forbids the creation of
images of the Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.) in order to
prevent its followers worshipping idols or ánything in
creation for that matter. Only The Almighty, The Creator
of the universe and everything in it, is worthy of our
worship. That is why there are no pictures of people
or animals in the masjids. It is well-known that, in
the past, the people in Makkah were practicing idol
worshipping idols in and around the Ka’bah. Allah
completely forbids these kind of actions as it leads to
worship other than Allah (Al-Faruqi, 1985). Faruqi is
also giving the example that the prophet Muhammad
(s.a.w.) practiced anti-idolatry, when he -as an order
from Allah (s.w.t.)- destructed and destroyed all the
idols in and around the Ka’bah.
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In addition, the art of Islam is different from any
other forms of arts, in particular, the Buddhist arts.
Burckhardt (2009) argues that “the art of Islam, on the
other hand, is abstract, and its forms are not derived
from the Quran or the sayings of the Prophet (s.w.t);
they are seemingly without scriptural foundation, yet
undeniably possessing a profoundly Islamic character”.
Hence, Islamic art is very unique and it embraces many
forms. But, the most important elements that are
highlighted include vegetal and floral art, geometric art,
and last but not least the calligraphy.
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Similarities in Christian
and Islamic Art
In the past or even now, many people -especially the
Western people- tend to claim that Islamic art imitated
and borrowed the art from them and only reproduced
it to be Muslim or Islamic art.
Both Christian and Islamic art does not seem to have any
similarity at the first glance, because both interpreted
it in different ways. Brandstatter (2016) wrote that
“Christian art is didactic and usually naturalistic and

figural, because of the emphasis in Christian theology
on the body of Christ. Islam, meanwhile, focuses on
the word of God and its art relies mainly on abstract
patterns”.
However, the similarities between these two arts can
be seen clearly in examples of architecture, pattern,
painting, and portable arts and they do share some of
the same antecedents in their arts.
First and foremost, the similarities between Christian
art and Islamic art exist in terms of architecture.
Basically, classical architecture and the use of light to
represent the divinity, as well as similar floor plans in
some cases are the elements visible in both traditions
(Brandstatter, 2016).
Other than the architecture, the similarities also can
be seen in terms of patterns. Brandstatter states that
while the Islamic art stresses on vegetal and floral art,
geometric and calligraphic, the Christian art does not
use its patterns for the same purpose as Islam. But, they
indeed share the same sources in classical art.
The third similarity is in paintings. Painting is what makes
art look beautiful and radiant. Christian and Islamic arts
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Painting is what makes
art look beautiful and
radiant.
are habitually used, include the lily, the rose, and
various kinds of the lotus, while for the leaf forms
Islamic artists often used palmette, half palmette
and grape leaves (Al-Faruqi, 1985). This decorative
element increasingly became widespread and used by
many artists. Some of them have also interpreted this
decoration in the buildings and masjids. This can be
seen in the excerption below:

The last similarity that can be found between both
traditions is in portable arts. Generally, portable art
means that the arts could be carried from place to
place. They share the commonalities in terms of shape
and vegetal patterns. Not only that, portable arts were
usually ordered as a pair and was made as a gift for a
couple on occasion of their marriage (Brandstatter,
2016).

Vegetal and Floral Art
The vegetal and floral art is one of the important
elements of Islamic art. This element generally imitates
the shape of plants, leaves, flowers, fruits and many
others. Normally, Islamic artists use flowers and trees
as motifs for the decorations of cloth, objects, personal
items and buildings. Among the popular flowers that

Geometric Art
The second element of Islamic art involves geometrical
patterns. This kind of pattern is particularly favoured and
often seen in the masjids. The reason why geometric art
is always seen in the masjids is because to encourage
people to think or ponder spiritually and freely (Saoud,
2004). Thus, by seeing this geometry, the people are
allowed to free their mind and enhance their creativity.
There is also a symbolic meaning behind the patterns as
they seem not to have any begin or end, the pattern is
continuous; Allah (s.w.t.) is also without any beginning
or end and continuously Living.
In addition, Islamic artists often make a small deliberate
mistake in their patterns in order to show that human
beings are not perfect, only Allah is. The patterns we
see in the masjids nowadays, is still the same as in the
past.
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have developed some resemblances throughout their
different approaches to painting. Brandstatter (2016)
wrote that “both, however, share a love of landscapes
and precise illustrations of plants and of portraiture -as long as the portrait is of a non-religious figure in the
case of Islamic art. This is especially true in the Mughal
and Safavid artistic traditions”.

In the Dome of the Rock and the Umayyad Masjid of
Damascus, which contain the earliest examples of
Islamic vegetal art, we find more realistic depictions
of plants and trees. These examples, are regarded as
Byzantine work for the Umayyad patrons. In contrast,
the vegetal decoration in Samarra Masjid (Iraq) shows
how artists, deliberately reproduced the vine leaves
and branches in an abstract form. (Saoud, 2004) After
that, the element of vegetal and floral art became
popular and extended to many ornament objects, like
pottery and wood.
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The Influence of Islamic Art in the
West

Source: Nor Azlin Hamidon

Hence, of course, something thát beautiful will be
an inspiration to other people to do the same, as
is the case for Islamic art. It has been inspiring and
affecting arts in the West. According to Saoud (2004),
the influence of Islamic art in the West happened in
different ways: Sometimes, through the imitation of the
theme by reproducing it in the same type of art. We
have seen such examples in European ceramic. Other
times, the motif was not copied or reproduced, but it
certainly inspired the development of a particular style
or fashion of art.

Conclusion

Furthermore, geometric art is basically made up of
mathematical shapes, for example, circles, squares,
and triangles and other shapes and forms (Saoud,
2004). Al-Faruqi (1985) explaines that “These are the
squares and rectangles, the circles and semi-circles, the
triangles and diamonds, the pentagons and hexagons,
the octagons, the variously shaped crosses and the
stars of five, six, eight, ten or even more points”. Using
all these different kind shapes, Islamic artists have
shown their amazing creativity by producing the most
stunning forms of art.
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Calligraphy
Last but not least, another important element of Islamic
art is Arabic Calligraphy. Arabic is written and read
from right to the left and all the letters are interestedly
connected to each other (Ghulam, 1970). The Arabic
calligraphy played a great role in Islamic art as it has
its own uniqueness in terms of the writing. Just like
geometrical patterns, is calligraphy frequently seen in
masjids. Usually, calligraphy is part of the ornaments in
the masjids. Besides that, many people decorate their
house with calligraphy art. Almost every Muslim house
that we visit has at least one piece of calligraphy art
hanging on the wall as an ornament.
Basically are there two main styles of writing, since the
first centuries of Islam; the angular Kufic and cursive
Naskhi style. Burckhardt (2009) said that “Kufi, which
is distinguished by the static nature of the letters, and
a kind of cursive script, Naskhi with forms of varying
fluidity”.

In conclusion, Islamic art does have its own specialties
and uniqueness. It is distinctive and original enough and
therefore not copied, nevertheless it does share some
similar characteristics with arts from other places.
Thus, from the Islamic perspective itself, Allah does not
forbid us to live comfortably as long as it does not lead
the believer astray from the right path. Saoud quotes
the Qur’an [7:32]:
“Say, who is there to forbid the beauty, which
Allah has brought forth for his servants, and
the good things from among the means of
sustenance”.
Therefore, there is no reason why Muslims should
reject arts. Art is beautiful and Allah loves beauty. For us
to ponder, human beings are also one of the beautiful
things that Allah has created. Let us therefore ponder
upon the beauty Allah (s.w.t.) has created and use the
skills He created us with for beautification.
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Ibn Tulun Mosque in Fustat

Source: Diego Delso (commons.wikimedia)

The Development of

THE SCIENCE OF

MEDICINE
The contributions dedicated by Muslim scholars in
various fields of study are incomparable with any
material commodities. Moreover, they even sacrificed
a part of their life by studying, analysing, recording
and scrutinizing all their research finding to ensure its
validity. For example, there are some of the Muslim
scholars who did not get married in order to dedicate
their entire life to research for the sake of Allah and
Ummah in the future. Their discoveries are not only
being useful at that particular time, but the majority
of contemporary scholars are still referring to their
works as one of the main references in supporting their
research.
Islam is a religion that encourages its followers to seek
knowledge and strive for discoveries in all fields of study.
The development science of medicine can be regarded
as a blessing for all humankind to improve their health
and quality of life. According to Islam, Muslims must
strive to be balanced in the spiritual, emotional and
physical aspects of health. Therefore, Allah orders us
to ensure that our sources of food and drinks must be
obtained from halal and pure sources:

in Islamic Civilization

“Eat of what is lawful and wholesome/pure on
the earth” [2:168].
The purpose of eating is not only to satisfy hunger, it
affects our spirituality too. Definitely, Allah knows what
the best for His creatures and undoubtedly that every
single of His commandments has its own wisdom.
Al-Quran is a book of wisdom that covers all aspects
of our life such as Mu’amalat (human transactions),
Ibadat (acts of worship), Qisas al- Anbiya’ (stories of
the Prophets to take lessons from) and other essential
aspects we need in our life. Another importance of
the Quran is as a source of healing for those who are
putting their confidence towards of Allah. This can be
seen when Allah mentions:
“And we send down from Quran that which is a
healing and mercy to those who believe” [17:82].
The Quran indirectly became a benchmark for the
development of the science of medicine by Muslim
physicians until this field was develop in more
sophisticated way and it continues to be upgraded in
line with world progress.
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Back to history, European regards themselves as
the most civilized people that ever emerged in this
world. However, there was a moment that European
was experiencing” Dark Ages” between 7th and 13th
Century that led this civilization to became stagnant.
But, it did not affect the Islamic civilizations during
that time, which was shining as brightly as the midday
sun. The exchange of knowledge between the Islamic
civilization and different empires such as India, Sassanid
or Persian, Greek and China made very positive
development possible.

The Guidance of the Prophet
Muhammad (s.a.w.)
In order to have a clear understanding about the
progress in the science of medicine, we would need to
look at the people who lived during the time of Prophet
(s.a.w.) and how they took care of their health. The
Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.) is the best role model
that ever emerged in this world whereby his tradition
became the major reference after al-Quran as stated
clearly in the following ayah:
“Certainly you have in the messenger of Allah an
excellent example (to follow) for him who hopes
in Allah and the latter day and remembers Allah
much”. [33:21].
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Through this verse it is clearly indicated that the
Prophet’s (s.a.w.) way of life is the best example to
follow for all mankind, in order to be successful in this
world and Hereafter.
Douglas Guthrie stated in his book “A History of
Medicine -1945” that the sayings of the Prophet (s.a.w.)
had a great impact in motivating Muslim scholars in
the Middle Ages to advance in Medicine. The Prophet
Muhammad (s.a.w) reminded his Companions to use
medicine, since every illness that Allah created, has
its own remedy. The Muslims call the practice and
sayings of Prophet Muhammad on matters related to
health; Tibb al-Nabi (Prophetic Medicine). About fifty
narrations of Prophet (s.a.w.) are related to illnesses and
its treatment. In the hadiths collection of by Imam alBukhari, Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi and so on, those hadiths
have been collected under a specific chapter called;
Kitab al-Tibb. In addition, other aspects of hygiene,
cleanliness, habits of eating and drinking, purification,
menstruation and so on are also included in the hadith
collections, making it therefore very comprehensive.
Among the scholars who organized these books are Ibn
Qayyim Al-Jawziyyah and Abu Nu’aim which are still
used by many scholars as the main reference to support
their research.

The Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.) is encouraging the
Muslim to be moderate in all aspects of life. One of the
advices of the Prophet (s.a.w.) is to be moderate while
taking any food or drinks. This can be seen through a
Quranic verse, where Allah has mentiones:
“Eat and drink, but don’t be excessive. Indeed, He
does not like those who commit excess.” [Sûrah
al-A`râf 7:31].
The Prophet also has given a clear indication that each
part of stomach should be filled with right content as
recorded in Sunan Al-Tirmidhi and Musnad Ahmad;
“The child of Adam fills no vessel worse than his
stomach. Sufficient for the child of Adam are a
few morsels to keep his back straight. If he must
eat more, then a third should be for his food, a
third for his drink, and a third left for air.”
We might assume that during the time of Prophet
Muhammad (s.a.w.) there were no physicians available,
since science and technology were not that developed
yet. However, during this time, we know there was
a physician named Harith Al-Kalada, because the
Prophet (s.a.w.) refers to him, when a companion got
sick. Thus, he can be regarded as among the earliest
contemporary physicians that emerged during the time
of Prophet Muhammad. He was from the Jewish Banu
Thaqif tribe and travelled to Gundeshapur before the
advent of Islam to learn about medicine.
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There is an occasion where the Prophet Muhammad
consulted Harith in the case of Sa’ad Ibn Waqas. The
prophet felt that Sa’ad had a heart attack and put his
hand over Sa’ad’s chest. But, the prophet asked Harith’s
opinion and guidelines for the treatment of Sa’ad.
In addition, the Prophet (s.a.w.) also can be regarded as
the first person who established the Law of Quarantine.
Once an infectious epidemic afflicted certain areas and
the Prophet (s.a.w.) reminded the people to stay at
home and do not go anywhere in order to avoid that
the disease will spread out to others.
In the chapter of the hadith collections, Kitab
Al-Tibb, it is highlighted that several natural
herbs and substances were used by the
prophet, which have healing elements, such
as honey, senna, barley, olive, black cumin,
chicory, enclive fenugreek, marjoram, ginger,
saffron, vinegar, dates and many more.
The development science of medicine is largely
indebted to foreign sources particularly to get
some ideas on how to be more innovative in the
science of medicine according to true Islamic
civilizations guidelines. It should be noted here,
the Muslim scientist did not blindly follow the
information stated in the sources without
having a critical analysis and scrutinizing the
sources till it reached certain level of certainty
before tested upon the human beings.

The purpose of eating is
not only to satisfy hunger, it
affects our spirituality too.
Definitely, Allah knows what
the best for His creatures and
undoubtedly that every single
of His commandments has its
own wisdom.
The Greek legacy played an important role in motivating
the Muslim scholars to deepen their research in
Medicine. The sources obtained from the Greek was
thoroughly scrutinized, sifted and carefully studied.
The works of Galen and Hippocrates became the main
sources for Muslim scholars. For example, Yuhanna
Ibn Musawayh translated Galen books’ of Anatomy
and he found many flaws and in order to confirm his
assumptions, he conducted an experiment upon a
monkey to get more information about the human
body, since a monkey’s anatomical body structure is
quite similar to a human being. Galen’s anatomy work
was also criticized by other Muslim scholars such as
Abd. Latif Al- Baghdadi and Ali Ibn. Abbas.

Source: http://pakistanparenting.com

The development of the science of medicine became
more sophisticated with the emergence various
subfields of study and therefore making the research
in medicine become more sound and trustable such as
physiology, bacteriology, diagnosis, tracheotomy and
surgery. From the many subfields in field of medicine;
we will highlight only five:
1) In physiology field, the discovery of grape juice or
known as sugar in blood by a scholar named Burhan
al- Din helped to understand the theory of hunger.
He believed that this grape juice caused the feeling
of hunger.
2) The second important subfield is bacteriology that
discovered by a well-known Muslim scientist; Ibn
Sina. It is agreeable that the development science
of medicine today stemmed from research on
germs. He was strongly emphasized that the bodily
secretion was contaminated before getting the
infection which made our body became smelly.
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3) Another important subfield is diagnosis and
treatment that lead to the formation of vaccine
during modern time. Al- Razi was the pioneer in
this field whereby he can discover the difference
between measles and smallpox. His discovery was
stated in his book; Kitabul–Hasbati wal Judariy.
Another important Muslim scholar that should be
highlighted is Abul Mansur Sa’id Ibn Bishr Ibn Abdus
who suggested light foods and cold producing
medicines for the treatment of facial paralysis
and general paralysis. Other Muslim scholars
speak about the animal brain that can be used
to treat mental disorders. And in order to treat
sexual weaknesses, the animal testicles became
the sources of treatment since they believed
that this organ contains special healing power. In
other words, tremendous research has been done
and discoveries pioneered by Muslim scholars
such as Abul Hasan Al- Tabari, who revealed that
tuberculosis not only affect the lungs, but other
organs within our body could potentially be infected
as well.
4) The development science of medicine is also
indebted by another great Muslim scholar named
Abul Qasim al-Zahrawi. This great man had invented
several surgical instruments and explained them
clearly in his book entitled al-Tasrif. Indeed, this
book became one of the major references for the
majority of the medical schools in the whole world.
In 15th Century, a Turkish doctor named Serefeddin
Sabuncu Oglu made several alterations in the
medical instruments by using al-Tasrif as the main
reference.
5) Last but not least, the development of Tracheotomy
(incision in the windpipe made to relieve an
obstruction to breathing) was also founded by
a Muslim scholar known as Ibn Zuhr since 11th
Century. He dedicated his research through his
writing entitled Kitab Al- Taysir.
To summarize, Muslim scholars gave a very meaningful
and precious contribution to the ummah to ensure a
healthy environment and cures to illnesses to improve
our of life in this dunya.

Hospitals
Related to the progress of the science of medicine
in Islamic civilization, we also examine the facilities
provided for the citizens. In this context, the
development of hospitals is discussed, since it can be
regarded as the most important medical institution.
The hospital in Islamic civilization was basically run by
the government and it served all people, irrespective

of their race, religion etc., everyone will get an equal
treatment. The ward was separated according to
gender. The female nurse will serve female patients and
vice versa. The hospital also provided sufficient water
supplies to ensure the patients are comfortable as
water is needed for our daily duties of taking ablution
before performing the prayer and taking obligation
bath as well. Only qualified physicians were allowed
to work in the hospital and they have to go through a
critical evaluation by a court of physicians to examine
their capability. For example, during the time caliph AlMuqtadir, he appointed Sinan Ibn Thabit to evaluate 800
physicians critically before they got license to work in
the hospital. Within 800 physicians, only one physician
was granted the license to work in the hospital.
The hospital was not only a center for treatment, but
it also served as a medical school. There were a lot
of facilities were provided such as; libraries which
composed with thousands of up to date references
sources, auditorium was exclusively for lecturing
session, hostel and houses were provided too for
students and staffs as well. The proper records regarding
patient’s health and medical care emerged for the first
time in history and it became the role model of hospital
management for the Western civilization. The first
hospital in Islamic civilization was built in since 706 C.E.
by the Umayyad Caliph, al-Walid.
However, some scholars have the opinion that the
most important hospital in Damascus was al–Nuri
Hospital in 1156 C.E by Nur al- Din Zinki during the
time of crusades. This hospital was accommodated
with proper equipment and well trained staff to serve
the patients. This hospital was recognized as the first
class medical school in history that had its own facilities
such as; library whereby the books donated by King
Nur-al-Din itself and the patients will be served by
professional physicians that normally graduated from
this school too. For example, Ibn Al- Nafis who was
the first physician founded the pulmonary circulations.
Interestingly, the books that can be found in the library
were in handwritten form, which was the main reason
why the books were so expensive.
Another important hospital was Al- Fustat by Ahmed
Ibn Tulun in the city Al- Fustat (old Cairo) that served
people for almost six centuries. The male and female
patients were divided to different wards and their
belongings will be kept under security till they were
allowed to be discharged by the doctor. There are
a lot of other important hospitals are built in Islamic
civilizations such as Al- Salahani and Granada hospital
by Prince Muhammad Ibn Yusuf Ibn Nasir in 1366 C.E.
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the patients, in order to avoid undesirable treatments.
Besides that, the physician’s obligations towards his
assistants, as to not undermine or underestimate his
or her assistants, and admonishing them in a good
manner.

Source: https://dome.mit.edu

In terms of ethical principles, the staff had to follow
Islamic Code of Medical Ethics as fixed by the law and
thus guaranteeing the patients’ welfare.

The Physician
In 970 C.E, Al-Tabari has described several points of
regulations which should be followed mainly by the
physician. Firstly, he highlighted the personal character
of physician, wherein the physician should not be
addicted to liquor, be virtuous and clean and have a tidy
attire, be forgiving and friendly, know how to comfort
the patients etc.
Secondly, the physician’s obligation towards the
patients; telling the truth regarding their condition,
treat them justly regardless of their social status and
must be punctual. In addition, the physician should
not be greedy in taking the payment from patient,
and should not expose the patient’s secret, unless in
necessary circumstances, such as criminal cases.
Thirdly, Al- Tabari also stressed the physician obligations
towards the community wherein the physician should
not be too critical in condemning anyone’s religious
belief and should not spread any bad news or rumors
with the intention to destroy any reputable men’s
credibility.
Last but not least, the physician obligation upon his
colleagues, which basically focused on good attitude
towards his colleagues, such as, not undermining the
position of his colleagues, reminding, giving advice and
guidance in regard to taking care and giving treatment to

The great achievements of Muslim scholars in medicine
shows that it is not impossible for Muslims nowadays
to have similar achievements in many fields as long we
have a very strong determination to do so. We should
remember that Allah will not change the condition of
the ummah, unless we take responsibility to change our
current situation ourselves.
Even though Muslims are being destroyed by Western
capitalist countries, our history should give us hope,
that Muslims can achieve again, what they had already
achieved before.
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Hospital Al Nuri

As a conclusion, the science of medicine would not have
developed in the sophisticated way as it is today were it
not for the struggle of Muslim scientists during the last
thousand years. They dedicated their life in conducting
the research to ensure the scientific advancement of
the ummah as well as the health of all human beings.
Unfortunately, many contributions of Muslim scholars
have been hidden, not exposing their names in the
scientific literature. Moreover, instilling negative views
on Islam, as a backward religion and in nature dogmatic
(based teaching only).

Conversion Issues
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By Alex Arrick

1. A lot of things are running through our heads right
now.
“And We will surely test you with something of
fear and hunger and a loss of wealth and lives
and fruits, but give good tidings to the patient”
[al-Qur’an 2:155].
New converts to Islam have just made the biggest
decision of their lives, and changed their religion to
one that they are unfamiliar with in many ways. There
are a lot of stimuli around us that we are not used to,
being in the masjid, hanging out with Muslims, hearing
foreign languages other than Spanish, etc. Often, new
Muslims might look uncomfortable because they are
not used to their surroundings. A big change has just
occurred in the convert’s life, and each person will
respond differently to these situations.
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While we are learning the basics of Islam, either before
or after our shahadah (testimony of faith), we are
constantly coming across new things that we’ve never
heard of before. It takes a long time to be able to have
a consistent foundation that’s strong enough to feel
any amount of comfort in the religion. This process is
similar to moving to a foreign country, not knowing
the language, customs, or environment that surrounds
us. We often have no idea about the origin of certain
customs and whether they are from Islam or a person’s
culture, and it takes time to be able to discern between
the two.

2. Our family life is uncertain.
A man asked the Prophet (s.a.w.) ‘What is the
right of parents on their offspring?’ The Prophet
(s.a.w.) replied: “They are your Paradise and your
Hell.” [Sunan Ibn Majah]
People who are born into Islam have the benefit of
having a foundation with their parents and family. The
Qur’an is on their bookshelf, Arabic words are mixed
into conversation without needing definition, and there
is an environment of tradition that provides a reference
point for looking at the world. A convert is experiencing
the total opposite. He or she doesn’t have any sort of
religious connection with their family anymore, and
there is sometimes backlash from parents and extended
family about the decision to become a Muslim.
Even if there’s no significant backlash, there are no
blood relatives to talk to about Islam, no one to clarify
things, and no family support to be offered in the entire
process. All of these things can cause an immense
amount of stress and disillusionment. It’s common
for converts to have moments of breakdown where
they feel like nobody is on their side. For those who
are lucky enough to have a close friend or mentor to
help them in situations like this, it’s still not the same
as having family help. Converts need an exceptionally
good amount of emotional support from individuals in
their community to feel empowered as Muslims. This
doesn’t require a full-time therapist, but just people to
make them feel at home.

Things You
Should Understand
About Converts
Sulayman van Ael
Source: http://zpravy.idnes.cz
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Nouredinne Steenvoorden
Source: https://wijblijvenhier.nl

3. Our friends are leaving us.

Friends are known for being brutally honest. When
a convert tells his friends that he or she just became
Muslim, they are going to receive a wide range of
reactions. Even if their friends are supportive, they
will still be really puzzled and they will ask a million
questions that most born Muslims would have trouble
answering. And while most converts don’t get a Ph.D. in
Islamic Studies before becoming Muslim, they’re going
to sometimes feel pushed into a corner when tested by
their friends.
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“A man follows the religion of his close friend,
so each of you should be very careful about
whom he takes as a close friend.” The Prophet
Muhammad (s.a.w.) [Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi]
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Their friends might stick around for a while, but
chances are their habits are not always what a new
Muslim wants to be around. After you deny a few
invitations to go to parties, they might stop calling
all together. Friends who seem to have abandoned
you can cause a lot of depression and loneliness,
and it will always take a while to replace a decent
group of friends with a good group of Muslim
friends.
4. We don’t know how to spend our free time.
“Whenever a Muslim is afflicted with a
hardship, sickness, sadness, worry, harm,
or depression –even a thorn’s prick, Allah
expiates his sins because of it.” The Prophet
Muhammad (s.a.w.) [Bukhari, Muslim]
After the distance is created with friends and family,
it’s hard to fill free time or stay busy enough to not
start feeling down sometimes. Converts will notice
a gap in their schedules that was previously filled
with something else like hanging out with friends,
going to concerts, or partying. This is especially
hard to cope with in a smaller city where there
isn’t much else to do and not enough Muslims to
spend time with.
In this situation, there might be a desire to go
back to old habits to feel “normal” again, or there
will be an urge to stay alone and away from other
people. While Islam doesn’t allow monasticism or
hedonism, this causes a problem for converts to
Islam, especially when it’s a minority religion in the
society. Eventually the situation will get easier and
there won’t be any problem in staying busy, but
initially it can be very hard to stay positive.
5. We don’t know what to learn and who to learn
from.
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“Make things easier, do not make
things more difficult, spread the glad
tidings, do not hate.” The Prophet
Muhammad (s.a.w.) [Bukhari]
Converts usually experience some
trouble in the beginning with
differences in fiqh (jurisprudence).
Antoine Bernando

Source: http://aboutislam.net

Their background is usually from a religion with a
narrower view of right or wrong. Often converts
will think: “So do I raise my hands after bowing or
not? Which one is right and which one is wrong?”
The fact is there are many correct opinions
regarding such issues in Islam. Converts will often
find themselves in the dilemma of whether to take
the easier opinion or the stronger one.
At the very best, this will cause only a small amount
of confusion at first. Remember that converts don’t
have a family to help form their opinions about
these things, and they are getting information from
all sides. A common decision converts will make is
choosing between zabiha (ritually slaughtered) and
non-zabiha meat. In reality it’s a fact that there is a
difference of opinion among scholars regarding the
meat of Ahl-al-Kitab (People of the Book, i.e. Jews
and Christians), but converts can feel pressured
to take one opinion over the other based on
someone’s limited knowledge of the issue.
6. We don’t know when we’ll make another
mistake.
“And whoever is patient and forgives –
indeed that is of the matters [requiring]
determination.” [al-Qur’an 42:43]
Because they feel like they’re in a foreign country
while in the masjid, a convert won’t know when
someone will point out something they’re doing
wrong. Often people come up to converts with
a self-righteous attitude and give them harsh
advice based on their own limited understanding.
The convert is already dealing with differing
opinions coming from every angle, and it’s very
discouraging to have someone correct you in a
harsh way. The ideal way to correct a convert is
the way of the Rasulullah (s.a.w.), with kindness
and understanding. Remember all the sahabah
(companions of the Prophet s.a.w.) were converts
and were constantly receiving guidance directly
from the Messenger (s.a.w.). The sahabah didn’t
feel chastised or discouraged when they were
corrected, but uplifted. This is something that
needs to be taken into deep consideration when
advising a convert, who may be more sensitive to
these things than a born-Muslim (who often needs
just as much advice).

Source: http://hsdmetrics.com
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“Not one of you can believe if you do not want
for your brother what you want for yourself.”
The Prophet Muhammad (s.a.w.) [Bukhari]
A lot of converts will get a lot of praise and helpful
words from fellow Muslims, but there is sometimes an
animosity towards converts that should be something
alien to our ummah (Muslim community)—it resembles
a pre-Islamic attitude of racism. As a convert, there is
often a feeling of inferiority because “I’m not Arab” or
“I’m not a Malay” that can sometimes lead the convert
to acting like they are from a culture they are not, and
that has nothing to do with Islam. This is something that
needs to be resisted by converts who might have the
urge to wear Malay clothes to “fit-in” around Muslims,
because they feel so different.
Let converts retain their culture in ways that don’t
contradict Islam. They need to feel empowered and
uplifted as Muslims and not reduced to the lowest
common denominator. Converts have a lot they can
bring to the table, and to take that ability away from
them is a crime. Salman al-Farsi, a Persian companion
of the Prophet (s.a.w.), was the one to recommend
the battle strategy in the Battle of the Trench against
the Quraysh. Salman’s Arab brothers in Islam took his
opinion and used it to win the battle. If Salman had had
an inferiority complex because of his Persian heritage,
he might not have offered his opinion. Remember to
make your convert brothers and sisters feel like they
are a valued part of our community that links us to the
culture around us.

8. We might be second-guessing our decision.
“If someone does not show mercy to people,
Allah will not show mercy to him.” Prophet
Muhammad (s.a.w.) [Bukhari, Muslim]
In the worst-case scenario, converts might feel so
discouraged that they second-guess their decision
to convert. With all the different problems that arise
after conversion, there is a sense of desperation that
can lead to apostasy. While some of it is unavoidable,
there is much that our communities can do to help our
converts feel welcomed and strong as Muslims. Most of
it requires simple attitude changes like getting rid of the
“back-home” mentality and having outrageous ideals
that don’t reflect reality.
As example we need to reflect on the following
research, done by Dr. Ilyas Ba-Yunus, who states that
75% of American converts leave the religion after a
few years. This is a tragedy that reflects the inability
of American-Muslim communities to take care of
their converts. With these statistics we should be
asking ourselves: what can we do as individuals and as
communities to help our convert brothers and sisters
find comfort in Islam? This is a compassionate call to
action for the born-Muslims to do what they can to
understand, assist, and advise those who enter into
Islam. Instead of alienation, we need to embrace them
with open arms.
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7. We don’t know what you actually think of us.
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Stop
smoking!
Source: Airman 1st Class Brittany Perry

Dr Mazlyn Mustapha

Towards a Healthier 2017
In shaa Allah, many of us will set goals for a healthier
new year in 2017. This is a good intention and hopefully
can bring about lasting effect. The first step to achieve
a better health is to stop smoking cigarettes.
If a person is exposed to ‘second hand’ cigarette
smoke at home, they should help the family member
stop smoking. If a person is exposed to ‘second hand’
smoke at work, they should consider finding another
job which is safer.
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The statistics of Malaysian smokers are worrying.
Despite tobacco control measures by the government,
4 million Malaysian adults and 126,000 Malaysian
children continue to smoke cigarettes, which results
in 19,000 Malaysians dying due to tobacco related
diseases every year.

It is hard to quit smoking
once a person has become a
regular smoker

Smoking cigarettes perpetuates the
cycle of poverty
The tobacco industry is profit driven and preys on the
vulnerable. It ‘steals’ from the poor. A significant number
of smokers are poor and could have put the money they
use to buy tobacco to serve other important needs,
for example to buy food or educate their children.
Smoking cigarettes not only diverts resources from the
poor, when the poor become ill due to tobacco related
diseases, they will need and spend money for treatment
related expenses. There is also loss of income due to ill
health associated with smoking.
Some may argue that the tobacco industry provides
employment. The truth is, much of the profits gained
by the company owners and shareholder, while the
workers earn relatively meagre income.

Smoking is haram
Cigarette smoking in Malaysia is related to
education levels. The higher the education level and
socioeconomic status, the lesser the likelihood a man is
a smoker. Another worrying fact is that being Malay and
by default a Muslim in Malaysia, is another association
with smoking, when it is clear in Islam that smoking
is haram as declared by the Muzakarah Committee of
the National Fatwa Council for Islamic Religious Affairs
in 1995. Smoking is haram because it causes multiple
harmful effects not only to the person, but also their
surroundings.
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The tobacco industry preys on and aggressively
markets its products towards women and children,
which are unexploited markets in developing
countries. Patients who suffer from psychiatric
conditions are twice more likely to smoke compared
to the average person.
Smoking is an unnecessary source of air pollution
and generates a lot of waste, which is detrimental
to the environment. "The combined revenues of the
world's 6 largest tobacco companies in 2013 was
USD342 billion, 9% larger than the Gross National
Income of Malaysia. The industry is a powerful
force that does not fear the actions of nation-states
because their resources are often much larger".

The health effects of smoking
cigarettes
Many people are aware that smoking causes heart
disease, stroke, lung disease and many different types
of cancers, yet they continue to smoke. These diseases
are also, coincidentally, the top five causes of death in
Malaysian. Hence, eliminating cigarette smoking would
in theory, bring about significantly better health for the
nation. The only top five cause of death unrelated to
cigarette smoking is road traffic accidents.
Other effects of smoking cigarettes which are less known
include impaired academic performance in children,
impotence, infertility, wrinkles and premature aging
of skin. These effects are mainly because cigarettes
contain nicotine, and nicotine causes blood vessels to
reduce in size. When the size of the arteries of blood
vessels that carry oxygen to the tissue become small,
this reduced the amount of oxygen reaching the tissue
and hence the patient will complain of pain.

When a person starts smoking, there is smoke released
from the burning cigarette and there is smoke that is
breathed out. This is called environmental tobacco
smoke. In adults, breathing second hand smoke
increases the risk of developing heart disease and lung
cancer. Children who breathe second hand smoke have
increased infections of the lungs and the middle ear,
worsening of asthma and reduced growth of the lungs.
Apart from that, adolescent or teenagers who are
exposed to second hand smoke are also more likely to
become smokers themselves. As prevention, as one
of the better strategies, it is best to avoid exposing
children and teenagers to cigarette smoking.

Smoking is a killer; it causes
lung-cancer, lung-tuberculosis
and heart diseases.
Allah says: "And do not kill
yourself…" [4:29]
He also says: "And do not throw
yourself into destruction."
[2:195]

Source: Alghanim Industries
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The truth about the tobacco
industry

Health effects of second hand
smoke
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How to help others stop smoking
If a spouse, family member or loved one is a smoker
and would like to quit, there are many things that a
person can do to support them. Research has shown
that using nicotine replacement gum and patches help
increase the chances of successful smoking cessation as
they lessen the withdrawal symptoms.
Smoking cigarettes is not just a bad habit, it is an
addiction. That is the reason it is difficult to quit.
Although many smokers try and want to stop smoking,
only few succeed. It is best not to nag, scold or lecture
the smoker about the bad effects of smoking. Do not get
angry if the smoker slips and has one cigarette. Instead,
offer them distractions such as alternative activities or
hobbies, for example sports, travelling, gardening, to
do to fill in their time and keep them occupied.
Identify and avoid triggers. Be prepared for cravings
by planning on what to do when the craving begins.
Cravings usually lasts a few minutes and some other
activity using the hands normally will help the person
overcome it. Suggestions include distraction by playing
a game on the phone, chewing gum, putting a toothpick
in the mouth, drinking plenty of water, eating carrot
sticks or nuts and squeezing a stress ball.

How to prevent the young from
starting smoking
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Prevention is better than cure. It is hard to quit smoking
once a person has become a regular smoker. It is best
to prevent smoking cigarettes in the first place. Studies

Suggestions include
distraction by playing a
game on the phone, chewing
gum, putting a toothpick in
the mouth, drinking plenty
of water, eating carrot sticks
or nuts and squeezing a
stress ball.

have shown that most heavy and long term smokers
develop the addiction when they are aged 18 years old.
It is very unusual for an adult after the age of 25 years
to become a smoker.
What is becoming more worrying is the increasing
trend of younger patients with severe heart disease,
who have multiple other risk factors such as obesity,
hypertension, and diabetes, apart from cigarette
smoking, which are mainly lifestyle risk factors due to
unhealthy eating habits and lack of exercise.
Teenagers are impressionable and naïve, they are
easily influenced by the ‘cool’ and ‘stylish’ perception
of smoking cigarettes which is far from the reality.
Children also succumb to peer pressure where having
friends and fathers who smoke, increases one’s
likelihood to become a smoker. Research has also
proven that exposing children to movies which portray
smoking scenes increase the risk of them taking up the
bad habit.
More stringent legislation to protect children and the
public from second hand smoke must be developed and
implemented. Due to weak enforcement of the law, it is
very common to see smokers in restaurants, food stalls,
playgrounds, parks, and beaches in Malaysia.
Dr Mazlyn Mustapha (MB, BCh BOA, MRCP, MBA)
Internal Medicine Lecturer, Lincoln University College
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Queens of

By Sara Hasliza

Pattani was a small trading port on the rise from the
mid of 16th century endowed with a good natural and
sheltered harbour. Internal political turbulences and
fighting over succession among the royal members
right after the death of Sultan Mansur Shah in 1572 led
to the accession of the first Queen of Pattani, known as
Ratu Hijau (The Green Queen), to the throne. All male
heirs were already assassinated during political conflict
and this pave the way for Ratu Hijau to gain power
as she was the first daughter of Sultan Mansur Shah.
According to the European traders and travellers who
visited the Islamic Kingdom at that time, Ratu Hijau
has been assisted by a group of capable ministers, and
ruled from 1584 until 1616.
In 1616, the throne had passed to Ratu Hijau’s second
sister, known as Ratu Biru (The Blue Queen), who ruled
until 1624. After that, the throne ascended to Ratu
Ungu (The Violet Queen), who was the third sister and
ruled from 1624 until 1635. Ratu Ungu managed to
ascend the throne to her daughter, Ratu Kuning (The
Yellow Queen). Ratu Kuning was the last female ruler
of Pattani that ruled from 1635 until 1699.
For more than one hundred years, from 1584 until
1699 accordingly, Pattani was ruled by women. During
that time, Pattani had reached its greatest prosperity
in terms of maritime trading activities, especially with
Europe, Japan and neighbouring Southeast Asian
kingdoms. Trading activities developed significantly,
in particular during the rule of the first two queens.
During that period, the economic condition of all strata
of society, regardless of being rich and poor, improved
as well. According to the records, the farmers enjoyed
the large benefits from the irrigation projects, which
were initiated and supervised by the queens.

Women Sultanate in Pattani
1584-1699

As historical accounts reveal, the queens proved
themselves to be capable rulers, perfectly proving their
political skills in controlling the internal and regional
political affairs. For instance, Ratu Hijau sent her
sister, Ratu Ungu, to be a bride of Sultan Abdul Ghafur
Mohaidin, Shah of Pahang. Among these queens, Ratu
Ungu was the only queen who was married and later
gave birth to Ratu Kuning. This marriage arrangement
shows Ratu Hijau’s sound knowledge of regional
politics as she estimated the importance of securing
regional relationship in order to bring prosperity to her
country. Such insightful diplomatic measures of queens
had resulted in the establishment of close relations
with the Sultanates of Pahang and Johor, as well as with
other strong adjacent political sultanates.
During her reign, Ratu Kuning initiated several
important developments that eventually led to the
return of Pattani to its glorious era of international
trade. She expanded the mouth of Pattani River and
dredged the river’s tide way in order to increase the
number of traders’ cargo. According to Hikayat Pattani,
Ratu Kuning made her own income and refused to
spend the royal revenue for her personal expenses.
She received income from the crops in her own garden
and also turned her personal possessions into the royal
property. Besides that, she paid a visit to the Ayutthaya
Kingdom in 1641 to establish friendly relations with
them and was welcomed by King Prasat Thong of Siam.
As a consequence of her visit, she managed to secure
Pattani from Siam interference. She was the last queen
of Pattani who ruled for about 50 years and is estimated
to be the greatest Queen of Pattani.
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Health

By Dr Y Mansoor Marican, Ph D

Eat of the pure things and do good deeds.
[The Qur’an 23:51]
I am a slave of Allah. I eat as a slave eats.
[Prophet Muhammad, s.a.w.]
In Islam, one does not eat to meet a physical need
or for pleasure. All acts of a Believer, including
the act of eating, are acts of worship [ibadah].

In Islam, the aim of eating is to support the body to
worship Allah The Sufficient,
“Who feeds and is never fed.” [al-Bukhari].
Eating becomes ibadah when undertaken with the
right intention, in conformity to Islamic law, by
following the Prophet’s [pbuh] example and with a
deep understanding of the act itself.

In Islam, food is a blessing, a gift and sustenance
from Allah The Exalted. When we eat with the
consciousness that it is an act of worship, we are
more likely to be less wasteful in our eating, eat less
and think of others who are in need of food.
When consumed with consciousness of
Allah The Exalted, food becomes a source
of divine grace and blessing [barakah].
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in Islam

In Islam, food consumed must be
clean, pure and safe [halal]. The halal food
requirement (shariah compliant) applies not only
to the content, method of slaughtering, preparation
and serving but also to the lawful acquisition of food.
Food obtained through theft or purchased from
corrupt income is forbidden [haram].

Nasi Kerabu
Source: @Szefei | Dreamstime.com
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Though experts have described the medical dangers
from its consumption, the reason why Muslims don’t
eat this meat is to obey the command of Allah The AllKnowing. The health aspects are secondary.
In Islam, all prohibited food can be accepted as lawful
when a Muslim is forced by famine or starvation to eat
them to save his life. Muslims are encouraged to eat
with at least another sharing his/her food as there is
blessing [barakah] in eating in company.
Muslims are discouraged from being in the company of
others who are consuming prohibited food [for example,
intoxicants] as it may give the impression to others that
he/she is approving their act of sin. [Tirmidhi]
Islam does not encourage vegetarianism or make the
eating of meat obligatory. The rule is that the halal food
consumed must be ‘wholesome’ [2:168] or balanced.
The benefits of eating fruits, vegetables, animal and
sea food are mentioned in The Noble Qur’an and the
sunnah.
Before beginning to eat, a Muslim must invoke the
Name of Allah [Bismillah] to acknowledge Him as The
Provider and seek His blessings over the food. Invoking
His name is also meant to remind oneself of the divine
guidelines relating to food, and affirm that one’s eating
is an act of ibadah and not for pleasure. Invoking Allah’s
Name also repels Satan from ‘taking’ a share of the
food.
Moderation in eating is emphasized in Islam. The
Qur’an warns against exceeding the limits when eating
the good things provided for our sustenance by Allah
The Exalted. The consequence is incurring the anger
of Allah The Exalted and those who incur His anger are
“bound to perish.” [20:81]
The Prophet’s [pbuh] advise:
“A few mouthfuls that would keep one’s back
upright is enough. But if he must eat more, then
he should fill one-third [of his stomach] with
food, one-third with drink and leave one-third for
easy breathing”. [Ahmad]
One who is unable to rein in his desire for food may also
fail in restraining himself from other prohibited acts.
The Prophet [pbuh] described moderation in eating as
a characteristic of the Believer:

“The Believer eats in one stomach whilst the
disbeliever eats in seven.” [Bukhari & Muslim]
The Qur’an also warns against wasting of food:
“And eat and drink, but waste not.
Truly Allah dislikes Al-Musrifun
[those who waste by extravagance].” [7:31]
The Prophet [pbuh] advised against leaving food on
a plate [to be thrown away] since one does not know
which portion is blessed. Therefore, one should not put
more food on one’s plate than one is likely to eat.
Muslims should avoid criticizing food as it is sustenance
from Allah The Merciful. The Prophet [pbuh] never
expressed his dislike of a food. If he liked it, he ate it. If
he disliked it, he set it aside.
Muslims are prohibited from using cups, plates and
cutlery made of gold or silver.
Such displays of one’s wealth are contrary to the spirit of
humility encouraged in Islam and a clear disobedience
of the sunnah:
“Do not drink in golden or silver cups
nor eat in such plates.” [Bukhari]
Eating with one’s right hand, sitting in a posture of
humility (and not sit reclining) and not standing while
eating or drinking are amongst other sunnah relating
to eating.
Muslims end their eating by praising Allah
[Alhamdulillah] for the sustenance. Many recite the
prayer of the Prophet [pbuh] that praises Allah:
"Who fed us, provided us drink, and
made us Muslims”. [Muslim]
Something as basic as eating becomes worship when
approached the Islamic way.
There is certainly a lot of meat in describing Islam as the
way of good and healthy life!
Dr Y Mansoor Marican, Ph D
Advisor, Masjid Tour Program
Masjid Wilayah Persekutuan
Kuala Lumpur

Something as basic as eating
becomes worship when
approached the Islamic way.
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Most discussions about halal food are actually about
a non-halal food: pork. Pork is amongst the prohibited
food mentioned in The Qur’an [5:3].
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Islam in
Russia:
Past, Present and Future
By Elmira Akhmetova [i]

When we hear the expression ‘European Muslim’,
the first thing that usually occurs in our minds is the
Muslims of the West, mainly immigrants with Muslim
backgrounds or white Western converts. This short
essay narrates another image of ‘European Islam’:
Islam on Russian soil.
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The Russian Federation (RF) is one of the most diverse
countries of Europe, where Muslims and Christians
are living side by side more or less peacefully for
many centuries. Islam in Russia is not a religion of
postcolonial immigration, nor is it a manifestation of
the recent acceleration of globalisation and cultural
exchange. Unlike other Muslim minorities in Europe,
Muslims in Russia are indigenous citizens of the
country who live in their native land. In 2000, the
Muslims of Russia celebrated fourteen centuries of
Islam on Russian soil. Throughout these centuries,
Muslims took an active part in building what we call
today ‘Russian civilisation’.
History of Islam in Russia provides a unique story
of co-existence of two great religions, Islam and
Christianity, for long centuries, their long journey of
learning to live side by side in peace and harmony
from their errors and severe crimes. This story is
not merely one of conflict, conquest and resistance.
Rather, relations between the Christian Russians
and Muslims, both within Russia and between
Russia and other Muslim countries, have also
marked by the periods of co-existence, tolerance,
accommodation, and even cooperation. The period
of the Russian Empress Catherine the Great’s reign
(r.1762-1796) provides an early and good example
of such mutual accommodation and cooperation.

Qol-Sharif Masjid in Kazan
Source: A. Savin
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It is difficult to establish exactly when Islam first
appeared in ‘Russia’ because the lands that Islam
penetrated early in its expansion were not part of
Russia at the time, but were only several centuries
later annexed to the expanding Russian Empire. In the
eighth century CE, Islam was already in existence in
the region, whereas Russia was confined to the pagan
Kievan Rus, lying about two thousand kilometers away
from today’s Tatarstan and Bashkortostan lands. The
famous Russian historian S. Solovyov in his History
of Russia Since Ancient Times noticed that: “In times
long ago, when the Russian Slavs had not yet begun
to build Christian churches on the Oka river, and had
not yet occupied these places in the name of European
civilization, the Bulgars were already listening to the
Quran on the banks of the Volga and Kama rivers.”[ii]
According to the early Arab sources, Islam first entered
the territory of the modern Russian Federation,
particularly the Northern Caucasus, as early as the
seventh century, following the Arab conquest of the
Sassanid Persian Empire in 641 C.E. In 654 C.E., the
Arabs took the city of Derbend (now in Dagestan), which
subsequently became the focus for the Islamisation of
the North-Eastern Caucasus, referred to as bab al-jihad
(the gateway of jihad).[iii] In 737 C.E., the Muslim army
under the then general Marwan ibn Muhammad, who
later became Marwan II the last caliph of the Umayyad
dynasty (r. 744-750), achieved a significant victory over
the Khazar Kingdom (existed around 652-1016), the
strongest military power in the region. At its height,
the Khazar Kingdom and its tributaries controlled much
of the territory that is today called southern Russia,
western Kazakhstan, eastern Ukraine, Azerbaijan, large
portions of the Caucasus (including Circassia, Dagestan,
Chechnya, and parts of Georgia), and the Crimea. With
the success of Marwan II, the Northern Caucasus,
which previously was a vassal of the Khazar Kingdom,
as well as the lower Volga region became a part of the
Umayyad Empire.
In the central parts of the modern Russia, the upper
Volga basin, Islam gradually took root through trade and
other economic relations with the Muslim world. The
first independent Muslim state in the modern territory
of Russia was the Bulghar Kingdom in the Middle Volga
region (a territory of the modern Republic of Tatarstan),
which existed from the eighth century until its invasion
by the Mongols in 1236 C.E. Bin Salki Belekvar, who
was a ruler (almas or almish) of the Bulghar between
895 and 925 C.E., sent a letter to the Abbasid caliph alMuqtadir (r. 908-932) asking him to dispatch Muslim
scholars who could teach the religion and Islamic law

among the Bulghars. Thus, a delegation set off from
the city of Baghdad towards the Bulghar Kingdom. As
a consequence, the Bulghar king voluntarily recognised
Islam as an official state religion in 922 C.E. in the
presence of the Abbasid delegation and the majority
of the Bulghar population accepted Islam. From there,
Islam spread to other parts of modern Russia, including
the Urals region and Siberia.[iv]
The next wave of the spread of Islam in Russia took
place during the period of the Golden Horde, a western
province of the Chenghizid Empire, established in 1242
as a result of the Mongol invasion of the Bulghar Kingdom
and other neighbouring territories including the Kievan
Rus. Under the rule of Uzbek Khan (r. 1312-42), Islam
became the official religion of the entire kingdom,
while the Volga Bulghar elite dominated its cultural
and Islamic discourse. Under the Chenghizid rule, the
Russian Orthodox Church was given a preferential legal
status, which enabled it to strengthen its economic and
political positions in Rus principalities.[v] The territories
of Christian subjects, such as the Russians, Armenians,
Circassians, Alans, and Crimean Greeks, in fact, were
regarded as peripheral areas of little interest as long
as they continued to pay the jizyah. These vassal states
were never incorporated into the Golden Horde, and
the Russian rulers obtained the privilege of collecting
the jizyah themselves. Also, these nations were able to
preserve their religion under the Muslim rule, which
continued for more than two centuries. This fact
perfectly portrays the tolerant nature of this rule.[vi] Yet,
the Russian perception of an Islamic threat had been
intensified close to the demise of the empire in 1437.
In the beginning of the fifteenth century, a number of
independent Islamic khanates (or states) emerged from
the gigantic Golden Horde such as Kazan, Crimean,
Siberian, Noghay and Astrakhan Khanates. These
khanates covered almost all of central parts of the
modern Russian territory, except the region between
the cities of Moscow and Kiev where the majority of
proto-Russians used to live in a number of principalities.

Today the Russian
Federation has the largest
Muslim-minority population
of any country in Europe.
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Muslims under the Russian
Imperialism
The political status of Islam had been changed
drastically in the region by the mid-sixteenth century,
when a pattern of conquest and incorporation was
reversed by the newly-established mighty Russian state
under the Ivan IV (the Terrible), who invaded the Kazan
(1552 C.E.) and Astrakhan (1556 C.E.) states. Over the
next three centuries, Russia continued its expansion
into Muslim-inhabited lands of Siberia, the Caucasus
and Central Asia. In 1859, Muslims of Dagestan
(Chechnya and Ingushetia were altogether a part of
Dagestan) lost their country to Tsarist Russia after 34
years of resistance under Imam Shamil (1797-1871).
[vii]
The Russian victory had a devastating impact on
Caucasian Muslims.
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Thousands were deported to Siberia, and hundreds of
thousands were forced to flee to the Ottoman Empire.
Russia’s conquest of Central Asia was completed in
1884-85. Thus, at the beginning of the 20th century,
the Russian Empire (aside from the protectorates of
Bukhara and Khiva), included more than 14 million
Muslims, which constituted more than eleven per cent
of the total population.
The liquidation of the governing bodies of these invaded
territories was followed by a systematic occupation of
the former Muslim lands, and Muslims were expelled
from all important cities and from the best lands along
the rivers. A network of fortresses, inhabited exclusively
by the Russians, was established at strategic points,
reducing the native Muslim populations to minorities
within the framework of Russian settlements. The
suppression of Islam, accompanied by coercive
Christianization and Russification, were central to
Moscow’s policy of integrating non-Russian territories
within a centralized Russian state, excepting the
reign of Catherine the Great.[viii] This state was purely
Russian and even Great-Russian, indifferent to the
problems of relations between the Russians and other
nationalities. Muslim principalities were integrated
into the Muscovite Tsardom, and Muslim inhabitants
were treated as Russian subjects to whom the rights
reserved to Christians were completely denied.[ix]
Functioning masjids were destroyed and new ones
were not allowed to be built. Such hostile
atmosphere and forceful Christianization
policies resulted in systematic uprisings
of Muslims under the banner of Islam,
culminating in the second half of the
eighteenth century during the Batyrsha
Revolt and the Pugachev Rebellion.
Masjid St. PetersBurg
Source: Alex Florstein Fedorov

Close to the end of the eighteenth century, Catherine
the Great initiated a new system of incorporation
of the Muslim community into the governmental
structure. Restrictions placed on Muslim trade and
entrepreneurship were partly lifted, cultural life
of Muslims received a boost from the proceeds of
international trade and manufacturing. New masjids
were built and religious schools were opened in
big cities such as Kazan, Ufa, and Orenburg. The
emergence of such relative religious, intellectual and
economic freedom due to the imperial reforms of the
late eighteenth and also in the nineteenth centuries
initiated an Islamic renewal and reformist movement
among Russia’s Muslims.
The Muslim intellectuals of Tatar origin such as Abd
al-Nasr al-Qursawi (1776-1812), Shihab al-Din Marjani
(1818-1889), Abd al-Qayyum Nasiri (1824-1902),
Musa Jarullah Bigiyev (1875-1949) and many others
advocated the creative and flexible potential of Islam
and its compatibility with modern progress. In the
beginning of the twentieth century, this religiouseducational movement evolved into a broader sociopolitical and cultural phenomenon which was also
referred to as Jadidism.
During the years of the First Russian Revolution of
1905–1907, Muslims formed a political party called
“Ittifaq al-Muslimin” (Union of Muslims), which
represented the liberal opposition and adhered to
peaceful parliamentary methods of political struggle.
The Muslim Fraction participated in four State
Dumas between 1906-1916. Political achievements
of Muslims were frustrated by reassertion of tsarist
authoritarianism and, later, by the establishment of
the Soviet Union and its brand of nation-building. After
the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, antagonistic policies
of the Communist regime disrupted the traditional
religious, social, economic and political foundations of
the Muslim society.

The Muslim Population of the
Russian Federation
Today the RF has the largest Muslim-minority
population of any country in Europe. There is no
official record of the exact number of Muslims in the
RF as the 2010 census did not include a question about
religious beliefs. Nevertheless, most official estimates
put the number of Muslims in the RF between 16 and
20 million, which is about 13-15 percent of the total
population (of about 146 million as of January 2015).

Muslim populations exist in all of the territorial divisions
of the Russian Federation. Yet, ethnic Muslims are
predominant in seven out of the twenty-one republics:
Bashkortostan and Tatarstan in the Volga-Urals region,
and Chechnya, Ingushetia, Dagestan, KabardinoBalkaria and Karachay-Cherkessia in the Northern
Caucasus. Other parts of Russia, including large cities
such as Moscow, Nizhniy Novgorod and St Petersburg,
also have significant Muslim populations. The Muslim
community of Moscow alone is estimated to be around
2 million (about 20 % of the total), and St Petersburg’s
Muslim population is approximately 700,000 (out of a
population of about 4.78 million, according to the 2010
census). Major areas of Muslim concentration in Siberia
and the Far East include Omsk, Tyumen, Tobolsk,
Novosibirsk,Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, and Urengoi.
Russia’s Muslims belong to more than 40 ethnic groups,
such as the Volga Tatars, the Siberian Tatars, Chechens,
Ingush, Bashqorts, Dargins, Balkars, Avars, Karachays,
Lezgins, Kabardins and many others. The majority of
them follow two Sunni schools of Islamic jurisprudence
– the Hanafi and Shafi’i madhhabs. Muslims of the
Volga-Urals region and the Nogais, Karachays and
Balkars in the Northern Caucasus follow the Hanafi
madhhab, while Muslims of Dagestan, Chechnya and
Ingushetia are practicing Shafi’I madhhab. Shi’ites are
a small minority to be found almost exclusively in the
Caucasus, among Azeri Turks and part of Dagestan’s
small Muslim ethnic group, the Lezgins.

Russian Federation. Islam is routinely affirmed to be
part of Russian society by the Russian authorities and
political leaders. During his visit to Ufa in November
2011, the then-President Dmitry Medvedev stated that:
“Our huge country is a common historical motherland
for the Christians as well as Muslims; not one of them
arrived at here from outside, but did accept Christianity
or Islam here, on this land.”[xi] Citing the significant role
of Muslim statesmen, artists, scientists, soldiers and
businessmen in Russian history, the current Russian
President Vladimir Putin, during his meeting with muftis
in Ufa on 22 October 2013, emphasised that Islam
shines in Russian culture.[xii] Nonetheless, the attitude
of the Russian ruling establishment to Islam is rather
reserved. The Kremlin wants a conformist Islam and
reacts negatively to any deviations from conformism,
particularly since the 90’s, when Islam served not only
as the banner of the Chechen resistance, but was also
employed by the opposition in other Muslim regions.
The Islamic factor played a minor role in the declaration
of war by the Russian government against Chechnya in
1994 and 1999. Yet, the horrible consequences of these
wars, together with the 9/11 attacks in the United
States, played a fundamental role in creating a negative
image of Islam and Muslims in Russia. In the wake of
the Russian Extremist Law of 2002, adopted after the
declaration of the US-led global ‘war on terror,’ cases
of discrimination and violation of Muslims’ rights have
significantly increased.

Experts on Russia’s demographic development predict
Muslim majority in Russia in the second half of the
twenty-first century. They observe the decline in the
ethnic Russian population and the rapid growth among
the country’s ethnic Muslims. A significant gap exists
between the birth rates of ethnic Russians and Russia’s
predominantly Muslim ethnic groups: 1.7 births per
100 women for ethnic Russians annually, which is below
the replacement rate, and 4.5 births per 100 women for
Muslim ethnic groups.[x] Besides, Muslim immigration
from Central Asia and the South Caucasus is increasing
inexorably due to higher demand for labour force in
Russia.

Dozens of organisations such as Hizb al-Tahrir, Jama’a
al-Tabligh, Nurdzhular, Salafism, Wahabism and others
had been banned as being ‘extremist’ and ‘contradictory
to the traditional Hanafi madhhab,’ marking a slow
erosion of religious freedom in Russia.

Islam and the State
As a result of the introduction of religious freedom
in the 90s of the last century and subsequently the
appearance Islamic renaissance, Russian society
adapted to the fact that it is not only a multi ethnic, but
also an entity of religious diversity. A preamble of the
1997 Law on Freedom of Conscience, a supplemental
law on religion, identifies Russian Orthodoxy, Judaism,
Islam and Buddhism as traditional religions of the

Dozens of mainstream Islamic
books such as the Riyadh al-Salihin
(The Gardens of the Righteous),
Sorok Khadisov (Forty Hadiths)
of Al-Nawawi, Mizan al-Amal
(Balanced Criterion of Action)
of Imam Ghazali, Jizn’ Proroka
Muhammada (The Life of the
Prophet Muhammad) of Ibn
Hisham and al-Mubarakfuri,
parts from the Risale-i Nur (The
Epistles of Light) of Said Nursi have
been indiscriminately banned in
various district courts in Russia for
allegedly inciting interreligious and
interracial hatred and promoting
exclusivity and superiority on the
basis of religion.
Lala Tulpan masjid in Ufa
Source: Vladimir Morozov
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In 2014, for example, a district court in Apas, Tatarstan,
banned the Russian translation of the hadith collection
of Sahih Bukhari for supposedly inciting interracial and
interreligious animosity.[xiii] Since this hadith collection
is considered by Muslims to be a second source of their
religion after the Qur’an and the majority of Muslims
have it in their houses, even ordinary Muslim individuals
may be charged with keeping it and other recently
prohibited books. These bans have inevitably led to the
arrests of dozens if not hundreds of Muslims in Russia
on allegations of belonging to “extremist groups.”
The Russian media and cinema industry also adopted
a hostile stance towards Islam and Muslims and played
a vital role in creating a negative image.[xiv] Several
negative developments consequently took place in
Russia, such as cases of public and official objections by
the Orthodox Church, regional administration and nonMuslim populations to the construction of new masjids
and the refusal to give jobs to head scarf-wearing
women and bearded men.
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For example, more masjids are needed for practising
Muslims in many regions, especially in Moscow. There
are currently four masjids functioning in Moscow,
which together can accommodate only a few thousand
believers. Sergey Sobyanin, the Mayor of Moscow,
warned Russian Muslims in 2013 and again in 2014
that no permissions would be granted to build new
masjids in Moscow, which is home to about two million
Muslims.[xv]
The growing tensions between the West and the
Russian Federation over the Ukrainian crisis since
2014 and the serious economic consequences of the
European sanctions, yet, induced Russia to detach
itself from the US-led ‘war on terrorism’. In its foreign
relations policy, Russia turned towards the Muslim East,
particularly Turkey, becoming extremely cautious on
Islam and Muslims. In fact, the Islamic factor used being
served in the country’s foreign policy for a long period
to corroborate the claim about Russia´s special place
in global politics, about its “intermediary” situation
as a Eurasian state which enables it to play the part
of a bridge between the Muslim world and the West.
From 29 June 2005, the Russian Federation earned
“an observer” status at the Organization of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC). Political leaders of the majorityMuslim Republics, especially of Tatarstan and Chechnya,
as well as Muslim religious elites are actively involved in
Russia’s foreign strategy in the Muslim world.
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Poetess A’ishah al-Ba'uniyyah (died 923 aH / 1517 CE) begins her section on
dhikr with Allah's promise in the Quran:
{So remember Me, and I shall remember you; and be grateful unto Me,
and deny Me not.} [2:152]
‘A’ishah elaborates on this reciprocal relationship of recollection (dhikr)
between Allah and His faithful worshippers by the following poem:

Remember Me with sincerity,
and I will remember you among the spiritual elect;
Remember Me in your striving,
and I will remember You with witnessing;
Remember Me in your passing away,
and I will remember you in your abiding
Remember Me in your hearts,
and I will remember you in nearness to Me;
Remember Me in your spirits,
and I will remember you in moments of enlightenment;
Remember Me in your heart secrets,
and I will remember you in illuminations!
And be not ungrateful, by forgetting to remember,
so that we always may remember.
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Donations in the form of cash or cheques can be credited to :
NAMA AKAUN / Acc Name : TABUNG KEBAJIKAN TUNKU
NO. AKAUN / Acc No : 105020002899 (Afﬁn Bank Berhad)

Mereka yang bersifat pemurah dan dermawan bukan sahaja
disanjungi dan dikasihi oleh masyarakat, malah di akhirat Allah SWT
menjanjikan ganjaran yang berlipat kali ganda. Allah SWT telah
memberi jaminan bahawa sifat pemurah dan dermawan tidak akan
mengurangkan harta malah rezekinya akan ditambah selain
mendapat saham pahala akhirat yang berterusan. Firman Allah SWT
dalam surah al-Baqarah ayat 261:
“Bandingan (derma) orang-orang yang membelanjakan hartanya
pada jalan Allah ialah sama seperti sebiji benih yang tumbuh
menerbitkan tujuh tangkai: tiap-tiap tangkai itu pula
mengandungi seratus biji. Dan (ingatlah) Allah akan
melipatgandakan pahala bagi sesiapa yang dikehendakinya dan
Allah Maha luas (rahmat) kurniaan-Nya lagi meliputi ilmu
pengetahuan-Nya “ .
Para Malaikat turut berdoa agar rezeki orang yang menderma makin
bertambah dan orang yang bakhil itu kehancuran. Sabda Rasulullah
SAW:

“ Tidak ada satu hari hamba Allah berpagi pada hari itu, selain ia
dihadiri dua Malaikat; kemudian salah seorang daripada
keduanya mendoakan: “Wahai Tuhan, berilah si dermawan itu
ganti; dan salah satu malaikat lagi mendoakan : Wahai Tuhan,
berilah orang yang bakhil itu kehancuran“. (Sahih al-Bukhari)
Sifat bakhil dan mementingkan diri sendiri menjejaskan imej Islam
sebagai agama yang membawa rahmat. Hal ini selaras dengan
amaran Allah SWT dalam surah Ali-Imran ayat 180:
Maksudnya: “Dan jangan sekali-sekali orang-orang yang bakhil
dengan harta benda yang telah dikurniakan Allah kepada
mereka dari kemurahan-Nya - meyangka keadaan bakhilnya itu
baik bagi mereka. Bahkan ia adalah buruk bagi mereka. Mereka
akan dikalungkan (diseksa) dengan apa yang mereka bakhilkan
itu pada hari kiamat kelak. Dan bagi Allah jualah hak milik segala
warisan (isi) langit dan bumi. Dan (ingatlah), Allah Maha
Mengetahui dengan mendalam akan segala yang kamu
kerjakan“.

Pihak PERKIM akan mengeluarkan resit pengurangan cukai bagi setiap penderma dan penyumbang.
PERKIM will issue a tax deductible receipt for all donors and contributors.
IBU PEJABAT/Headquarters
Tingkat 4 & 6, Bangunan PERKIM,
150, Jalan Sultan Azlan Shah,
51200 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel : +603 4042 6224 / 4041 2482
Faks : +603 4042 7403
Email : info@perkim.net.my
Web : www.perkim.net.my

